LIVE THE UCF CREED

INTEGRITY
I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

SCHOLARSHIP
I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

COMMUNITY
I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

CREATIVITY
I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

EXCELLENCE
I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.
About the University of Central Florida

The University of Central Florida is a bold, preeminent research institution widely recognized as America’s leading partnership university. With more than 66,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States. In addition to its impressive size and quality, UCF is ranked as a best-value university by The Princeton Review and Kiplinger’s, as well as one of the nation’s most affordable colleges by Forbes. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees at UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF’s online-only programs include bachelor’s degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor’s, 86 master’s, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all public universities in Florida and the nation by conferring nearly 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 25 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in various fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation’s number three game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts various concerts and shows, plus cultural events and NCAA sports. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative urban education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.
Dear Graduates:

I congratulate you on earning your degrees, a major achievement for you and your families!

We often say that the future of UCF and Orlando is big, and today I encourage you to think and dream big about your future.

Your university education will be of immeasurable benefit to you for the rest of your lives. As you leave UCF, or continue your education here, keep stimulating the intellectual curiosity that got you this far, and never stop learning.

Use your knowledge, talent, and degree to their fullest, and you will help to make a better future for our society.

Remember your friends, family, and faculty members who helped you grow intellectually, emotionally, and socially. And remember your university for the benefit of future students whose lives and livelihoods will be lifted here.

I believe everyone has potential. And, when all of us unleash our full potential together, anything is possible.

Best wishes for a lifetime of success and satisfaction.

Cordially yours,

John C. Hitt
President

An Equal Opportunity-Affirmative Action Institution
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* Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called. Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.  

As a courtesy to the graduates and families being recognized today, we ask that you remain in your seat until all graduates have crossed the platform.  
The ceremony will last approximately two hours.  

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration, and student body in honoring our graduates.
Tom Kuntz retired as president and chief executive officer of SunTrust Banks, Florida, after a 35-year career with that organization.

Kuntz is a distinguished professional. He is a recipient of the Governor's Business Leader of the Year Award and the Governor's Business Ambassador Award.

He is a member of the Florida Council of 100, as well as the board of directors of Guidewell Mutual Holding Corporation and Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. He is a trustee of the Alfred I. DuPont Testamentary Trust and former vice chair of Enterprise Florida and the Florida Commission on Healthcare and Hospital Funding.

At public and private institutions, Kuntz has a record of distinguished service to Florida higher education. He is currently a member of the board of trustees of Rollins College and of the University of Florida.

He also is the immediate past chair of the Florida Board of Governors, the governing body for the State University System of Florida, and he is past chair of the Florida Higher Education Coordinating Council.

He is a good friend to UCF, offering his support on the Board of Governors for Downtown UCF and the UCF Academic Hospital.

Kuntz is a graduate of Rollins College and the Graduate School of Banking at Louisiana State University.
Governor Jeb Bush is a political leader of national renown, an influential advocate of education reform, a public intellectual, and a longtime friend of the University of Central Florida.

In 1981, Bush began his career by growing a startup company into the largest commercial real estate firm in South Florida. He served as Florida’s Secretary of Commerce under Governor Bob Martinez. He currently serves as chairman of Dock Square Capital, a merchant bank headquartered in Miami.

The first two-term Republican governor in Florida history, he championed major reform in the state’s taxing and spending, health care, environmental protection, and civil service. His top priority was the overhaul of the state’s educational system. Today, Florida remains a national leader in raising student achievement.

Bush maintains his passion for education by serving as the chairman of the Foundation for Excellence in Education, a national nonprofit educational reform organization that he founded.

He has written three books and is a respected opinion leader on civic and political issues of consequence.

His influential support of UCF includes his advocacy for funding of the State University System, his appointment of outstanding members to the charter UCF Board of Trustees, and his championing of the UCF College of Medicine, which was essential to its approval.

Bush earned a bachelor’s degree in Latin American Studies from the University of Texas at Austin.
Commencement Speaker

Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer has forged a distinguished career of public service. He served in the Florida Senate for 10 years and was Democratic leader for three years. Elected mayor of Orlando in 2003, he is now the longest-serving mayor in the city’s history.

As mayor, Dyer has led Orlando to be a progressive, world-class city. He advocates for a community that embraces diversity, promotes innovation and technology, furthers environmental sustainability, and advances public safety.

His many accomplishments include a new arena for the Orlando Magic, the Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts, large-scale renovations of Camping World Stadium, and the establishment of SunRail. Dyer has led Orlando to be the most popular tourist destination in the world and among the fastest growing cities in the nation.

A steadfast friend to UCF, he was instrumental in the founding of the Florida High Tech Corridor Council, the Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy, UCF Downtown, and the UCF College of Medicine and future UCF hospital at Lake Nona.

Among his many honors and recognitions, Dyer has been named Municipal Leader of the Year by American City & County Magazine and received the Leadership in the Arts Award from Americans for the Arts.

Dyer earned his undergraduate degree in civil engineering from Brown University and a law degree from the University of Florida.
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Carolyn Roberts is the founder and president of Roberts Real Estate in Ocala. She has served as a president of the Ocala/Marion County Association of Realtors and as a board member of the Florida Real Estate Commission.

She began her remarkable leadership of the State University System of Florida in 1989 when she was appointed to the Florida Board of Regents, serving as both vice chair and chair. She chaired the Board of Regents Search Committee that chose John C. Hitt to be president of UCF.

Governor Jeb Bush appointed her to the Florida Board of Education and then to the newly formed Florida Board of Governors. Held in high regard by her peers, she was elected vice chair and chair of that board.

During her tenure as chair of the Florida Board of Governors, Roberts was instrumental in gaining approval for the UCF College of Medicine, which was of great importance to this university.

She has served with distinction on numerous governing bodies, including the UCF Foundation and its Executive Board. At the University of Florida, she has been a member of the Board of Trustees, the President’s Council, and the boards of the Research Foundation, the Athletic Association, the University Foundation, and Shands Healthcare.

Roberts earned a bachelor’s degree in business management from Florida Southern College.
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Commencement Speaker

Jim Heekin is a member of the Central Florida law firm of Lowndes, Drosdick, Doster, Kantor & Reed. He chairs the firm’s Healthcare and Aviation Practice Groups and focuses on corporate transactions and mergers and acquisitions in the health care and aviation fields. He also is a certified public accountant and has practiced public accounting in the Miami and Jacksonville offices of Price Waterhouse.

Heekin has been a long-time friend of higher education in Florida. In 1991, Governor Lawton Chiles appointed him to serve on the Florida Board of Regents of the State University System, and he went on to serve with distinction as chair of that body.

Over the years, he has been a strong advocate for enhanced funding for the State University System of Florida. He also has served on the boards of Shands HealthCare and the Florida Institute for Film.

Heekin was a leader on the Board of Regents’ selection committee that approved the presidency of John C. Hitt, and he has been a loyal and enthusiastic friend of UCF.

He championed the interests of UCF while on the Florida Board of Regents, and he has served on the boards of the UCF Foundation, the UCF Research Foundation, the Orlando-UCF Shakespeare Festival, and the Orlando Repertory Theatre.

Heekin earned a bachelor’s degree in accounting from the University of Florida and a law degree from Florida State University.
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Order of Pegasus ............................................................................................................................... Ms. Maria Pennella

Commencement Speaker

Orange County Mayor Teresa Jacobs has provided outstanding leadership to her county, region, and state. She had a successful nine-year career in banking, and she served two terms as county commissioner before being elected mayor in 2011.

Jacobs has been a champion of governmental ethics reform, transparency, and public engagement. She has established a set of core values for Orange County government: professionalism, integrity, innovation, fairness, hard work, and accountability.

Her many accomplishments as mayor have led to unprecedented economic opportunity and the county’s historic job growth spurred by national and international economic development. She remains focused on maintaining Orange County as the world’s top tourist destination, along with being the world’s best place to live, learn, work, play, and do business.

Under Jacobs’ leadership, UCF and Orange County have forged a highly successful partnership that has made eastern Orange County a dynamic and progressive community. The partnership has focused on public safety, health care, high tech research, digital media advances, and entrepreneurship. She has played a vital role in establishing a UCF hospital at Lake Nona.

Her civic engagement is extensive and includes serving as president of the Florida Association of Counties, chair of the East Central Florida Regional Planning Council, and chair of the Central Florida Smart Growth Authority, among others.

Jacobs graduated cum laude from Florida State University with a degree in economics.

The Honorable Teresa Jacobs
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

CARISSA ANN BAKER  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Rudy McDaniel

ERIC ARTHUR MURNANE  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Anastasia Salter

LANDON K. BERRY  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Pavel Zemliansky

SARA ELIZABETH RAFFEL  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Rudy McDaniel

BRANDY R. DIETERLE  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephanie Vie

NATHAN STAFFORD SNOW  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Barry J. Mauer

VALERIE FUMEA KASPER  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Scot French

College of Business Administration

JEFFREY ALLEN DIBARTOLOMEO  
Business Administration  
Major Advisor: Dr. Vladimir A. Gatchev

JARED KOREFF  
Business Administration  
Major Advisor: Dr. Steve Sutton

College of Education and Human Performance

KATHRYN LOBNITZ ANDERSON  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

MAKINI ASHAKI CAMPBELL SUTHERLAND  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Juli Dixon

CAITLYN MCKINZIE BENNETT  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gulnora Hundley  
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn Lambie

MARIETA PETROVA CHEMISHANOVA  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Owens

ELETHIA NICOLE BRONSON  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

DAVID CHURCH  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jay R. Hoffman
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Major Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTINA ELAINE COOK</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
<td>Dr. Carolyn Hopp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKATERINA V. GOUSSAKOVA</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Keith Folse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERALD S. JONES</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Rosa Cintrón Delgado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELLY T. KAAK</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Ady Milman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAURICE S. KAPROW</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Jerry Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISA MELINDA KOVAC</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Anne Culp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHAEL LA MONICA</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. David Fukuda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUIYUAN LUO</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Florin Mihai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORGAN AMANDA MCAFEE</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Stephen Sivo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHARD THOMAS MINTON</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Kathleen P. King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAURA ELIZABETH MONROE</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Joyce Nutta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENNETH RAY MOORE</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Rosemarye Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEFFREY O'BRIEN</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Rosa Cintrón Delgado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVID A. OGLETHORPE</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Michael Preston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENNIFER L. PLANT</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Kathleen P. King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRENDAN MARK RICHARD</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Stephen Sivo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YVETTE CHERISE SALIBA EL HABRE</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Sejal Barden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADONNA KAY SLAYTER</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Atsushi Hirumi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOANNA HELENE SPIELVOGEL</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Barbara J. Ehren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT COLEMAN WALKER</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Barbara A. Murray</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Engineering and Computer Science**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Major Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHMAD ABUALSAMID</td>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Dr. Charles E. Hughes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMER SHAFEEQ AL AMILI</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIF ALI AL OBAIDI</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Wasfy B. Mikhail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHMOUD ABDULLAH AL HABRE</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. George Atia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIF ABDULAIZ ALARIFI</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADONNA KAY SLAYTER</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Atsushi Hirumi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOANNA HELENE SPIELVOGEL</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Barbara J. Ehren</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ASHRAF M. ALHUJAILLI  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Waldemar Karwowski

BADER MOHAMMED ALMANSOUR  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Subith Vasu

AFRAA ZUHAIR ATTIAH  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Cliff C. Zou

THOMAS BERGMANN  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Waldemar Karwowski

RUIYAO CHEN  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. W. Linwood Jones

TONI L. CURATE  
Environmental Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Boo-Hyun Nam

ANAHITA DAVOUDI  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mainak Chatterjee

AHMED TAREK AHMED FARID  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty

DOUGLAS JAMES FREESE  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Yunjun Xu

SAM JANSOUROU GHASSALI  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Yuanli Bai

PHILLIP JEFFREY HANES  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. R. Paul Wiegand

DAN HUANG  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jun Wang

MARYAM JABERI  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Hassan Foroosh

SUNGHUL JUNG  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Charles E. Hughes

WON IL JUNG  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gene Lee

CAROLINA KELLY  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Omer Tatari

FARDIN KHALILI  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Hansen Mansy

DON NADUN SACHINTHAKA  
KURUPPUMULLAGE  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Olusegun Illegbisa

HALUK LAMAN  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Amr Oloufa

HECTOR M. LUGO-CORDERO  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ratan K. Guha

BRIAN ASHLEY MILLIKAN  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Hassan Foroosh

MASOOD MIRZA  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Essam Radwan

AHMAD SAEIDAMMAR MOHAMED  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Amr Oloufa

DUSTIN RYAN MORLEY  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Hassan Foroosh

KEVIN SCOTT MUHS  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Waldemar Karwowski

OMAR AHMED YOUSIF NAKHILA  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Cliff C. Zou

JACK EDWARD NORFLEET  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Yuanli Bai
NIZAMETTIN KORTAN OGUTMAN  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Winston Schoenfeld

MIKHAEL SAMIR YOUSSEF SOLIMAN  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Laurene Tetard

RAY OTTO PRATHER  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Alain J. Kassab

AMIRTAHA TAEBI  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Hansen A. Mansy

YANGYANG QIAO  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Yuanli Bai

KENNETH C. THOMPSON  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Yunjun Xu

MOSTAFA RAHMANI  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor:  Dr. George Atia

JONATHAN D. TORRES-CACERES  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Ali P. Gordon

SAMUEL HARRISON RHODES  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Jiyu Fang

ALVARO VELASQUEZ  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Sumit Kumar Jha

CHEN SHEN  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Lei Zhai

YINA WU  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty

SANNA FAROOQ SIDDIQUI  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Ali P. Gordon  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Seetha Raghavan

MICHAEL A. XYNIDIS  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Patricia Bockelman Morrow

JOHN LAWRENCE SINGLETON  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Gary T. Leavens

College of Health and Public Affairs

CONSTANZA R. ARANDA GARCIA  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Patrick Pabian

CHRISTINA ALDA CYPRIEN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Morris Beato

CHRISTOPHER I. ATKINSON  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Carey Rothschild

JAMI LYNN DENNIS  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Jennifer Tucker

FRANK JOSEPH BARTEK  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Gerald Smith

CHELSEA KING ENGELHARDT  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor:  Dr. James Sonne

ALISON JEAN BURNHAM  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Morris Rick Beato

HILARY SHEA ERBE  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Nicole Dawson

BROOKE NICHELLE CHANCEY  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Morris Rick Beato

TALIA M. ESTRADA  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor:  Dr. Nicole Dawson
BENJAMIN ANDREW GABRIEL  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Nicole Dawson

BRITTANY MARIE GIAMMALVO  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Nicole Dawson

GARY RAY GRIMES  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sophia Dziegielewski

ADAM S. HAMILTON  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William J. Hanney

BRITTANY ROSE HAUPT  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Naim Kapucu

EMILY SUE HOYER  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Morris Rick Beato

CHRISTOPHER ALEX IADAROLA  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William J. Hanney

CALVIN MATTHEW JAMES  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William J. Hanney

BRENT DOUGLAS JOHNSON  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William J. Hanney

ELI JOSEPH JORDAN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Sonne

BRITTANY A. KILDUFF  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Sonne

STEVEN JAMES KORTE  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Matt S. Stock

JUAN DANIEL MALDONADO, JR.  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Matt S. Stock

ERIN L. MORTON  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

BETHANY ANNE MUNI  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

RACHEL MARIE MUSTONEN  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Su-I Hou

BRITTANY LYNNE NELSON  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

ERICA ELENA PARAZO  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

KYLE PRESTON PERKINS  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

VICTORIA PHYLLIS PETTOFREZZO  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

VIERNNE ERIKA KATRINA PLACIDE  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lynn Unruh

VANESSA MARIE PRICE  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

KYLE IAN PULFORD  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

AMANDA DIANE RAFFENAUD  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lynn Unruh

STEPHANIE M. RARICK  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

CARLA JACKIE SAMPSON  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lynn Unruh
EDGARDO L. SANTOYO  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

LISA RIANE WINTERBERGER  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

SARA MARIE WALKER  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

DALE SUSAN GEORGE  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen Lambert

THYWILL TSATSU SABBLAH  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen J. King

ALADDIN ASHRAF RIAD  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sampath Parthasarathy

COLLEGE OF NURSING

PATRICIA MARCELA DELGADO  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Susan Chase

JOHN WESLEY ROTHWELL, III  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Angela Ritten

DANIELLE E. MCDONOUGH  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Angela Ritten

FAMEISHA RENE WILLIAMS  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jacqueline Lamanna

COLLEGE OF OPTICS AND PHOTONICS

JOSHUA D. BRADFORD  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Martin C. Richardson

ASHUTOSH SATISHCHANDRA NATRAJAN RAO  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sasan Fathpour

MOHAMMAD AMIN EFTEKHAR  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Demetrios Christodoulides

ABRAHAM VÁZQUEZ-GUARDADO  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Debasish Chanda

JIE LI  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Zenghu Chang
College of Sciences

SHREE RAM ACHARYA
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Talat S. Rahman

JOANNA ELIZABETH LEWIS
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Mark Neider

ADIBAH MUKHLID ALMUTAIRI
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Cherie Yestrebsky

MICHAEL SCOTT LODGE
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Masahiro Ishigami

VICTORIA LYNNE CLAYPOOLE
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. James Szalma

JENNIFER FUNG-MING LOUIE
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Mustapha Mouloua

JULIE GAMA DONNELLY
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Florencio Eloy Hernandez

XIAOYAN LU
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Lei Zhai

DANIEL E. FRANKLIN
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Debashis Chanda

JULIAN MCCAIN MONTAQUILA
Modeling and Simulation
Major Advisor: Dr. Bruce D. Caulkins

CHRISTOPHER NEAL GRABILL
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen Kuebler

SARAH ANN SACRA
Sociology
Major Advisor: Dr. Jana Jasinski

RICHARD JEROUSEK
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Joshua E. Colwell

CHARLES ALFRED SCHAMBEAU
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Yanga Fernandez

JENNA LYNNE JONES
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Yanga Fernandez

ANDREW JACOB WISMER
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Corey Bohil

MAHTAB AHMAD KHAN
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael N. Leuenberger
Major Advisor: Dr. Eduardo Mucciolo

YUANMENG MILES ZHANG
Conservation Biology
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara Sharanowski

NANAMI KIKUCHI
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Dmitry Kolpashchikov

YADONG ZHOU
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Shengli Zou
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

ELAINE FRANCES MATHIS
Hospitality Management
Major Advisor: Dr. Mathilda Van Niekerk

AMANDA J. TEMPLETON
Hospitality Management
Major Advisor: Dr. Alan Fyall
Candidates for Education Specialist

JOEL C. BUTLER  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

MELODI NARA MILLER  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

LAUREN ELIZABETH CHATTIN  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

KELLY ANN MORRIS  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

MARLA MARIE FERRADINO  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Walter Doherty

TRACEY PLANINZ  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

ANDREANA M. FIDANZI  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

JILLIAN M. ROBERTSON  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

STEPHANIE COWERN FLYNN  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

DIANA RACHEL SHAW  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stacey Van Horn

JENNIFER KORNGOLD  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

STACEY SMILEY  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Walter Doherty

PHELYCIA KELLY MARSH  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

KRISTIN J. WILKIN  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Walter Doherty

REGINA PATRICE MCCURDY  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Randal Hewitt

SHAWN P. WINSTON  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub
Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

BRAD ANDREW BARTH
Creative Writing

FORREST PATRICK DEBLOIS
Emerging Media

ROBIN ELIOT
Creative Writing

MARK GERSTEIN
Emerging Media

RYAN MICHAEL GLEASON
Emerging Media

ILJEEN JO
Creative Writing

MARIA E KATSADOUROS
Theatre

MICHAEL WILLIAM LEAVITT
Creative Writing

MICHELLE SHERIL LORICCO
Theatre

SIENNA G. MALIK
Creative Writing

DIANE RENEE PARKS
Emerging Media

STEPHANIE MARY PORVEN
Creative Writing

CHRISTOPHER JEREMY SANTOS
Emerging Media

MICHAEL EDWIN STEPHENSON
Film

LEAH MAREDITH THOMAS
Theatre

HEATHER GUILD VAZQUEZ
Creative Writing

LEAH WASHBURN
Creative Writing

JULIE LYNN WOODS-ROBINSON
Theatre
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts

Digital Media MA-Visual Language and Interactive Media
Audrey Anderson
Madeline Nicole Davis
Jonathan Alexander Rios

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies
Emily Boyd
Lindsey Ivone Carman
Andrew B. Hackler
Katherine E. Harris
Elizabeth Anne Hutchison
Melinda Franklin Stewart

English MA-Rhetoric and Composition
Zachary Hershel Mandell

English MA-Technical Communication
Monica Marie Mayer
Toshia Williams

History MA
Tyler Charles Campbell
Adam Michael Cohen
James A. Padgett
Roger Jordan Sims

History MA-Public History
Holly Amber Baker
Porsha Rachelle Dossie

Music MA
Steven Gregory Amann
Kai Yin Chan
William Henry Daniels V
Alexia Michelle Jowers
Aaron Christian Lingelbach
Arleen Ramirez
Vasily Yurin

Spanish MA
Luis Carlos Gutierrez
Spring Savage Guyton
Inmaculada Lozano Diaz
Carolina Salazar

Teaching English (TESOL) MA
Ilaria Bonomo
Thomas Dwight Cox
Sandra Florencio Ribeiro Pauleti
Monika Hazi
Ward Stewart Kelman
John Michael Martinez
Ryan P. McClendon
Colin Nohr
Kenny Michael Willis

Theatre MA
Carinita Nisi Quintero
College of Business Administration

Master in Sport Business Management

Sport Business Management MSBM

Bharath Balasundaram
Abdul-Samad Bello-Malabu
Austin Hunter Bloom
Tais Silva Cotta
Tyler Gradi
Kaitlyn K. Huss
John Johnson
Timothy Klug
Isaac Abraham Koppel
Sable A. Lee
Keng-Haw Liang
Saahil Mitra Marfatia
Evin Morrison
Destini Charisse Orr
Christal Helena Peterson
Stanley Sylverain
Tynelle Taylor-Chase
Jeanette Torres
Briana Leigh Vaughn
Morgan Villanueva
John Paul Visser

Natalie C. Di Paolis
Marco Diaz
Kathryn Alvizo Diego
James Stephen Dinan
Elizabeth Ruth Doerr
Sean Patrick Donovan
Rita Buzzaella DuParesne
Brianna Mieisha Dunlap
Alex Patrick Eatmon
Johnny S. Espinoza
Harrington Feitosa Figueiredo
Jeremy James Foskett
Riina Maria Foster
Jason Alan Fox
Cynthia Kathleen Gabriel
Christopher A. Garcia
Sarah Marie Gilmore
Carly Michele Giordano
Alexandra Olivia Goldfarb
Suheiliey Gonzalez
Kaye E. Green
Christopher Michael Gross
Daniela Gutierrez
Whitney F. Hamilton
David Christopher Hauge
Brandon Douglas Haycock
Joseph Kenneth Heath
Florence E. Hernandez
Jarrod Christopher Hinrichs
Robert Jason Hoge
Jenny Evans Hogue
Shuya Huang
David C. Janosik
Darby Anouilh Jean
Jonathan Emmanuel Joseph
Ryan Mason Kahn
Daniel Kenon
Aleksandar Khan
Amber P. Lamar
Audra Renee Lin
Austen Frederic Loud
Alexander James Riseman Maddock
Leonardo L. Madruga
Mark R. Mankbadi
Kapildeo Manohar
Nicholas Mavromatis
Ashley Lauren McAliffle
Christopher James McGee
Daniel Paul Menken
Steven Casey Miller
Carey Ann Morales
Melissa Nunziata Nangle
Chisa Renee Malika Nelson
Reilly P. O'Donnell
Jason D. Osorio
Devin Panlague

Andrew M. Pasztor
Wilson Noel Perez, Jr.
Joseph Thomas Perno
Carl Melchior Perrone
Jessica Carol Peterpaul
Anthony Pierce
Ralston Hugh Pinnock, Jr.
Arturo A. Polanco
Ivanna Polusmak
Catalina Quin Estrada
Courtney Dominque Richardson-Jones
Edwin Rosales, Jr.
Jessica Denise Rovello
Kathleen Marie Sakowicz
John Curtis Salisbury
John Sankitts, Jr.
Franklin Santos
Brian Michael Sargent
Charles Albert Sayous III
Jacob Andrew Serre
Stewart Shебroe
Rene Miguel Silverio
Jason Carlo Small
James Ashley Spence Banfield
Adam Clark Stevenson
Allison Leigh Kuhse Stiefel
Wendy Elizabeth Termarsch
Selena Ramos Toback
Antroné Jacquell Tumbling
Moises Urena
Samantha Lee VanTassel
Tonya Renee Westwood
Alice Kit Tung Yuen
Ornella Zavagnini
Steven J. Zucal
Laura Zuluaga

Master of Business Administration

Business Administration MBA-Evening

Tara Kay Adams
Jessica Havva Aksoy
Jean Wesly Albert
Constandin Anateiuicu
April Hope Askew
Shawn Cavelle Autrey
Angela Theresa Ayala
Zackery Alexander Barker
Matthew M. Batten
Kristina Marie Benoit
Laura Michelle Berner
David William Bressler
Steven Michael Calamusa
Jorge Campos
Joseph Dean Carrick
Naikea Michele Carter
Naiema Chahoudi
Daniel George Cleaver
Crystal Michelle Colvenbach
Jasmine Creecey
Erin Marie Curatu
Daniil Dagayev
Amarilises Davila
Damaris Davila
Christina Marie De Santis

Andrew M. Pasztor
Wilson Noel Perez, Jr.
Joseph Thomas Perno
Carl Melchior Perrone
Jessica Carol Peterpaul
Anthony Pierce
Ralston Hugh Pinnock, Jr.
Arturo A. Polanco
Ivanna Polusmak
Catalina Quin Estrada
Courtney Dominque Richardson-Jones
Edwin Rosales, Jr.
Jessica Denise Rovello
Kathleen Marie Sakowicz
John Curtis Salisbury
John Sankitts, Jr.
Franklin Santos
Brian Michael Sargent
Charles Albert Sayous III
Jacob Andrew Serre
Stewart Shебroe
Rene Miguel Silverio
Jason Carlo Small
James Ashley Spence Banfield
Adam Clark Stevenson
Allison Leigh Kuhse Stiefel
Wendy Elizabeth Termarsch
Selena Ramos Toback
Antroné Jacquell Tumbling
Moises Urena
Samantha Lee VanTassel
Tonya Renee Westwood
Alice Kit Tung Yuen
Ornella Zavagnini
Steven J. Zucal
Laura Zuluaga

Business Administration MBA-Executive

Juan Pablo Aleman Santana
Charles E. Bailes
Noortje Annedien Beenackers
Allison Renée Bekavac
Farshad Charmfooroosh
Lisa Cole
Robert James Durant
Carlos Ovalle
Joshua David Parkin
David Michael Pektas
Garrett Purtha
Paulo Fabian Rodriguez
Linda K. Self
Scott Alan Sturgess
Teresa Szakos
Tammy W. Tsang
College of Business Administration

Business Administration MBA-Professional

Alhadi Abdulhussein
Reda Aissa
McKinley Allen III
Lila Virginia Barretta
Desmond A. Black
Preston Black
Lina Montoya Carrillo
Eric Carl Chvisuk
Emanuel Alejandro Delgado
David Edward Eaves
Magdalena Renata Falasca
Sherraine T. Felder
Mikko D. Isaac
Larry Glenn Jarrell
Arthur Machecha
Marcus Martinez
Valerie Lynn Moses
Joshua A. Nawrocki
RaShae Mignon Olds
Kunjan Patel
Bridget L. Pepe
Sandra C. Peterson
Marco Antonio Pineda
Randy Mahendra Sarjoo
Christopher Richard Shelton
Chase W. Spor
Christian Schofield Walker
Joseph Russell Williams
Jonathan Charles Zegers
Jon Jacob Zepf

Sean Michael Simons
Karen M. Smith
Eric David Stanley
Jessica Lynn Traster
Melissa Marie Van Ryn
Tshilaba Kedar Ananta Kenna Verite
Cathy Yen Yen

Master of Science in Accounting

Accounting MSA

Timothy John Alfes
Alan James Andrews
Wesley Hamilton Blake
Gianluca Ceci
Hanxiao Chen
Melissa Rene Christian
Anum Zahra Dossani
Aidil Victoria Estevez
Connor Ryan Gilchrist
Amanda Nicole Grady
Samantha Joann Houghton
Iva R. Ivanova
Matthew William King
Min J. Lee
Michael A. Nomina
Brittney Annette Pantoja
Savannah Lynn Pearson
Toniaanne Marie Sim
College of Education and Human Performance

**Master of Arts**

**Applied Learning and Instruction MA**
- Maren Brooke Boulton
- Lesa Carrow Denninghoff
- Julie Gama Donnelly
- Cory Elizabeth Dumford
- Samantha Blair Giglio
- Valerie Marie Martins
- Tysha Meezan Resnick
- Laura Jeanne Scabarozzi
- Stephen Michael Strnad
- Melanie Toribio
- Ashley M. Waller

**Career and Technical Education MA**
- Hema Samuel

**Counselor Education MA-Clinical Mental Health Counseling**
- Christian Blake Brinkley
- Katelynn Ann Castaldo
- Alyse Marie Gruber
- Sarah Marie Kovacs
- Alyssa Nicole London
- Willow Morgan Mcinty
- Nathalia Munoz
- Mikki L. Roberts
- Bethany R. Russell
- Patrick A. Swann
- Carlie Michelle Szoek-King
- Diana Nguyen Tran
- Ashley Noel Valence-Stapp
- Lashay D. Vasquez
- Mariam Ahmed Zakri

**Counselor Education MA-School Counseling**
- Weslee Irene Arbor
- Monique Nicole Badal
- Emery Allison Carr
- Madeline L. Chivington
- Sarah Marie Guaracci
- Sheridan Alexis Kushner
- Christina Frances Sabbides
- Ilia Maria Ulle
- Jessica L. Vondran

**Educational Leadership MA**
- Kacey William Chambers
- Felicia Christina Clarke
- Jamie Marie Corey
- Joseph Daniel Della Malva
- Charity M. Garcia
- Kirsten L. Harwood
- Alania Marie Hodge
- Dawna Whyte Hug
- Briana Elaine Kiefer
- Kristine M. King
- Nakita Nicole Moody
- Marie Renee Wilsa Pierre
- Tara McGuire Santos
- Witney Sherry
- Sara Felicia Vicens
- Sarah Ann Warr

**Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-College Teaching and Leadership**
- Jeannette May Leeb
- Frank Lee Maier
- Mary Elizabeth Lee Thornton
- Patricia Ann Wooley

**Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Student Personnel**
- Tiara B. Anderson
- Brittney D. Blazicke
- Joseph X. Briones
- Tiffany Jordan Cheatham
- Joseph Harvey Kimber, Jr.
- Tommey Liang
- Saige Cathryn Liparulo
- Megan Eileen Loibl
- Anna Lea Peters
- Maggie Irene Sharp
- Sommer Haley Shirley
- Katie Patricia Wilhelm

**Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA**
- Lindsay Allison Pulse

**E-Learning-Instructional Design and Technology MA**
- Maria Breakall
- April Haydon Jollie
- Aysegul Kapucu
- Maureen R. Nixon
- Rachel Marie Suomi

**Elementary Education MA**
- Kourtney Noelle Destefano
- Daron A. Dryle
- Chandini Khemlani
- Colleen A. Murphy
- Megan Elizabeth Pearcy
- Steven Dwayne Smith
- Cristina Marie Wisotzkey
- Exceptional Student Education K-12 MA
- Jennifer Mary Franklin
- Mary C. Hogan
- Danica Tania Moise

**Instructional Systems-Instructional Design and Technology MA**
- Dawn Marie McCain
- Ali Nasser
- James Ralph III

**Marriage, Couple, and Family Therapy MA**
- Leslie Faye McKinley
- Morgan Taylor Parker
- Mollie Amber Robinson
- Indira Rodriguez
- Alexandria M. Turnbow

**Master of Arts in Teaching**

**Teacher Education MAT-English Language Arts Education ESOL**
- Kelly Camp Gonzalez
- Amanda Faith Leal
- Ashley Nicole Rowe
- Joydell M. Trail

**Teacher Education MAT-Mathematics Education**
- Cesar Leal Ferreira
- Agnieszka Freund
- Alison M. Schucht

**Teacher Education MAT-Science Education-Biology**
- Elizabeth S. Richner

**Teacher Education MAT-Social Science Education**
- Vanessa L. Diaz
- Lauren Elizabeth Fant
- Alejandro Alberto Lugo
- Joseph Andrew Sayers

**Master of Education**

**Counselor Education ME-School Counseling**
- Carolyn Yvonne Thomas
College of Education and Human Performance

Curriculum and Instruction MEd- 
Global, International, and Comparative 
Education
Ashley Nicole Craig
Curriculum and Instruction MEd- 
Science Education
Candace Holly Maestre
Rebecca Elisa Perez Soria
Educational Leadership MEd
Britny Lauren Carlock
Lianna Marie Cuccia
Priscilla Marie Diaz
Livia Marlh Forrest
Ashley Marie Furgione
Jayson Michael Godfrey
Sarah Ann Harper
Heather Michelle Kohr
Donald Lewis Kuhn
Charlotte D. Little
Gloria Martinez
Jessica Ann Petrlik
Tiana Marie Richmond
Melissa Rosario
Janeika Lakisha Sweet
German Robert Taveras
Olga Lynn Wood
Elementary Education MEd
Gloria Hurtado
Ashley Maria Theodoredis-Roque
Ashley Paige Weber
Amanda Lee Wofford
Exceptional Student Education MEd
Amy Lynn Bedore
Milagros Juana Brinson
Kelli Meghan Bundza
Meredith Connell
Amanda Leigh Crews
Amanda Marie Gaughan
Sandra Klingler Hall
April Michelle Hill
Kimberley K. Johnson
Jaime Kellison Kaminski
Keri Lynn Kight
Shannon Marie McCosker
Francesca Bernadette Moll
Amy Susanne O'Sullivan
Jennifer Hock Quattry
Jennifer Senkel
Kristen Michele Shattler
Cheryl K. Snipes
Jessica Brown Summers
Nicole Marie Terenzio
Jessica Thompson
Rebecca Janez Zuelch
K-8 Math and Science MEd
Evelyn Janette Guzman
Emily Ginet Hernandez
Heather Oorurke Simpson
Tandrea Maleice Singleton
Jennifer Denise Smith
Melissa Ann Szentmiklosi
Reading Education MEd
Vanessa L. Diaz
Courtney Marie Lopas
Chloe Marie Webb
Teacher Leadership MEd-Intervention 
Specialist
Nelivette Soto-Figueroa
Teacher Leadership MEd-Curriculum 
Leadership
Kaitlyn Daniela Robin
Teacher Leadership MEd-Educational 
Technology
Ryan B. Houser
Teacher Leadership MEd-English 
Language Arts Education
Duaa Khalid Lutfi
Teacher Leadership MEd-Mathematics 
Education
Jennifer Christine Caton
Greta Alexis Davis
Stephanie Lynn Loudon
Loudy Mortimer

Master of Science

Early Childhood Development and 
Education MS
Aaliya Y. Khan
Devon Brittney Labonowski
Sport and Exercise Science MS
Raymond Chiu
Casey Carlton Harrison
Gregory J. Kozlowski
Edward Paul James Lomas
Tiana C. McKim
Michael Ryan Miranda
Andrew Nicholas Pappas
Shannon Kelsey Strischek
Alina Paige Swafford
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science
Biomedical Engineering MS-Biomedical Eng Biomechanics
Shanice N. Jones
Christine Joy Sleppy

Civil Engineering MS-Structures and Geotechnical Engineering
Jordan Tyler Case
Rian Betz Dertien
Brandon Hubbard
Angela Kathleen Kruth
Stefan Michael Levine
Kyle Scott Mays

Civil Engineering MS-Transportation System Engineering
Douglas Akinola
Tanmoy Bhowmik
Bibhas Kumar Dey
Md Mehtedi Hasanat
Moshiur Rahman
Brent Edward-Allen Wimerby
Jia Zheng Zhu

Civil Engineering MS-Water Resources Engineering
Cigdem Ozkan

Computer Science MS
Sangeet Asati
Sravanthi Avasarala
Vidhi Bhansali
Sumit Bhattacharya
Ankit Bisht
Nisarg Chitaliya
Chhaya Chouhan
Akshay R. Dalvi
Mukul Shivkumar Dang
Soham Ganguly
Bhagyasheer D. Gawade
Yunus E. Genes
David Michael Hathcock
Farzeha Irfan
Samer S. Iskander
Yazdan Jamshidi Khezeli
Abhiditya Jha
Khushhal Jindal
Palak Kakkar
Shruti Santosh Kamtekar
Prakash Raju Kantheti
Sarabjeet Kaur
Matthew Scott Keenan
Tajreen Praveen Khan
Sukmin Kim
Jyoti Kini
Amit Lakshmisha
Kexin Liao
Rohini A. Maskar
Amirfarhad Nilzadeh
Praveen Patchala
Ritesh Clement Pinto
Justin Kyle Pugh
James Robert Pyrich
Arvind Rekha Sura
Sai Lalitha Renduchintala
Hossein Rezaeighaleh
Debashri Roy
Nishant S. Sahni
Jidnyesh P. Sankhe
Anagha Sivakumar
Troye Thomas
Mohit Vyas
David Benjamin Waters
Yiyu Zheng

Data Analytics MS
Chetan Singh Bisht
Andres Leonardo Bueno
Tomas Lloyd Campuzano
Karley Rose Herschelman
Christopher Carl Hofer
Jessica Yvette Jovel
Jinxin Li
Parker Elizabeth Lutz
Luis Andre Rivera Morales
Madeline Angelina Schiappa
Antonio Henry Williams
Patrick Martin Wooten

Digital Forensics MS
Geraldine Michelle Blay-Raffio
Wilmaris J. Bonilla Marrero
Jeffrey Paul Carson
Rex Dylan Castro
Camille Claire Chong
Jean Pablo Diaz-Rosario
Amanda Everly
German Giovany Garzon
Bryan Miguel Gesualdo
Jeff David Harrison
Hon Lam Lee
Thomas Lamar Louisville
Michael Matcher
Angella Oenatta Mccoy
Garrett Neidinger
Steven Nicholson
Susan Jane Schneider
Tiffany Marie Snyder
Ryan T. Towne
Lesly Marizol Trinidad

Engineering Management MS
Philip Boutros
Jhony M. Díaz
Johnny Dickens III
Paula Gonzalez
Michael Bernard Lopez
Gabriela J. Maldonado
Abhishek Baban Mane
Brian F. McNulty
Ouissam Mouri
Renato Alvaro Ortega
Alexander James Paska
Timothy Sean White

Engineering Management MS-
Professional Engineering Management-PSM
Shane Michael Bell
Michael Bonestroo
Traci Renee Caldwell
Pamela L. Capers
Jamie Lynn Conroy
John Michael Crane
Katherine Eleanor Cryderman
Francis Emmanuel Diaz
Christopher Duran
Sarah Brown Escalante
Leah Ana Grothause
Eugene Hartmann
Bradley Hawes
Robert Egerer Hugo II
J. Angelo Isaac
Charles A. Jernigan
Claire Amanda Jodoin
Jeffrey Lloyd Johnson
Soloman G. Jones
Tanya Devi Kamtapersaud
Todd Kilgore
Craig Orlando Lai-Fatt
Robert Justin Maday
Bonney Ann McCormick
Brandt Andrew Meyers
Randall Scott Morcom
Joseph Edward Nelson II
Michelle Brianne Nicol
Jameson Brooks Rabitt
Coraly I. Rodriguez
Juliana Salazar
Brian Robert Schappacher
Michael Bradley Tomlinson
Delvin Deon VanNorman
Brian Foster Walters
Marsha Lynn Zapolli
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Industrial Engineering MS
Zain Alabdain Alqatan
Robert William Barclay
Suzanne Marie Denza
Andrew Paul Garrison
Jordan M. Isaak
Pei Hsin Kang
Sushunova Gomez Martinez
Rajasindhar Mathikere Krishnamurthy
Sean Reynolds

Modeling and Simulation MS
Rachid Ait Maalem Lahcen
Alexander Justin Almodovar
John Edward Cardenas
Jared Wayne Clark
Jonathan Andrew Coad
Julie Ann Kent

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
Aerospace Engineering MS-AE-Space Systems Design and Engineering
Alejandro Hurtado

Aerospace Engineering MS-AE-ThermoFluid Aerodynamic Systems Design and Engineering
Jeya Prakash Ganesan
Jaysen Mulligan Aroche
Ryosoukwe William Ozawa
Raphael Edil Perez
Joseangel Jordan Rosas
Jonathan Sosa

Master of Science in Civil Engineering
Civil Engineering MSCE
Kevin Peter Joseph
Amirraslan Rajabi
Robert William Rising IV
Alejandro J. Rivera Aponte
Jacob Daniel Solomon
Christopher Andre Steijlen
Michael Luis Steijlen

Master of Science in Computer Engineering
Computer Engineering MSCpE
Khushboo Agarwal
Raghavendra Rao Ananta
Roland Anderson
Shipra Bharadwaj
Rajat Bhattacharjee
Arpit Gambhir
Pavitra Shivanand Hiremath
Sifat Ibne Mushifique
Austin Jerome
Atul John
Girish Kumar Kannan
Nithyasree Kempagowda
Gunjan Sanjay Kulkarni
Phillip Lee
Gary Andrew Leuthesser
Lan Luo
Kelvin Tran Ly
Archana Narayanan
Manasa Nuthalapati
Priyadarshini Purushothaman
Sree Harsha Putta
Mostafizur Rahman
Arpitha Rajanna
Wendelyn Natasha Sanabria
Sai Sumaedi Sanivarapu
Vikramrao Sheshagirirao
Navin Prakash Shetty
Pooja Shivashankar
Rohan Kumar Sudhir Vardhan
Atharva Vats
Anumita Verma

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering MSE
Mushtaq Talib Abi Al-Mohammed
Joshua Lakee Cushion
Ruben Delgado, Jr.
Manuel Antonio Elias
Nabil Ettehad
Ian Gabriel Fuentes
Benjamin J. Gafoor
Ronald Wellington Hepburn
Ajinkya Lahade
Hang Li
Michael Orlando Moraes Otero
Shivkumar Kaushik Murthy
Shravan deep Nanjundaiah
Kalyani R. Rathodkar
David Enright Steury

Jiao Sun
Sreeram Sundaresh
Ziqi Wang

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Environmental Engineering MSEnvE
Maria Isabel Arenas Daza
Martin Daniel Coleman
Ikenna Francis Ezeodurukwe
Duncan Joseph Lozinski

Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering MSIE
Kyle Kaho Chan
Maurizio Bruno Di Gianluca
Nicholas Anthony Frederick
Yader Jose Gomez, Jr.
Tyler Marie Gray
Kyle Stephen Hess
Trey Adam Jensen
Harsh Hitesh Lad
Daniel Ryan Leonard
Christina Elizabeth McCullen
Brittany Renee Melhado
Maxwell Garrett Mindermann
Negar Nazhand
Tyler Scott Neuhaus
Tyler Glen Roark
Daniel G. Robinson
Mauricio Rodrigues
Eduardo C. Sandoval
Jorge Flavio Sarmiento Falla
Matthew Aaron Schaible
Troy Thomas Toon

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering MSMS
Isabel Fabiola Arias Ponce
Megan M. Aubin
Ethan David Gorham
Zhao Li
Brandon Moitoso
Diana Maria Mouton
Ekaterina Mikhailovna Shteinberg
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering MSME - Mechanical Systems
Md Khurshidul Azad
Andres Malcolm Caesar
David Chau
Nathan Ronald O’Nora
Andres Mauricio Rodriguez
Richard Scott Senko
Isaac R. Sullender
Mitchell Alden Vasquez
Shihao Zhang

Mechanical Engineering MSME - Thermo-Fluids
Sanjeev Ballapuram-Murali
Samuel Evan Barak
Jessica Marcella Chambers
Fady G. Gobran
Harsimran S. Hundal
Don Nadun Sachinthaka Kuruppumullage
Nicholas Vincent Mele
Matthew Ohlrogge
Selvin Reyes
College of Graduate Studies

Master of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies MA
La Toya Chante Crittenden
Rebecca Lynn Jourdan
Stephanie Giovanna LiVigni
Marilyse J. Reda
Andrea Lynette Snead

Master of Science

Conservation Biology-PSM MS
Kirstin E. Anderson
Suzanne Helenek Connor
Samantha A. Grimes

Interdisciplinary Studies MS
Bianca Raitani Oliveira
Benjamin Aaron Rouah

Nanotechnology MS
Yasmine Abdelkarem Mohamed
Abdellatif
Nicholas Paul Ciaffone
Angie Madeline Diaz
Zachary Holmes
Briana J. Lee
College of Health and Public Affairs

**Master of Arts**

**Communication Sciences and Disorders MA**

Kasey Renee Abueg  
Jamie Leigh Aitken  
Julianne L. Becker  
Stephen A. Bennett  
Tiffany Nicole Block  
Diana Ofelia Bosquez  
Melissa Caldwell  
Leon Dwight Daley  
Amanda K. Dickson  
Jonathan Ray DuBois  
Grace Michaela Dunlavy  
Grace J. Gibson  
David Christopher Gregorio  
Morgan D. Hart  
Arianna Elizabeth Harvey  
Tiphanie Sharayle Higgins  
Caroline Allison Hubbard  
Savanna Paige Jones  
Stephanie Marie Jonker  
Sussannah L. Kaebler  
Michael Willis Matthews  
Joann Lidia Medina  
Rachael Nelson  
Chelsey Leigh Newman  
Alison Perez  
Sonya Priya Persaud  
Abigail Paige Raines  
Kristina Brooke Ratcliff  
Robin Nicole Sagastume  
Shin Lee Su  
Catherine A. Taladay  
Michelle Amaris Underwood  
Daniel Vincent Wolfe

Cherene McCarthy Sipe  
Rachel Kimberly Totaram  
Peteshia Elaine Theresa Watson  
Tianyu Webb  
Camri Shanese Young

Alexander Nelson Ross  
Taryn Rene Rutkovitz  
Brittany Caroline Zur

**Master of Nonprofit Management**

**Nonprofit Management MNM**

Jennifer Rose Bagshaw  
Alexandra Joan Bussjaeger  
Cristina Lisset Capriato  
Kimberly A. Collier  
Jaha Dukureh  
Ryan Christopher Evans  
Shanna M. Flowers  
Jessica Nicole Green  
Caitlin Patricia Koucky  
Keisha Candice Moore  
Alice Stephanie Neira  
Lynelle M. Newton  
Saraya Anise Perry  
Jennifer Denise Roller  
Nathalie Romain  
Amanda L. Sabet  
Sydney Louise Solan  
Sierra Britannie Thompson  
Simona Torres  
Andrea Ward  
Brittany Caroline Zur

**Master of Public Administration**

**Public Administration MPA**

Andrea Angel  
Rabina Bissessur  
Rosa Maria Caldero  
Danielle Darwish  
Kiel Lawrence Gajadhar  
Symon Kaamile Gooding  
Remonte L. Green  
Nathaniel Roosevelt King III  
Kristina Marie Kus  
Sabrina Victoria Lambert Simmons  
Keisha Candice Moore  
Alice Stephanie Neira  
Jorge Adolfo Palacios  
Priya Patel  
Saraya Anise Perry  
Irmex Mari Porter  
Trenaya Michelle Reid

**Master of Science**

**Criminal Justice MS**

James Knox Anderson  
Kyle T.F. Bainbridge  
Derienne Briggs  
Victoria Bulat  
Rafael Chavez  
William Raymond Cintron  
Joshua Aaron Diehl  
Kurt Scott Ebert  
Christopher Joseph Forbes  
Bumho Kim  
Amanda Marie Klem  
James Matthew Long  
Joshua Carlton Mead, Sr.  
Sarah Helene Michaelsen  
Alexei A. Mikhailov  
Carl-Michael C. Noe  
Katelyn Marie Noe  
Jay Shailesh Patel  
Alexandria Karoline Perkins  
Corrado N. Poli  
Michael Robert Proulx  
Destiny Lynn Smith  
Jack David St Thomas  
Rebecca Louise Stanley  
Candice Marie Stribling  
Vanessa Trecki  
Bill T. Williams  
Kimberly Ann Wilson

**Health Informatics-PSM MS**

Niaz Aziz  
Jonathan Zed Barcenas  
Anne-Marie Blaney  
Lakia Jamiyah Bright  
Kristine Gundayao Casillan  
Carla A. Clark  
Kimberly Thuy Crespo  
Michael Angel Figueroa  
Paige-Marie Hamilton  
Nora Marijanis Houser  
Sonia Hussain  
Patrice Elaine Ingram  
Breanna Alicia-Nicole Johnson  
Peter Kizza  
Stephanie Marie Lopez  
David James Nelson  
Brenda Ann Nichols-Griffin  
Nicholas Jarrod Price  
Aliesca Rae Smith
College of Health and Public Affairs

Traviouss St Clair Suckram  
Brittani Tara Sullivan  
Zoelle Evangeline Tims  
Tyler W. Winterfeld  
Tiffany Lynn Young  

Urban and Regional Planning MS  
Lauren M. Damiano  
Jaime L. Elbert  
Trina Louise Gilliam  
Robin Joseph Hinson  
Sara Iman  
Maria Jose  
David Keith McMahan  
Krishanna Marie Newton  
Michael Cosmo Vaudo  

Master of Social Work  
Social Work MSW  
Latila S. Adams  
Sara Renee Adams  
Whitney Adams-Trott  
Gabrielle Aida Agnelli  
Amanda Vanita Alexander  
Javier Ernesto Arango  
Brittnie R. Austin  
Christina L. Baker  
Alyssa Nicole Barratt  
Jonesha LaShawn Bean  
Erin Melinda Beck  
Creighton Mason Blue, Jr.  
Anouchka Anne Boesmans  
Destiny Claudette Bonnaire  
Lisa Julianna Borntrager  
Shantel Brinnius  
Tyronique Zakarra Brown  
Alex Mays Bryson  
Ashley N. Candler  
Julie Chrisostome  
Brianna Rose Christensen  
Alejandro Ray Cirilo  
Janelle Tavia Clarke  
Patricia Ann Colas  
Ana Margarita Contreras  
Olivia Odetta Diebate  
Jessica Nicole DiMaria  
James Michael England  
Jennifer Elizabeth Erthal  
Joleen Alexis Espinal  
Angela V. Evoy  
Parisa Fathi  
Olivia Louise Fleurima  
Nichole Ann Fortunato  
Francheska Marie Garcia  
Kiara Lashontay Gardner  
Emily Ann Giovannelli  
Kathleen Elizabeth Goldberg  
Sonia Elizabeth Grutter Lopez  
Latisha Aundria Gulley  
Christine Marie Hanavan  
Kiara L. Helm  
Allison Meryl Hendrickson  
Ariel Noel Hernandez  
Massiel Hernandez  
Meghan Reid Hillenberg  
Hanna Jalando  
Keyana Marie James  
Dasomi Jang  
Larry D. Johns  
Kayla Marie La Rosa  
Mary Allison Lambert  
Vanessa Marie Lusk  
Priscila Manzanet  
Christine Larena Marshall  
Frederick Anthony Masi  
Daniel F. Mawhinney  
Taylor McGowan  
Matthew Thomas McNerney  
Jonecia R. Mickens  
Diana Susan Negrillo  
Shirley Ntim  
Brittany Lee Pace  
Yesenia Pecina  
Delea Rose Peterson  
Alexa M. Pliskow  
Rachel Marie Presswood  
Samantha Ramsaran  
Selys Rivera  
Gabriela Isabel Rodriguez-Correa  
Keren Krystal Roheqa Jimenez  
Megan McCormick Smith  
Tiffany Elizabeth Smith  
Zuhaily Smith  
Lyanne Michelle Soto-Ramos  
Francesce Steloi  
Katherine J. Stephenson  
Brianna M. Stock-Leach  
Mathew Robert Strell  
Anne-Christine Surin  
Susan Marie Swiatek  
Crystal Melissa Tapia  
Luis Angel Tapia  
Alissa Jane Taylor  
Keliary Thelemaque  
Robert James Tierney  
Kimberly Janice Torres  
Martha D. Trejo  
Grace Mariam Valentin  
Natiria Vazquez Gonzalez  
Johanna Vigne  
Margaret A. Watts  
Emily Renee Wente  
Jill A. Wileden  
Emilee Nicole Womack  
Jamie Marie Younger  
Evangela Roberta Zylyfliari
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS
Shafiquil Bhuiya
Kathleen Marie Gibson
Nicholas Michael Howe
Taylor A. Johnson

Biomedical Sciences MS-Cancer Biology
Jesse Devon Hall
Khoa Dang Nguyen

Biomedical Sciences MS-Infectious Disease
Kirti Sinha

Biomedical Sciences MS-Neuroscience
Lama Binobaid
Ryan Ahmad Ghandour, Sr.
Eric Lorusso
Daniel James Romeo
Valerie Thimothee
Bethany E. Walker

Biotechnology MS
Mohamed Elakkari
Nicole Y. Roberts
Anika Saxena
Zahra Tavakoli Dargani

Biotechnology MS-Professional Science
Rachel Ruth Clarke
Valacia Breanna Titus
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS-Family Nurse Practitioner
Elizabeth J. Indimine
Sheila Mesa Morrison

Nursing MS-Health Care Simulation
Tiffany A. Correia
Althea Anenitta Tucker

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management
Karen Bell
Karina Anjali Coapstick
Suzanne Frances Dorner
Jennifer L. Ellison
Chelsea Lee Fletcher
Nadine A. Garcia
Candace Loper Goodman
Michelle Nicole Gurin
Lisa Marie Higgins
Ashley Nicole Huesman
Lisa A. Irvin
Kelly B. Levy
Dawn Lewis
Kourtin Chanell Lewis
Christine M. Long
Christina M. Magner
Joseph Vincent Potts
I. Joanna Ring
Tara Marsh Spruill
Gregory Stephen Tumblin

Nursing MS-MSN-Adult/Gerontology
Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
Josue Manuel Jimenez
Joseph Veator Lake
Jennifer Sanclemente Leuzinger
Estrella E. Pedroza
Elizabeth J. Santana

Nursing MS-MSN-Adult/Gerontology
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Brittany Elise Lane
Heriberto Rivera Beltran
Heidi Jo Sommers

Nursing MS-Nurse Educator
Claire D. Anthony Davis
Marveis Bruce-Tagoe
Devon Brooke Darby
Sabrina Garoutsos
Jill Rene Gosselin
Denisha Lavette Houston
Ashley M. Jones
College of Optics and Photonics

Master of Science

Optics and Photonics MS

Ricardo Bustos Ramirez
Munao Gao
Juan He
Shuyuan Hu
Ian Khaw
Jitesh Kumar
Jeremy Scott Leshin
Michael Edward Plascak
Qitian Ru
Robert Edward Keith Short

Optics and Photonics MS-Photonics

Hanfu Kong
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Rachel M. Gill
Deven Garrett Gray
Mason Henry Guinto
Mary Mackenzie Hager
Tiffany M. Lee
Paige Paulsen
Elizabeth Rose Lyon Peabody

Applied Experimental and Human Factors Psychology MA
Caitlin Lang Faerevaag
Kylie Noel Fernandez
Dawn M. Sarno
William Glenn Volante

Applied Sociology MA
Kristina Rooney Bryant
Ta'Shanda Dennisson
Jennifer Brittney Diaz
Madelyn Lynesse Diaz
Jacob Lafleur
Vanessa Faye Rinken
Amairini Sanchez

Communication MA-Interpersonal Communication
Milka Jane Derisma
Meghan A. Guarino
Emily Lorraine Hamlin
Emily Caroline Knapp
Cynthia C. Nnaegboro

Communication MA-Mass Communication
Laura Alexandra Caroline Boutemen
Erica Michele Homefield
Jenna Lee Jones
Jamie Marie Lower
Rodrigo A. M. Soares
Andrea Nicole Madrazo
Kelly Roy Merrill, Jr.
Christina Maria Olsen
Mary Jane O'Toole
Tatiana Rusu

Political Science MA
Ajara Boulibekova
Brittany Corrin Gomez
Danny Krikorian
James M. Lanza
Rachel Lynn Pittaluga
Charles Michael Strickhouser
Courtney E. Templeton

Master of Science

Biology MS
Janet To Uyen Ho

Chemistry MS
Mohammadreza Chehelamirani

Clinical Psychology MS
David Matthew Brush
Manuel Jesus Herrera Legon
Nicholas Taylor James

Forensic Science MS
Anuradha Gayathri Akmeemana
Mary Margaret Daniel

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Devin Shaughnessy Burnell
Lauren Campbell
Michael Choi
Mariah Jo Corbitt
Alexis Nicole Garrett
Joelene X. Goh
Claudia Hernandez
Amanda Matioli
Chelsea Nicole Peach
Nathanael J. Pope
Uriel Kevin Ronquillo
Alexis Satterwhite
Nicole Elizabeth Sicilia
Madeline R. Taylor
Elena Josephine Thomas

Mathematical Science MS
Rances Alfonso Rodriguez
Robert Wayne Browning, Jr.
Panpan Chen
Parisa Darbabi Kozekanan
Ajani Ruwandhika C. De Vas Gunasekara
Daniel James Gibney
David Guinovart Sanjuan
Ryan Dev Roopnarain
Yen Thuan Trinh
Poroshat Yazdanbakshghahyazi
Feng Yu

Modeling and Simulation MS
Ashley Lauren Reardon

Physics MS
Sean M. Buczek
Andre Walter Childs
Charuni U. Dissanayake
Constance Marie Doty
Westley David James
Gyan B. Khatri
Aileza Safaei

Statistical Computing MS
Rachael Nicole Becker
Aubrey Condor
Travis Matthew Loeb

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining
Nicole Elizabeth Chik
Jingrong Dai
John B. Deichen
Md Jibanul Haque Jiban
Charles Evan Lacey
Haosh Li
Xiaoyun Li
Yingdan Li
Miriya Molina
Dung Phuong Nguyen
Stephany Novoa-Rodriguez
Phuong Truc Pho
Junho Yoon
Mengwei Yue
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science

Hospitality and Tourism Management
MS

Mallory Margaret Bair
Jamey Lynn Bayly
Laura Benjamin
Aric A. Boucher
Dixie Michelle Burgess
Andra Dynese Chisholm
Thaisany Nathania Clarinda
Megan Rose Colyer
Genna M. Cullens
Jairo H. Delgado
Katia Maria Dumois
Jillian Heather Earnest
Victoria Antoinette Ebanks
Kristofer Austin Farris
Erin Lynne Giordano
Tuan Anh Hoang
Neasha Hodge
Ricarya Latoya Jackson
Chenge Jia
Randi Joy Kittle
Cameron Scott Lilly
Sarah Jane Macfarlane
Ariana Nicola Millar
Gaurav G. Parse
Soona Park
Matthew Pendleton
Wesley Terrell Preston Pratt
Katheryn Samper-Salcedo
Taiyour Cymone Smith
Meixuan Song
David Harris Sopshin
Jenny Verna
Taylor Michelle Wickey
Honors and Recognition

Order of Pegasus

Andrew James Aboujaoude  
Carissa Ann Baker  
Erica Lynn Castaneda  
Sarah G. Davenport  
Jessie Robert Dickens  

Porsha Rachelle Dossier  
Emily Ann Dovydaitis  
Daniel E. Franklin  
Paul Ferguson Gill  
Heather Lynn Holman  

Jeslin Kaur Kera  
Sheridan Alexis Kushner  
Alice Stephanie Neira  
Maria Pennella  
Taylor Michelle Wickey

Baccalaureate Degree Honors

Top Honor Graduates

Andrew James Aboujaoude  
Lori Ann Atlas  
Christina Marie Barbera  
Konstantin Bmnjos  
Alexandra M. Camero Bejarano  
Erica Lynn Castaneda  
Vincenzo Cibra  
Logan David Clark  
Aaron Jackson Coville  
Michael Warren Dieffenbach  
Annabel Dieuanh Dinh  
Bozana Dragoljevic  
Marisa Ivonne Faunce  
Rebekah Jeanne Fitzpatrick  
Patrick L. Flemming  
Juan Jesus Franco  
Payton Andrew Gammicchia  
Itzel Evelyn Garduno-Jaramillo  
Emily Wissner Gartenberg  
Isabelle Cicely Gill  
Paul Ferguson Gill  
Takuma Justin Iwai  

Jennifer Jacob  
Jeslin Kaur Kera  
Douglas Lamar Kersey  
Nickolas Glen Kessler  
Rida Khlifa  
Cory Austin Kinney  
Timothy Michael Knoll  
Teodotas Kursevicius  
Spencer Laurence Lessans  
Dveen Angele Manoogian  
Laura Lee Martin  
Jourdan Alexandra McKinnis  
Connor D. Michalski  
Justine Nicole Moavero  
Jacob Lewis Neir  
Christine Nguyen  
James Charles Nugent  
Melinda Andrea Paduani  
Ryan Michael Parente  
Priscilla Thi Phan  
Caroline Luisa Pittman  
Kathryn Rose Plesha  

Ashley Taylor Procher  
Erika Ann Rappleyea  
Mark Adam Reed  
Rayanna Blair Riecss  
Christopher Bradley Riggs  
Joseph Alexander Rodriguez  
Paola Alexa Rodriguez Morales  
Christine Tillie Rowell  
Ariana Lissette Ruiz Aguilar  
Kyle Phillip Sellers  
Aleeza Mahak Shah  
Raeli Allise Smith  
Ryan Stephen Sollazzo  
Julianna Christine Steward  
Bryn Victoria Taylor  
Lucero Torres  
Charles Hampton Verduzco  
Josh Lawton Wade  
Duenna Joy Warren  
Rachel Alice Wilder  
Amy Marie Willsey  
Marissa Rose Zumbo

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Diana Abarca  
Andrew Aboujaoude  
Joshua Ackerman  

Evan Adler  
Suman Ali  
Alexa Altino  

Sonia Amirzadeh  
John Angiel  
Maria Arnay
Rebecca Ashley
Wesley Backer
Shekinah Baron
Margaret Bartolotta
Lauren Bates
Samantha Beasey
Morgan Bell
Laura Bennett
Isaac Bernstein
Matthew Berry
Brooke Bivins
Kaithlin Black
Madison Blake
Timothy Boock
Konstantin Brnjos
Wyatt Brooks
Cory Brown
Nathan Brown
Lauren Brunsey
Jake Campbell
Sebastian Campbell
Erick Campos
Amanda Carmichael
Danielle Carrasco
Jennifer Carvel
Spencer Cason
Erica Castaneda
Nicholas Chase
Jessica Cherinka
Lora Chizmar
Lexis Choi
Vincenzo Cibra
Logan Clark
Michael Clark
Chelsea Claverie
Jacob Cornett
Asmara Cortes
Kate Cousins
Aaron Coville
Nicole Coyle
Jolene Crossman
Faith Culhane
Michael Alan Cunada
Hunter Davenport
Benjamin Davis
Jacob Davis
Thomas Davis
Christopher Delacruz
Jessie Dickens
Michael Dieffenbach
Annabel Dinh
Marco Dispagna
Kimberly Doan
Eva Dohogne
Jessica Dolberg
Emily Dovydaitis
Katherine Dovydaitis
Dayna Duffy
Ntami Echeng
Patrick Edwards
Richard Ehlers
Sabrina Eisenberg
Brett Ellinport
Carolyn Enfield
Luke Evans
Victoria Ferry
Rebekah Fitzpatrick
Njera Frazier
Kaylen Furbee
Eleazar Gallardo
Patrick Garcia-Jurado
Isabelle Gill
Paul Gill
Zachary Gill
Drew Gillett
Clayton Gindling
Corbin Gonzalez
Kendall Goos
Andrew Haines
Carolyn Hair
Carissa Hamilton
Johnathan Hanrahan
Connor Harris
Johonna Hauck
Jordan Hay
Jared Hayduke
Jennifer Holden
Heather Holman
Michael Hurtado
Alexis Hyacinthe
Jordan Iannacone
Sara Ives
Aaron Jablon
Aubrey Johnson
Amelia Jones
Anastasia Jones
Nicholas Jones
Julia Jordan
Kovi Katz
Melissa Kays
Rachel Kelsesky
Katsiaryna Khatskevich
Timothy Knoll
Andrew Kolos
Rebecca Koniuszy
Vasilios Koupelis
Alexandra Kulenguski
Teodotas Kursevicius
Kayla Ladez
Michael Lafferty
Josh Lajza
Jordan Layton
Quynh Le
Michael Leong
Spencer Lessans
Emily Lin
Elizabeth Lisowski
Margaret Lorch
Katherine Loveland
Jesse Lu
Steve Lue
Hayley Lynch
Jacob Lynch
Carmen Malca
Mikal Mancini
Dveen Manoogian
Rebecca Marshall
Jesus Martinez
Melissa Martinez
Roxanne Matewicz
Megan McCarthy
Jonathan McConnell
Brayden McDonald
Austin McFarlin
Andrew McGilvra
Alexander McKee
Devon McSweeney
Ezekiel Menning
Diana Merchant
Alexander Mertens
Jacqueline Meyer
Connor Michalski
Allison Miehl
Jessica Mojica
Joseph Montero
Nicholas Morely
Hunter Morgan
Brandon Morris
Daniela Muino
Killian Muollo
Neil Tobin Napase
Jacob Neir
Christine Nguyen
Alex Nhan
Coral Nimz
Mary Norberg
Logan Norris
Shane O’Donnell
Kiernan Oknefski
Abby Owen
Danielle Oxley
Ryan Parente
Devan Patel
Cristian Perez
Lynn Perez
Gabriel Pita
Chad Prom
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Quach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorislynn Quinones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian Quitian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christen Ram</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Ramos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Ramos Lopez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Reed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Reedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Reedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Rhoa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Rich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Richard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Ridgeway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Ridgway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayanna Riecss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellan Ritter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Rosenberg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezekiel Rosenbluth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priscilla Ryan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Salaya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Saldanha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Sammler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew Sanders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessie Sanders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Schreck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Sellers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aleeza Shah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elle Siebert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaun Silverman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Solis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Spencer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Steidl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julianna Steward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Strange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Supple</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Swiger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Tara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Tedlie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lukas Terhall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Thames</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honors in the Major</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Abarca</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Adler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Aloisantoni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haris Anwar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Language Arts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Ashley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Baker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Ballard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Berry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Bivins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Bogers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade Bowen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konstantin Brnjos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine Carlos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Carmichael</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Carvel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Castaneda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kavika Chugh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Theriot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucero Torres</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Ubl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Vasquez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Vecker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Vine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Vogt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh Wade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget Weber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillian Werner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Whitmore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey Widner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Wilder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Williams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Worthington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Young</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japer Zaportezza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Zumbo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Conkwright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Davenport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Davenport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Davis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taraleigh Davis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley Devoe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley Devoe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport and Exercise Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessie Dickens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Economics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Dieffenbach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Dovydaitis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Fagan</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Feinman</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Ferrara</td>
<td>Sport and Exercise Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutherland Fertig</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebekah Fitzpatrick</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Fuentes</td>
<td>Elementary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itzel Garduno-Jaramillo</td>
<td>Elementary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Gass</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Gill</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Goss</td>
<td>Health Sciences – Pre-Clinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Greuling</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komysha Hassan</td>
<td>Writing and Rhetoric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Hernandez</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Holman</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Holsonback</td>
<td>Health Sciences – Pre-Clinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Hyacinthe</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Inthavongsa</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Jordan</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Kays</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickolas Kessler</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Kulenguski</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine Lawrence</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faren LeJeune</td>
<td>Art – Studio Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Lorch</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priscilla Martinez</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jourdan McKinnis</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathanael Mercado</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel McPherson</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathanael Mercado</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Michalski</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sarah Schreck  
Advertising/Public Relations

Brian Solar  
Mechanical Engineering

Sheila Solarez  
Biology

Melanie St. Pierre  
Anthropology

Austin Stanley  
Anthropology

Taylor Tachon  
Nursing

Victoria Taylor  
Elementary Education

Sarah Rose Thornton  
Nursing

LEAD Scholars

Andrew Aboujaoude  
Johnna Hauck  
Maria Pennella

Rebecca Anisman  
Jordan Hay  
Ethan Ramirez

Michael Argent  
Morgan Hernandez  
Selena Ramos

Savannah Ashley  
Jade Hetzer  
Erika Rappleyea

Corinne Chanel Ballard  
Leland Hildreth  
Nicholas Reid

Alyssa Barratt  
Jarrod Hinrichs  
Janes Reynolds

Danya Belnour  
Hannah Hoffman  
Melissa Rosario

Mary Elizabeth Bensey  
Camille Hood  
Madison Russell

Lauren Borell  
Briana Hoy  
Wendelyn Sanabria

Taylor Boutelle  
Emily Hoyer  
Jessie Sanders

Caitrin Burke  
Bethany Humphrey  
Mikayla Sanford

Rita Buzzella  
Stephen Javaruksi  
Akeem Sankey

James Calhoun  
Angela Kruth  
Spencer Scheirer

Jake Campbell  
Teodotas Kursevicius  
Logan Schell

Krystal Carrion  
Sapphire Kuszyty-Bentley  
Sarah Schreck

Cristina Chirino  
Sabine Lacroix  
Hanna Shapiro

Matthew Chisholm  
Jessica Lavigne  
Stewart Shebroe

Micaela Cleere  
Christopher Leonard  
Rozina Sheikh

Sarah Cotler  
Gary Leutheuser  
Marissa Sherlock

Edward Coyle  
Elizabeth Lisowski  
Jasymn Simmons

Jessie Dickens  
Megan Loibl  
Sydney Solan

Fedorah Dorvilme  
Maverick Manasco  
Hailey Steuer

Shealahg Eagan  
Robert Marcoux  
Alex Teplitz

Ntami Echeng  
Bethany Martinez  
Bianca Thervil

Alexandra Felt  
Jose Martinez  
Mariko Thompson

George Francis  
Daniel McCabe  
Lucero Torres

Theresa Galindo  
Caitlin McGonegal  
Caroline Trussell

Ileana Garcia  
Courtney McGonegal  
Melissa Vargas-Ramirez

Kaley Gilbert  
Bianca Mercado Velez  
Michael Vaudo

Omolara Giwa  
Alexander Mertens  
Monica Vega

Alexa Goldenhart  
Devi Mody  
Josh Wade

Joseph Goldthorpe  
Gabrielle Morford  
Samantha Wahba

Jensine Gomez  
Valerie Moses  
Duenna Warren

Taylor Gorder  
Alice Neira  
Bella Watson

Kristine Gundayao  
Christye Lynn Oberbeck  
Bridget Weber

Andrew Haines  
Marianna Parnham  
Ivram Williams

Alexis Hart  
Rebecca Parramore  
Laura Young
President’s Leadership Council

Erica Castaneda  Brianna Jenkins  Madison Russell
Jessie Dickens  Timothy Knoll  Jeff Strange, Jr.
Paul Gill  Megan Loibl  Allie Vaknin
Corbin Gonzalez  Gabriel Montes  Beth Young
Jared Hayduke  Teresa Pinate

Air Force ROTC Commission

Dacon L. Buchanan  Patrick A. Laflam-Mcfall  Jacob M. Niedbalski
Aaron P. Cole  Sarah J. Larson  Gustaf A. Pena
Scott W. Davidson  Jacob E. Levy  Daniel M. Regner
Lorenzo J. Davis  Rachel Lewis  Reid T. Stack
Andrew M. Dela Cruz  Amanda J. Loughlin  Robert C. Strange
Brendan J. Goettel  Joseph E. Loyack  Kemsley A. Villalona
Joseph T. Jordan  Riley L. Mays  Vincent T. Wiggins
John A. Kauffman  Joseph A. Montero  Michael F. Whiteman
Russell A. King  Samuel S. Nagorka  Cole M. Wise

Army ROTC Commission

Michael Bapp  Tabatha Henry  Caleb Ross
Calvin Barajas  Jimmy Hu  Matthew Serr
Connor Barrick  James Lanza  Justen Skinner
Hunter Best  John Lowe  Cody Smith
Zachary Cline  Matthew Markey  Roberto Telleria
Christony Dobson  Dillon Moffa  Devan Wiesner
Richard Dobson  Andrew Myerson  Mary Wiltshire
David Dunbar  Bryan Ojeda Colon
Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

- *** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
- ** magna cum laude—students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
- * cum laude—students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cutpoints are available at:
http://commencement.ucf.edu/2018/spring/resources
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

* Bachelor of Arts *

Art BA-Art History
Wren Patryce Biszewski Eber
Elizabeth Mackenzie Buell
Abigail Ryan Carpenter
Sarah Lucette Counts
* Jennifer Lee Glissman
Megan Elizabeth Howlett
* Aubrey Jordan Johnson
Kimberly Leigh Kaylor
Kae Anne Lorentz
* Renata Reka Nagy
Devon Richard Page
Emily Louise Strickland

Art BA-Studio
Virginia Grace Catanese
Tyler Jacob Chighizola
Amanda Coral Cramer
Lauren Louise Dragon
Paige Morgan Hall
* Amanda Nicole Jones
Carl Eric Joseph
Mariah Sharae Moorman
Sarah Lynn Mueller
Vikhy Zoel Munoz Paredes
Ivelisse Perez
Adryanna Rosario Rivera-Delgado
Jeremy Duane Robinson
Blake Daniel Schulte
Jasmyn Shamell Sippio
Alexia Travis Torres
Joshua Michael Williams
Nicholas J. Zuccarello

Art BA-Visual Arts and Emerging Management Media
Manar Abdelrahim
Leah Katherine Bees
Blair Naomi Nozaki Bolger
Nicole Shea Brown-Goldman
Grace Anne Burns
Justin Andrew Connor
Bret Alan Covey
Amanda Nicole Diaz
Gabrielle Markia Durant

Jourden Marie Faircloth
Brendon Cole Flanigan
Christina Jimenez
Lauren Alyssa Keys
Gabriella Patricia Mancini
*** Sydney Nicole Mizeras
Mariana Mora
Elexcia Rose Pena
Sarah Pineda
Griffin Lance Pool
* Jordan Elizabeth Rich
Rafael Alejandro Rivero
Cristina Isabel Rucabado
Sean Taylor Schmidt
Semie Shin
Elijah Mushkaue Syed
Tania Nicole Tantillo
Sheherazade Adrianna Thenard
Caleigh Bree Thyrkadavil
Kady Elizabeth Webb
Mackenzie Blaine Woodin
Crystal Rose Wright
Zoya Zafar
Weilin Zhang

* Digital Media BA *
Chase Tyler Adams

Digital Media BA-Game Design
Kristian Acevedo
Alina Allikhanyan
Brandon Isaac Allgeier
Jeffrey Micheal Alvarado
Rebecca Claire Anisman
Wendy Anna Beumel
Kaitlin Elizabeth Black
Jeremy Austin Blake
Zachary Taylor Bledsoe
Joshua Stephen Brahim
Rachel Nicole Bray
Tyler Anthony Brooks
Tevin Marquis Brown
Adam Bach Cohen
Michael Paul Combs
Alex Javier Cortes
Alexander Broderick Crouch
Danielle Marie D'Alessio
James Charles Dalman

Brandon Matthew Diaz
Christopher Ronald Encarnacion
Bailey Rose Estelle
Daniel Willem Freeman
Jacob Isidore Galante
Deana Isabel Galbraith
Alejandro Rafael Gonzalez
Matthew Ryan Goode
Taylor James Gorder
* Jodie Ann Guenther
Nathaniel Paul Hirst
Jeremiah Jackson II
Christopher Michael Jones
Jeffrey Thomas Jones
Michael Dean Keller
Daniel Evan Korentur
Rachel Elizabeth Lichter
Dillon James Lynch
Donovan Gabriel Maholland
Luis Javier Mata
Daniel Francis McCabe
* Erin Rachael McKay
Ciante De Vaughn McLemore
James Andrew Miller
Zachary K. Millette
Craig Richard Moran, Jr.
Alexander Dimitri Nichiporuk, Jr.
Christian Jose Ocampo
Martin Alexander Ozaeta
Marvin Javier Paz
Caeden Adam Perkins
Matthew John Pittarelli
Zachary Daniel Richardson
Tyler Franklin Ridgway
Julian Anthony Ruiz
Kyle Vinicius Salgado-Gouker
Wilmaris Serrano
Alexander William Simonson
Kevin Alan Smith
Benjamin Ethan Taylor
Francisco Manuel Tous II II
Thaddeus Lee Tusa
Joshua David Vega

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Digital Media BA-Web Design
Robert Daniel Agramonte
Zachery T. Almeida
Max David Wise Armstrong
Andrea Marie Bianco
Evan Michael Birriel
Veronica Isabel Bolivar
Stephen Edward Brandt
Christine Elizabeth Butler
Jason Rayburn Butts
Daniel Eduardo Cabrera Delgado
Kelly Blanca Carr
* Lexis Haneul Choi
John Markerfleen Dorine
Nicole Renee Francisco
James Nole Gallagher
Michael Julian Gomez
Allyson Suesann Gregg
Brian Thomas Gribben
Cameron Trey Elijah Harrison
Timothy J. Kennedy, Jr.
Daniel Luke McDonald
Samuel Stephen Nagorka
Minh Anh Nguyen
Quinten T. O'Neal
Christopher Andrew Parker, Jr.
Steven Daniel Pelletier, Jr.
Shelaine Suzanne Roustio
Frank John Schiller, Jr.
** Kaitlyn Ann Smith
Tessa Jess Szala
Nicholas Albert Vo
Kelsey Anna Whalen
Colton Mitchell Wolfe

English BA-Creative Writing
Stephanie Abreu
Daniel Mark Adelhelm
Evan Carnell Ayo
Jocelyn Baker
Caleb Jared Bloomer
*** Elizabeth Grace Boyd
Jacinta Lisa Bradford
* Helene C. Brun
William Jacob Burton
Charles Edward Butler
Hunter Christian Case
Roger Arthur Conboy
Katherine Grace Conner
Claudia K. Connors
* Sarah Joy Curtis
Aladdin Jesse Demp's III

Sophia Mary Desensi
Robert Daniel DiDonna
Christopher Walter Dryfoos
*** Alaina Colleen Ewing
Kayla Joe Faulkner
*** Jesse Samuel Feinman
* Alena Catherine Flick
Dominic Furfaro
Jose Maria Garcia-Chow
Cavin Bryce Gonzalez
Emily Gordon
*** Jennifer Lee Holden
Jordan Evan Horowitz
Ashlynn Cymone Hughes
Iram Khan
* Aaliyah Destiny Knight
Miller Carlisle Lashbrook
Yngrid Rosa Lindores
Meaghan Ashley Linhart
Tara Nicole Linn
Christopher Juan Luis-Jorge
Lauren Alice Margheim
* Rebecca Anne Marshall
Helen Martinez
Devon Johnathan Mathis
Lindsay Joann McCance
Kalee Ann McIntyre
Michael John McLaughlin III
Rebecca Lynn Miller
Brianna Erin Miranda
Raven Alexis Mompoint
Glenn Willard Moore
Mia Elizabeth Nadreau
Isaac Mark Needleman
Kenneth Michael Nogueria
Daniel Esteban Perez
Kady Marie Peters
Melanie Ivette Pizarro
** Courtney Rene Pruet
Krista Lee Rice
Julie Marie Rodriguez
Maggie E. Sanderson
*** Elizabeth Ashley Sconyers
Leor Silverman
* Crystal Gayle Smith
Lillian Marissa Smith
** Madison Jaclyn Smith
Allison Marie Stinson
Megan Dailey Van Dresar
Joelle Moriah Vaughan
Erin Leigh West
Domonique Jamahl Weston
Victoria Hope Wilson
*** Brittany Shea Young
Alexandria Ashley Zaldivar
*** Marissa Rose Zumbo

English BA-English
Matthew Hunter Adkins
Carlisle Manning Ferrence
Stephanie Marie Kerrick
Stephanie Lee Lachapelle
Erica Howard Martin
Lici Alexis Posada
Stephanie D. Wright
Jeffrey Zaballa

English BA-Literature
Karishma Murli Assudani
Ricci JoAnna Bachar
Codi Lynn Barron
Anel Bencosme
Margo Frances Bennett
Charles James Blair
Bryan Boggiano
Amanda Boyle
Laura Caicedo
Dagmariel Caraballo-Morales
Casey Vanessa Chavez
Jessica Caitlin Chavez
* Matthew Joel Chisholm
Richard Christianson
Brendan James Clark
* Tamra Shaine Crystal
Ethan Graham Duke
* Samantha Constance Dunne
Geneva Elizabeth Gambill
Faith Elizabeth Grosshans
Kanak Manav Gupta
Kiera Anne Harvell
Brenda Isabel Hernandez
Jena Sterling Hilliard
Breanne Hopkins
*** Sara Nicole Ives
Jamal Anthony Jenkins
Cory Alan Johnson
*** Julia Raney Jordan
Kenneth Coleman Kimberly
Erika Christine Koger
Brock D. Love
Valerie Rose Maldonado
Mia Alysa Matsubara
Corrine Angelica McCready
Grant Michael McGinn
* Ileia Marie Mooney

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Michael Scott Morgan
Ashlie Pearl Nathan
Gabriel Alexander Paciella
Jennifer Ann Pate
Kadeem D Jon Perry
* Nicholas Salvatore Persico
*** Rayanna Blair Rice
Megan Elizabeth Rotunno
Rachael Clara San Juan
Brandon Taylor Schoen
Amanda Lynn Skutinskie
Erin Elizabeth Tolan
Mark Robert Tucker
* Lauren Michelle Weathington
Madison Alexa Weir

** English BA-Technical Communication**

Todd Andrew Hartleb
Alexander Vangile Hill
Blue Elhecarve Kaufman
Alyssa Logeman
Cameren Scott McCance
Brianna Janine Rice
Mariko Quijano Thompson
Carolyn Marie Torres Colon
Latoya Crystal Tuck
* Brittany Victoria Wagner

** Film BA-Cinema Studies**

*** Ali Akbari
John Edward Ananias
Abdel Arias-Santiago
Malik Chevonne Barrymore
Andrew J. Bluett
Christopher Ryan Boley
Kelly Christine Brownrigg
Sean Thomas Bunch
Michael Andre Burch II
Paul Alexander Chesney
Juan Carlos Chow
Courteney Anne Cooke-Freeeman
Gage Franklin Daly
Bria Danielle Davis
Anthony Jon DeCaprio
Emily Kate Fitzmartin
Weston Daniel Fordham
Albert Reza Gandikal
Anthony William Garcia
Joshua Allen Gicker
Domenick Michael Ginex
Gabriel Jose Gonzalez
Kasey Lee Gonzalez
Simon Drew Hanis
Theresa Christine Hartmann
Kelly Michelle Hazell
Dakota Lea Heveron-Hurlbert
Ebony Sadé Hobbs
Kerby Hypolite
Kelly Marie Joyner
Taylor Alexandria Kugel
Wykeem Austin Lawrence
Sydnee-Rose A. Lindo
Jacob Ryan Metts
*** Devi Mody
Mariah Hope Morgenstern
* Andrew David Myerson
Andre Freire Nobrega
Daniel Michael Ochoa
* Rodolfo Javier Orsini
Frank Jesmar Rivero Palencia
Thomas Richard Pellegrino
Jesse Laurence Ramos
Tariq Christopher Roach-Williams
Olivia Simone Roman
Angelo James Ross
Garrett Christopher Stamper
Joseph Timothy Taylor, Jr.
Ryan Wyatt Turbeville
Dominic Romeo Ujic
Sebastian Vohwinkel
Conner Ann Waterman
Jaime Selile Watkins
Carrie Ann Wilson
Lashantz D. Wright

** French BA**

Eddie J. Bones
Shelove Calixte
Pierce Eugene Collins
Marie Julie Legagneur
Chelsea Gayle Myles
Carlos Roberto Vargas

** History BA**

Andrew Abbott
Kyle Douglas Barrett
Joseph Robert Barry
Joseph Edward Boro V
** Cassandra Caitlin Boulanger
Devin James Calligy
Kelsie Kathryn Carper
Jonathan Charles Charlett
Robert Coffman
Taylor Lewis Corn

Christopher Stratton Cotter
Clinton Dawson Courtney
Kayla Suzanne Davis
Kirk Robert Delio
Brandon Johnathan Dillinger
** Abraham Dones, Jr.
Claire Monique Dubois
Amanda Ruth Eversz
* Jordan Andrew Falchook
Jonathan Anthony Foster
Christopher James Harvey
Natalia Hernandez
Jordan Tyler-Baden Hixson
Natasha Renee Huston
Joseph Patrick Johnson
Ashish Joshi
Justin Everett Kessler
*** Braden Stewart Keyes
Patrick A. Laflam-McFall
Therese Elizabeth Lavigua
Dalton James Longenecker
Alfred Lop
Oswmer Louis
** Michael Thomas Maillis
Corrine Angelica McCreery
Marguerite Judith McKenna
Joseph Ryan McLaughlin
Thomas Kenton McLaughlin
Carlos Alberto Mercado
Sebastian Munoz
Sara Alexandra Nystrom
Cecilia Rocío Ortiz
Paige Michaela Parker
Ashley Marie Peters
*** Jonathan David Reiner, Jr.
Alexis Xavier Rodriguez
Crystal Deborah Rosado
*** Elizabeth Ashley Sconyers
Shaquilla Karlethia Searcy Bonilla
Stefan John Skibicki III
Olivia Nicole Slobzien
Robert Timothy Smith
Kyle David Snodgrass
Brittany Carol Sperling
* Allison Eva Stanley
Stephanie Stell
Rachell Elizabeth Stevenson
Stephen Michael Strickler
** Dena Ruth Sutphin
Alison Leonor Tanner
Brandon Kyle Teachey
Alex George Chryssiadis Teplitz
Erin Grace Tribble

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Jessica Deanne Valdes
Walter Jose Velasquez
Edwin Oscar Velez
Zachary Austin Wahl
Bella Nicolle Watson
* Austin Michael Wojkiewicz

Humans and Cultural Studies BA
Marie Theresa Arroyo
Mitchell Dean Charlebois
Owen Shade Goodall
Shannon Elizabeth Hagan
Shekinah Michel Morrison
Celina Susan Philip
Yajayra Quinones Torres
Keith Edward Turner
Spencer Madison Walthon

Humans and Cultural Studies BA
* Austin Michael Wojkiewicz

Latin American Studies BA
Jessica Michelle Avila
Sebastian Munoz

Music BA
Jordan Daniel Bicasan
Ilsa Catherine Curry
Brandon Kaiaka Hamamura
Taylor Lynn Kaczynski
Brian Michael Brandon Morris
Roger Javier Orta
Angela Beth Perdue
Christine Nicole Tholen
Briseida Cecilia Ubillos

Philosophy BA
*** Austin Philip Ashe
Nathan Scott Batten
Collin James Bottomlee
Annalysse Karrie Cheda
Samanta Belen Espinosa
Sarah Elizabeth Evans
Karan Arun Khemlani
John Gary McArdle
Dahlil Jose Omame-Tani
Jerald Frank Pierce, Jr.
*** Christopher Bradley Riggs
James Henry Rooney IV
Austin James Tindle

Religion and Cultural Studies BA
Tobias Munroe Caskey
Christina Lea Cowart
Penelope Gomez
* Kristin Elizabeth Green
Travers Jason Oliver
Mary D. Peterson
Louis William Rusk
Nicole McKenzie Alison Wrobel

Spanish BA
Kevaughn Shaquille Browne
William John Cerkoney
Juan Gabriel Estrada-Cruz
Katherine Gonzalez
Paola Maria Hernandez-Ortiz
Jaimie Christina Lanning
*** Katie Brooke McKay
Abigail Marie Moor
Karen Michele Oeho
Rachel Elaine Rich
Angelica Sosa
Joseph Austin Tucker

Theatre Studies BA
* Laura Leilani Bennett
Tatiana Izbeth Caraballo
*** Samantha Elizabeth Caramico
Krystal Jasmine Carrion
Yukako Kuno Clarke
Matthew John Clow
Kevin Alan Couto
* Thomas Joseph Heller, Jr.
Brianna Melody Hicks
Rachel Carlene Jenson
Anna Michelle Johnston
Donald Wayne Johnston, Jr.
Christopher Juan Luis-Jorge
Timothy Andrew Michaud
Miranda Leigh Miller
Zoe Michelle Miller
Annalise Claire Molinari
Ashley Nicole Oplinger
Abigail Diane Owen
Amy Denelle Pinargote
Ibis Enid Rodriguez
*** Stefany Desire Rodriguez-Rosario
Jon-Paul Gregory Schaut
*** Sarah Michelle Schreck
Eric Mackenzie Spicker
* Allison Eva Stanley
Heather Renee Terry

Dominique Maurice Thomas
Michael Raymond Thomas
Kyle Spencer Wait
Alexandra Michon Walls

Writing and Rhetoric BA
Michelle Melissa Burque
Kelsey Noel Chaloux
Cady Mackenzie Cohen
Julia de Camargo
Odane Shevon Dunbar
Miranda Alexis Evans
Victoria Lynn Hadley
Alexis Victoria Hart
* Komysa Hassan
** Marissa Ann Kinzel
Brian Elliott Leng
Lindsay Anne McVay
* Breanne Nicole O'Leary
* Luna Aya Ramirez
Lindsay Nicole Schubert
Alexandra Ann Schurman
*** Raeli Allise Smith
Caroline Jeannette Trussell
** Audrey Scott Widner
Leandra Johanna Williams

Bachelor of Design

Architecture BDes
Shema Ahmadvand
Samar Ali
Carolina Arboleda-Gonzalez
Naomi Melina Bahn
Yassir Baroudi
Sean Matthew Beakley
Maria F. Berrios
Josue Alexis Carro
Adam D. Christensen
Adolfo Jose Contreras
Adrian Cueto
Paul Henrique Da Silva Pinero
Caitlin Loren Dos Santos
Sabrina Nicole Frank von Frankenstein
Caio Carvalho Freitas
Angelivette Garay
Melanie Joyce Gregorio
Olof Lala Haafsteinsdottir
Don’ Tre DeNard Harry
* Savannah Lee Heipp
Maria Christina Paguyo Houseman

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Justin William Jarrett
Christopher William Kania
Charles Roehling Meissner IV
David Molina Lopez
Jose Alfredo Montanez
Shanna Marie Morehouse
* Ashley M. Morisette
Eliezer Omar Perez II
Jorge A. Perez
Jessica Anne Poore
Erwyn Pozo

** Suraj Narendra Radadia
Joel Ramirez
Josiel Andreina Rendon
Wilhelmiss Rivera-Garcia
Sharon Yvette Rivas
Linda Marcela Rodriguez
Alix Fernanda Vargas
Nathan Christopher Wallace
Robert Howe Wassum IV
Mark Allen Wing
Julio Zamora
Nicholas Majid Zaraziel

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Art BFA-Emerging Media
Leonardo Martin Acero
Alina Alkhanyan
Omar Alvarez
Pamela Anderson
Rayne Katherine Anderson
Kimberly Eileen Arguello
Ryan Taylor Bamberg
Jenna Maria Benefiel
Xenia Nayeem Benitez
Diana Lucia Bermudez
Lauren Nicole Bertino
Catherine Dianne Boyle
Carlos Augusto Brignone
Lauren Joy Brinegar
Nicole Shea Brown-Goldman
Karey Marie Calderon
Veronica Lynn Castillo
Joshua David Chidsey
Laurie Elizabeth Colin
Francesca Marina Colson
Amanda Coral Cramer
Jonathan De La Uz
Joseph Philip Denike
Kevin Tonda Diatezua

Amanda Nicole Diaz
* Michael Thomas Diomede
Cristian Alejandro Donoso
Carol Marie Eastwood
* Emily Jean Patricia Edwards
Anna Carleen Egniew
Jeremy Taylor Fogleman
Amanda Jane Guenther
Catherine Ting Ting Ha
Hallie Faith Halpern
Dominic Anthony Harwick
Kayla Nicole Harding
Ronald R. Hargrove
Evon Meier Hochberg
Hannah Christine Huffman
Emily Rose Huffzil
Jeremiah Jackson II
Kimberly Jean
Amari Melia Johnson
* Aubrey Jordan Johnson
Martha Ann Kelly
Lauren Alyssa Keys
Hannah Kim
Briana Leigh Lambert
Lesly Ann Joy Langtiwan O'Connor
Jessica Nicole LaVigne
* Logan Thomas Lifick
Kristen Nicole Longbrake
Oneida W. Loo
Jaujan Rashard Lyons
Patrick Ley Macaulay
* Michelle Lois Marelli
Carolyn Andrea Marin
Alixin Melody
* Ashlen Christie McWhorter
* Tal Evan Minks
** Haleigh Ladean Mooney
* Daniela Natalie Muino
Magdalena Mary Munyon
Matthew Patrick Nagle
*** Sarah Thanh Truc Nguyen
Amy Lauren Noetzl
Destiny Gail Nunn
Grisselle Marie Oliva
Marianna Elizabeth Parnham
Kristen M. Petrakis
Sarah Pineda
Christian Joel Pinero
Taylor Kaikane Purvis
Ashley Sandra Pyram
Ashley Nicole Quebedeaux
Nicholas Alexander Reid
Adriana Victoria Reiley
Daniela Sofia Reiley
Gilbert Anthony Rivera
Gabriel Eli Rodriguez
Yanet Rodriguez
* Stephanie Rosario
Michael Edward Rosario-Figueroa
* Joel Michael Rouff
* Emma Catherine Schmitz
* Alayna Dawn Sibille
Annaka Leigh Skavnes
Marilyn Nicole Solt
Jacqueline Andrea Sosa
Ashley Nicole Spofford
* Jane Marie Suarez-Olarriaga
Mary Elizabeth Alta Sumner
Kelly Anne Taylor
Sammol A-Karms Telfort
Tabitha Lynn Thomas
Annette Marie Tojar
Yamiset Trujillo
Phuc Truong
Melissa Vargas-Ramirez
Mel Essick Varriello

** Ryan William Wiley
Royelle Nubia Williams
Christina Marie Wong
Jeremy Steven Wubker
Christine Yin
Anthony James Yon, Jr.
Weilin Zhang

Art BFA-Studio Art
Angela Rose Amore
Sam Colt Bass
Lewis Adrian Braswell
Hannah Dolores Carter
John Michael Currie

** Nunzia Di Giacomo
Robert Allen Fischer
Faren Lynn LelLeune
Sarah Fu Xiao Yi Silberman
Sheherazade Adrianna Thenard
Lila Diane Villalobos
Colby James Weaver

Film BFA
Sarah Elizabeth Ballard
Jocelyn Elizabeth Brearley
Anthony Raymond DeCarlo, Jr.
Destiny Mariah Deming
Hannah Rose Forrest
* Rolando Jose Garcia

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude

** denotes Magna Cum Laude

* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Patrick Garcia-Jurado
* Rachel Cylie Gross
Gabrielle Suzanne Hall
*** Corinne Suzanne Harrington
Aaron Joseph Jackson
*** Kathryn Elizabeth Jenkins
Kathryn Rae McCarthy
*** Alexander Kieran Moore
Malik Kaleel Morales
Ashleigh Nicole Sarbone
Victoria Silveyra
* Stanley William Swindling III

Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre
Kyle David Laing
Alexandra Nicole Pica
Kalin McKenzie Tenedini
Benjamin Neville Walton
** Katie Marie Whittemore

Theatre BFA-Stage Management
Cameron Taylor Foltz
Christopher Robert Newton

Theatre BFA-Technical Theatre Design
Hannah Cha-Kim
Shannon Rose Flake
Caitlin Anastasia Giguere
Anthony Joseph LeFebvre
* Jesenia Rodriguez
Emily Renee Snell

Theatre BFA-Theatre Acting
Nicole Acosta
Christopher Burke Armellino
Samantha Jean Cunningham
Austin Blake Davis
Michael Andrew Dritto
Aaron Jay Glogowski
Bria Kianianna Holloway
* Nichole KoKa Lambert
Kaitlan McGahey
Megan Kelly Murphy
Eranthis Rose Quigley
Jesse Laurence Ramos
Stelson Telfort

Bachelor of Music

Music Performance BM
Christopher Anthony Baird, Jr.
Courtland James Beyer
Andrea Carolina Cimino
Dylan Lee Courtney
** Jolene Alexandra Crossman
Keil Michael Christian H Gries
* Matthew Edward Kerr
Christopher Aaron Marsh
Andrew Samuel Martin
Michael Anthony McCabe
Matthew Brian McGarvey
Juwan Kareem Murphy
Joseph George Noble
Deyvion Adonis-Cantrell Norris
Marcus Ojito
Daria June Park
Daniel E. Seymour
* Austin Wyatt Suarez

Music Performance BM-Composition
** Erick R. Campos
Emily Susann Elizabeth Higgins
*** Heidi Peyton Mattern

Music Performance BM-Jazz Studies
Saul Dautch
Zachary Stephen Greene
Mikal Peter Mancini

Bachelor of Music Education

Music Education BME
*** Nicholas Bradley Chase
Logan Glen Emlet
* Jacob Richard Lynch
Andrew Samuel Martin
Juwan Kareem Murphy
Brandon Aaron Norman
Richard Christopher Rice
Rebecca L. Rosario
Keara Ellen Smith

Bachelor of Science

Photography BS
Arianna D. Bennett
Janay Nicole Bookhart
Amanda Moylin Brady Heath
Clara Marie Hodgdon
Danielle Rebecca Hunter
Megan Elizabeth Kruitza
Elijah Brendan Larrabee
Genaro Morales II
Miranda V. Price
Trevor Donald Shingler
Anna Beth Thorne

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Economics BA**

** Ryan David Allen
  Jacob Etzebe Harn
  *** Caitlin Brooke Harris
  *** Riley Lane Mays
  *** Rachel Alice Wilder

**Bachelor of Science**

**Economics BS**

Gloria Mireya Aguilar Molina
Jason Tyler Charles Blackford
Kala Bryant
John Ernesto Caltagirone
Julia de Camargo
Juliana Duque
David Yitzhak Gross
Kalee Marie Holt
Kevin Daniel Hugentugler
Caroline Elizabeth Larach
Christian Vincent Maffucci
Travis Josiah Miller
Sayeed Mohammad Tawseef

**Bachelor of Science in Business Administration**

**Accounting BSBA**

Jacob Michael Ackerman
  * Luisa Fernanda Alvarez
  Taylor Leigh Anderson
  Jonathan Campbell Ashworth
  * Desiree Lirio Astorquiza
  Teresa Avila
  Kevin Kumar Balkaran
  Caleb Owen Bancroft
  Bridget Lynn Barberich
  Karen Yvonne Basant
  * Blaine Matthew Bauer
  Bart Belderbos
  * Michael Andrew Berner
  Gianfranco Antonio Bertola
  * Tabatha Mae Britton
  Lauren Daniell Brooks
  Blair Nicole Brown
  Vaishali Raj Bulsara
  Corey Anne Burbank
  Tyler John Burckett

*** Lauren Isabella Cain
  Ryan Phillip Campbell
  Logan Alexander Canady
  Andrew Jonathan Cardenas
  * Shaunnah Madison Carroll-Painter
  Karla Michelle Castillo
  Morgan Noel Castle
  *** Xiang Chen
  Areli Caridad Colin Garcia
  Nicole Marie Coyle
  Jennifer Paulette Craft
  Johannis Paulus Cruccet
  William Cun
  Courtney Fallon Curry
  * Arlene Regina Louise Dean
  ** Kimberly Dolores Doan
  Jeannette Altgracia Dominguez Lozano
  ** Jason Donnelly
  Redouan Elasrafi
  Brittany Kristin Mae Elias
  Whitney L. Flanders
  Allyson Grace Fraser
  ** Gessica Maria Galeano
  Jennifer Ann Gilkey
  Andrew Gimson
  ** Omolara Vanessa Giwa
  Mariana Gomez
  Laura Ruthann Guenther
  Jeff Davis Harvell III
  Lauren Yvonne Hayden
  Juliana Andrea Hernandez
  Hoang Viet Ho
  * Camille Michelle Hood
  ** YingYing Huang
  * Nan Jing
  * Krystin Nichole Keck
  *** Douglas Lamar Kersey II
  Geoffrey Michael Khonyakina
  * Bonnie Katrina Kime
  Jacob David Kinsel
  Jake Patrick Kromaker
  Sara Kuruvilla
  Kswi Oduro Kwateng
  David Kye
  ** Ryan David Kyle
  Lauren Marie Lamb
  Christopher Robert Leonard
  Ann L. Little
  Yunfei Liu
  ** Brandon Michael Long
  Luis Rildo Lopez
  Laemec Longhi Lovelace
  Katherine Ann Loveland
  Jacob Keeley Lowe
  Lauren Rachel Luzzi
  *** Vijay Maraj
  Julien Victor Martin
  *** Adam Taylor Meier
  Joshua Mendoza, Jr.
  Matthew Mendoza
  *** Paxton April Merrick
  ** Amy Lynn Miller
  Allison Ashton Mooers
  Samantha Maria Neff
  ** Rachel Ruth Neild
  Paul Vincent Nichols
  Mohammad Ali Parupia
  ** Devon Tyler Pate
  Rani Lalit Patel
  John Carlos Peralta
  * Brandi Krysselle Perez
  Jordan Daniel Peterson
  *** Natalya Volodina Pezzi
  Fernando Prieto
  Cassandra Leah Quinn
  *** Totaram Ramnattan
  Corrine Lee Rattray
  ** Ethan Ravede
  Bryan Timothy Rounds
  * Andrew Eugene Scaglione
  * Julianna Scerbo
  Kevin Schiesel
  *** Shaun Michael Silverman
  Harsh Singh
  Kevin Singh
  Ashley Lynn Skerston
  Andrew John Small
  ** Katie Elizabeth Smith
  ** Jake Samuel Solazzo
  Rhea Shennique Sprauve
  * Danielle Morgan St Laurent
  *** Hannah Stickdorn
  Lisa Marie Swan
  Larbi Takouchte
  Angelica Taronji
  Laurence Scott Thomas, Jr.
  ** Nam Giao Mai Tran
  *** Benjamin Thomas Vogt
  Joseph Scott Warren
  Codey Warren Webb
  Grant Robert Wight
  * Caleb Mark Williams
  Carrie Ann Wilson
  Sue Sullivan Wilson
  ** Andrea Michele Wynn

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Business Economics BSBA
Jude Allam Tal'at Al Khalidi
Josh Persaud Bhagratie
Matthew David Braun
** Lauren Isabella Cain
Scott W. Davidson
Spencer Charles Davis
Tucker Robert Davis
Jessie Robert Dickens
* Estefania Fakes
*** Logan Rain Folse
Haley Marie Grooms
Teoline Curtis Hart
Andrew Phillip Kierulf
Chase Cahill Little
Kayleigh Anne McGoldrick
Diana Elizabeth Merchant
* Alexander Joseph Mertens
David Alexander O'Shields
Vincent Peter Paolo
Vyma Vipinchandra Patel
Sophia Rose Perez
Supanutt Prapthanathawa
* John Clark Rollins
* Andrew Eugene Scaglione
** Connor John Schramm
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Selaifani
Faheem Shafiq
Tanner Brent Stromsnes
Sarah Anne Tyiv
Thomas Joseph Valentine, Jr.
Saif Ali Walani
Alexander Paul Zayac

Finance BSBA
Rafik Nadji Abada
Andrew Sam Ableman
Michael Adams, Jr.
* Raley Suzanne Adams
Nicolas Agudelo
Saba Farseen Ahmed
* Juliana Alfonso
Mikayla Elizabeth Almeida
Chadd Joseph Alsopch
Victor M. Amat IV
Matthew Anderson
Jonathan Campbell Ashworth
* Desiree Lire Astorquiza
Andrea Maria Aviles
Rosmy Jesson Azard
Lewis Cody Behr
* Morgan Nicole Bell

Qiturah Bholai
Alvaro Biosca
Jessica Leigh Blair
Joshua Tyler Bradshaw
Maria Fernanda Briones
* Tabatha Mae Britton
Kevin Tyler Brooks
Blair Nicole Brown
Jada Monique Brown
Jonah McGhee Brown
Corey Anne Burbank
Robert Wilson Burbford IV
Austin Cole Bustamante
Rubymar Camacho
Tyler John Carey
Alexis Dominique Carryl
Christian D. Casco
Maria Paula Castillo
Edith Marie Castro Serrano
James Dillon Cathey
Caitlin Gabrielle Chambers
Stephanie Alexandria Chavannes
Marco Antonio Chavez
*** Xiang Chen
Jose Vicente Chompre
Bradley Everett Christian
Djavan Gil Clarke
Kaitlyn Nicole Conn Predictor
* Jessie Allyson Cook
Patrick Brian Cook, Jr.
Raymond Michael Joseph Coorey
Cassidy Lynn Court
Christian Robert Craft
Jennifer Paulette Craft
Jacob Alexander Cummings
Dylan Rose Dagani
Eric Shea D’Agostino
William Michael Dailey III
Dominic D'Alessandro
Kien Hung Dang
Mark Emerson Daniels
Henry Tao
* Davis Tate Dardaman
** Giancarlo Debell</li></ul>

Michel Lignani Elkouri
** Aydan Elliott
Tyler Brandon Elliott
Manuel Elvira
Ryan William Entzminger
Inaki Erkizia III
Spencer Edward Fagen
Zachary Lee Faria
Gabriela Stephanie Ferreira
*** Spencer Elliott Fields
Gabriel Alfredo Flete
Joseph Francisco Fonseca
Lucas Robert Forbes
Justin Philip Fucci
*** Franklin Gerald Gay IV
Andrew Kyle Goldenberg
Joseph Bates Goldthorp
Federico Gonzalez
Brandon Darrell Goolden
Nicholas Robert Govola
Cody Price Grant
Victoria Isabella Grant
MKillie Lee Grindley
Danielle Marissa Grose
Angelo Armando Guevara
Zachary Tyler Gullick
Grant Matthias Haas
Alexander Anthony Hados
Tylar Janai Hagan
Brian Hajal
Ryan Joseph Haleski
Casey James Hardy
Lauren Faye Harrison
Joseph Stuart Henderson
Madeleine Hernandez
Alexander Reed Hierro
Matthew Knute Hoff
Alexander Jay Howard
Aaron Huang
Qinyu Huang
Cody Evan Hulton
Taylor Joanna Hutson
** Benjamin David Hyman
Lauren Michelle Jacobs
* Nan Jing
Karlon Darren Johnson, Jr.
*** Nadia Grace Kadri
*** Nickelle Naresh Kanji
* Ryan Jacob Kelliker
Faisal Tabios Khamdct
Celina Nicole Killilea
Brandon Joong Kim
Alex Robert Kimmelman

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Maria Kompothecras
Matthew Paul Krueger
Dylan Alexander Kruisland
Mason Braderic Kuehn
** Ryan David Kyle
Austi K. Laechmann
** Lee Devora Lahav
Ian Paul Lahde
Lauren Marie Lamb
Daniel Landa
Christopher John Larsen
Cecilia Mercedes Leon
Kenton Scott Leslie
Eric Martin Lewicki
Thang Quang Ly
Drew Daniel Lynch
Terrance Jordan Mack
Nicole Marie Magnelli
Man Cat Mai
*** Sachin Amrit Mangra
Yessenia Arelis Marcola
James Christopher Marsella
*** Jessica Caitlin Martinez
Jose Alonso Martinez
Kristina Olivia Matos
Victor Ramon Mattaccio
Zachary Ryan McCabe
Tyler Richard McDonald
* Elisha Larone McIntosh
* Brinley Francine McKenna
* Alexander Joseph Mertens
Taisiya Mikhaylova
Jack Henry Moore
Marisabel Morejon
Jennifer Rae Morell
Chelsea Anne Motie
Travis Scott Nall
Alan Khemchandra Nauth
Keith Dylan Neterer
Daniel Calvin Neveras
Hai Tien Nguyen
Logan William Norris
Jason Michael Nowik
*** James Charles Nugent
Adam Bradley Onandia
* Andre K. S. Ong
Jamie Lynn Ovadias
* Anine Bernad Ozogwule
*** Brandon Scott Palacio
Sunny Pankajkumar
Patricia Julia Paprocka
Rani Lalit Patel
Deanna Lynette Pazo

Ajinkya Yeshodhan Pendharkar
Victor Daniel Perez
Maria Jose Perilla
Anthony George Pesare
Shayan Ali Pessaran
Jordan Daniel Peterson
Son T. Pham
** Evana Marisa Pino
*** Kathryn Rose Plesha
*** Emanuel Premate
Fernando Prieto
Benjamin Daniel Puleo
Daniela Rabinovich
** Christen Savitri Ram
Victor Julian Ramos
Ruksana Priyaa Ramsamy
Michael Ryan Rhody
*** Austin Michael Rigby
Tyeta Janae Roberts
Carlos J. Romero, Jr.
Bradley Scott Rowley
Veronica Raquel Russo
** Tyler Andrew Rutledge
Maria Elizabeth Saunders
Nicole Corinne Schneider
Jacob Alexander Schwing
Nicholas Robert Seltenreich
Matthew Nicholas Serr
Bernabe Serrano
Andrew Brian Sewell
Justin Michael Dean Sherrod
Miguel Dario Silva
*** Shaun Michael Silverman
Loubert Similien
William Eric Sines
Brandy Jean Skeldon
Zachary Ross Slater
Master Smith-Lott
Garrett Michael Spinnweber
Mary Grace Stanulis
Steven Avery Stratton
Luis Andres Suarez
Reid Alan Summers
David Emanuel Tejada
Gabrielle Marie Thompson
Christopher Julius Tobalski
* Austin Edward Todd
*** Lucero Torres
Kevin Robert Trainor
* Quang Vu Dang Tran
** Sarah V. Ulrich
Ashley Ann Vargas
Skylar Gino Varone-Chenard
Ashley Janice Vega
Eliana Velez Restrepo
Fayaaz Imran Virani
Benjamin Steven Voglewede
*** Benjamin Thomas Vogt
Cody Sanborn Wegener
Nicole Alexandra Wellman
Bryan Michael Whittenmore
*** Irvam Ethan Williams
Melissa Tudi-Ann Williams
* Brennon Charles Williamson
* German Wissinger, Jr.
* Morris Jane Wong
Jeffrey N. Wright
Taylor K. Yeretzian
Andrew Dillon Zambouros

General Business BSBA
Andrew M. Brostrom
Nicholas Alton Brown
Matthew David Burger
Jose Daniel Cardenas
Carol Ann Carlin
Mallory Alexandra Cohen
Daniel Christopher Donaudy
Sebastian Durango
*** Nicole Brooke Fletcher
Bryan Antonio Gonzalez
Robert Morris Harrison IV
Christopher Lee Holmes II
Joseph Wyatt Littlefield
Daniel Francis McCabe
Fabian Alberto Olah
Adam Christopher Plaugher
Ryan Taylor Rem
Michael Robert Stasie
James Edward Struble
Wyatt Stephen Weeks
Christopher Thomas Wilson

Integrated Business BSBA
Andrew Joeesh Ahal
Tiffany Lynn Anderson
Anthony Michael Angelini
Gareth Max Anhalt
** Wesley Philip Backer
Jag Mohan Bahl
Marsha Baptiste
Erica Lauren Barla
Joslyn Marie Bartley
Chad Ryan Belcher
Normile John Berry, Jr.

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Brett Evans Bingham
John Alexander Blackwell
Brianna Jewel Blair
** Cory Franklin Brown
Denique Donnalette Brown
Kennedy Ashton Brown
Amanda May Bucchieri
Orchley Nerva Carriere
Porscha Lynette Carson
Chet William Castille
Anna Elizabeth Castillo
Vangiola Cekani
Cole Damian Chase
Keith Martin Claveria
Natalic Dawn Cobaich
Joseph Emmanuel Concannon
Christopher Benjamin Cook
Stephen Andrew Cristofano
Stephen Scott Culler II
George Maxwell Dailey
Shamaka Elaine Daniels
Tevern R. David
Bruno Motta De Oliveira
Kelsey Elizabeth Dean
Kevin Alexis Delgado-Nieves
Alexis Rae Denny
Valeria Isabel Diaz Del Castillo Alvarez
Ariana Nicolette Dookie
Griffin Edward Dreesbach
Oscar Clark Duke IV
David Andre Dunbar
Hannah Alyssa Eisenband
Natalie Marie Falbo
Cara Ann Felder
Stephanie Coral Feliciano
Brianne Elizabeth Fender
Janet Mercedes Fernandez Coronado
Ahmel Figueroa
Madison Cari Firios
Kaleigh Elizabeth Fissell
Jonathan Andrew Fuller
Guillermo Enrique Garcia
Devin Ronald Gellis
Liana Therese Gesundheit
Corinne Anne Gibney
Andrew C. Gomes
Janelys Belkys Gonzalez
Juliet Brenda Evett Gray
Astonn Remy Gregory
Austin Kyle Griffin
Bryan Guido
Zachary Brian Harrell
Nasri Afsar Imran
Carolin Janvier
Jordan Matthew Jenko
Cynthia Denise Johnson
Samuel Joseph Johnson
Joseph Taylor Jordan
Austin Tyler Katz
John Avery Kaufmann
Matthew Lee Keller
Shawn Patrick Kelly
Russell Andrew King
Brandon Joshua Kohrs
Kylie Kozenzak
Joshua Adam Lakhotia
Ryan Kyle Lawrence
Alejandro Marco Leguizamon
Kyle David Lockwood
Christopher Manuel Lopez
Hector Lopez
** Erica Dianne Lott
Amanda Jeanne Loughlin
Adrian Lujo
Franz Angelo Magnaye
Alex Loren Malave
Courtney Irene Mang
Zachary Dillon Marr
TyRae' Eugene Matthews
Meghan Elizabeth Mazer
Michael Daniel Mesa
Megan A. Milce
Amanda Dvaughn Miller
Wyatt Randall Miller
Maximilian Alexander Mirra
Joseph Nicholas Muccio
Heushtien Ancy Moise
Jessica Deley Moreau
Zackery Jerome Morgenson
Quinten Alan Moton
Brooke Elizabeth Myers
Curtis Ray Narmore
Rafael Enrique Nelson
Catherine May Noll
Aileen Rose O’Driscoll
Julian Olajos
Thomas Julian Oliva
Michelle Nicole Olson
Brea Alise Pack
Ciera Jordan Parceles
Alexandra Dominique Parrillo
Michael Anthony Pascale
Nicholas Sean Paulson
Camilla Pedrozo
Craig Joseph Peludat
Caleb Emmanuel Perez
** Lynn Anne Perez
Andreae Caroline Plavita
Brielle Rachel Pope
Alex Joseph Ramsteck
Wilfred Anthony Ras, Jr.
Shelby Jean Ratliff
Calvin Chishun Ray
Divina Akram Rayos
Caitlin Marie Reese
Reinaldo Rivera, Jr.
Joshua Taylor Roberts
Perry Elana Roberts
Monique Loren Roche
Christopher-Reid Rodriguez
Savannah Marie Rodriguez
Vanessa Romero
Daniel Fernando Rosa
Johan Sebastian Rueda
Joseph Nunzio Russo
Jake Ryan Sadowski
Logan Katherine Sanger
Jason Robert Schaum
Justin Michael Schwartz
Brandon Michael Sebree
Alexander Julian Shebby
Cheresa Chere’ Skanes
Aaron J. Solomon
Veronica Melina Solorzano
Nawaphon Sommee
Sierra Emily Sternfeld
Michael Lawrence Surdis
Barry P. Taylor, Jr.
Michael Joseph Teresi
Ben Chee To
Andres Gabriel Torre
Craig Joseph Vallejo
Karen Mireya Vera
Raj Vijay Vyas
Lucas John Walker
Katelyn Ann Walther
Timothy Ray Warr
Johnny Earl Watford
Samantha Parker Wein
Eric Alexander West
Camron LeMar White
Douglas E. Wilcox
Nicole Winch
Courtney Marie Winter
Kathern Alene Yarbrough
Thomas Francis Young IV
Andrew Jacob Zapotosky
Cody Christopher Zavada

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Management BSBA
Megan Michelle Allen
Abel Armufo Armijo
David Cleland Auivil, Jr.
George Dimitri Avdella
Trevor Arthur Blau
Katelyn Marie Boyden
Savannah Ferreira Cabral
Ashlyn Marie Conery
Diego Sebastian Cuellar
Taylor Imani DeSausurre
Travis Michael English
Brett Addison Ennen
Carleigh Michele Esquivijarosa
Daylee Diana Fisher
Anna Emilia Granstrom
Tyler Matthew Hibbard
Zachary Squeak Holbrook
John Bernard Lasine
Thomas Michael Layden, Jr.
Ryan Solomon Lee
Steven Luis Martinez
Kimberly Ann Mitchell
Bryan Steven Mitchell Rivera
Jessica Taylor Moody
Tanner Joseph Kendall Moore
Christopher Thomas Morells
Michael Mothersell
Anita Sook Teung Mui
Jacob Madison Niedbalski
Monica Antonette Nunez
Jessica Ebehalate Oghinan
Dmitry Petrovich Oshkolup
Steven Nicholas Persavich
Tayyah Qasmi
Samuel Shykel Rambert
Dalton Joseph Ratcliff
Christine Marie Rios
Ashley Paige Roberts
Chad William Russell
Kaylin Marie Tobia
Sebastian Vazquez
Patricia Nicole Velez Matos
Tze Fung Wong
Chika Yoshida
Carlos Daniel Munoz
Robert Lee Schmidt
Bridget Rose Weber
** Management BSBA-General Management
Kelly Marie Basila
Travis Jacob Breaman
Zachary William Czajka
Joshua James DeJesus
Michelle Marie Diaz
Ashlyn June Falahlee
Antonio Figueroa Ill
Elizabeth Flores
Annie Marie Fore
Andres Isaac Franco
Francis Connor Graf
Meagan Ashley Hanono
Jaylee Elizabeth Hartman
Bradley Ferrell Hicks
Madelynn Caterina Keefe
Christian Steven Kreamer
Gergo Kruppa
Stanley J. Larose
Auxtin Laird Levison
Christopher Stratton Lewis
Jose Alonso Martinez
Troy Alexander Mena
Justin Loring Neff
Scott Randall Nelson
Aelise Nieves
Ernesto Daniel Penton, Jr.
Cesar Plessencia
Edward Zachary Przybyloko
Maria Louise Renzoni
Gerick Graydon Rynard
Jordan K. Santiago
Kirsten Sara Shim
Kelsey Nicole Smith
Ginger Leigh Snapp
Preston Michael Stephens
Pablo Ucros
Jeremy Michael Yedkois
Daniel Steven York
George Joe Zoghindy
** Management BSBA-Human Resource Management
Juliana Alfonso
Cheryl Gruseck Creasy
Gianna Melanie de Lannoy
Sudith Lima
Jennifer Marie Rosario Pagan
Sonya Rebecca Rits
* Marketing BSBA
Billy John Ridore
Marketing BSBA-General Marketing
Cassidy Nicole Alarie
Sarah Elizabeth Antinucci
Savannah Taylor Ashley
Galo Alexander Awada-Chiriboga
Samantha Teresa Balon
Lourdes Barbosa Gonzalez
Rachel C. Bates
Jonathan Brian Bechtel
Samantha Christine Berry
Jasmine Bittar
Brooke Ann Bivins
Carolyn Louise Bouwens
Zachary Steven Bower
Jacob Dalton Boyer
Mathew Stephen Browning
Jacob Thomas Cable
Kelly Rose Capen
Giselle Monique Chase Brett
Courtney Jane Chuppe
Joseph Patrick Cofrancesco
Alyssa Ann Davis
Elizabeth Jane Dinan
Stephanie Mariana Donis
David Dwain Dunning
Alexander Christian Edwards
Janine Bacarisa Fajardo
Kelly Briddy Feenan
Bryce Stephen Feverston
Shay Danielle Fisher
Nekia Foudren
Morgan Renee Foster
Nathaniel Allen Frecks
Nilson Hernan Garcia
Sydney Brianna Garrett
Cassidy Lauren Glazer
Alejandra Victoria Gonzalez
Megan Susan Greenwell
Michael Ryan Grezlikowski
James Paul Guerne, Jr.
Max Patrick Haberman
Savannah Kaylan Hammel
Lauren Faye Harrison
Evan Alexander Hartman
Stephanie Ann Hierholzer
Joshua Avery Hill
Grace Hoffman
College of Business Administration

Daniel Peter Hone
Trenton Chandler Howard
Kierstyn Marie Howell
Samantha Lynn Hudak
Kenzu Nkosi Isnady
Ian Malcolm Jones
William Thomas Keeth
Emily Sara Klamersus
Emeline Mun Yee Lee
Cecilia Mercedes Leon
Alender Joseph Lusma
Victoria Alexandra Madrazo

** Melissa Nicole Martinez
  * Rachael Elaine Maurais
  Robert James McKenna
  Nicholas James Medrano
  Serge Edward Mevs
  * Latisha Shendelle Miller
  Oliver Scott Minton

** Kelsie Marie Nehrboss
  Maureen Elizabeth Nettuno
  Lay Fang Tiffany Ng Pacheco
  Jenny Nguyen
  Andrew Ochoa

** Courtney Mayrin O'Connor
  Jamie Lynn Ovadias
  Sophia Maria Paradela

* Han Gia Pham
  Anthony Raymond Piazza
  Andrew Joseph Pramik, Jr.
  Anthony Jay Puente
  Nicole Rachael-Dormand
  Chyanne Alexa Reese
  John Anthony Retaleato
  Lindsay Michael Rhinehardt
  Daniella Ann Risi
  Jada Cierra Roane
  Julia Anne Robertson
  Maria Alexandra Robles
  Andres Augusto Romero
  Hanna Jessica Shapiro
  Danielle Honor Sharland
  Deanna Shears
  Megan Anderson Siedzik
  Jasmyne Janee Simmons
  Kristina Alissa Skaryd
  Megan Stephanie Sloop

* Lieshia Maria Sousa
  Shawn Alexander Spatz
  Garrett Michael Spinnweber
  Haley Alexandra Stockton
  Christian Gabriel Stone
  Robyn Marie Strobl
  Nicole Jordan Tenuta
  Stephany Carolina Tovar
  Hayley Brooke Ullman
  Miriam Aliea Carmen van Vliet
  Alex Vorakrajangthiti
  April Louise Waits
  Craig Reese Warden
  Mackenzie Simone White
  Erica Lynne Willet
  Nathan Alexander Yeager
  Laura Elizabeth Young

** Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling
  Jason John Cavanaugh
  Elizabeth Payton Drivas
  Megan Lee Gulotta
  Ashley Marie Hronek
  Dallas Nevin Keeney
  * Tramayne Joseph Letson
  * Kendra C. Leung
  Breiton Lawrence McElwain

** Adrienne Leigh Roberts
  Jacob Peter Samoranski
  Akeem Eustace Sankey
  Branden Samuel Shafnister
  Ryan Patrick Williams

** Real Estate BSBA
  Jennifer Erin Berk
  Fabrizio Antonio Bermeo
  Winston Terrance Chou
  Jared Scott Cole
  Brandon James Dech
  Dujuan Fair
  Gabriela Stephanie Ferreira
  Joseph Stuart Henderson
  Collin Hayden Hill

** Nickeel Naresh Kanji
  Huy Le
  Marcus Alexander McCann-Gonzales
  John Theodore Monte
  Martin Patrick Murphy
  Kaitlyn Gabrielle Shaw
  My-Dung Thi Son
  Stefan Stijewen Sookdeo
  Luther K. Toussaint
  Bryan Michael Whittemore

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Bachelor of Science

Art Education BS
Haley Paige Breese
Jacquelyn Rose Quinn
Jaymic Elizabeth Sardo
Alyssa Marie Zurla

Art Education BS-Lifelong Learning
Stephanie Christina Vasquez

Early Childhood Development and Education (BS)-Education: Pre-Kindergarten-Primary (PK-3)
Brittany Marie Alaniz
Helen Alonso
Rebecca Beth Binder
*** Savannah Lee Breazel
Sabine Akemi Cabrera
* Erin Davenport
Marissa Ashley Endicott
Kelsey Marie Fackelman
Triniti Latreche Germany
Jessica Brett Koppel
Courtnee Lynn Maher
Kimberly Renee Overbaugh
Jessica Marie Pabst
Sierra Nicole Pittman
Emily Anne Probst
Jorden Amy Pugsley
Imani Malivia Rentz
Yanely Marie Santiago
Lauren Barbara Scott
Brooke Savannah Stadler
Deanna Rose Terentev
Brandy Brionna Williams
Jesenia Veronica Zapata

Early Childhood Development and Education BS-Early Childhood Development
Lori Michelle Benkoski
Michell Nicole Bhatwandi
Haley Brooke Brinkmeier
Anne Margaux Brkich
Kristin Zapporah Carstarphen
Laura Ann Forgino
Melanie Alane Foster
Wellise Joseph
Jena Khalil
Lindsey Dominique Lindheim
Keishla Marie Medina Rodriguez
Paige Ashley Prinzivalli
Zaida Natividad Rojas
Jennifer Velasquez

Elementary Education BS
Rosemary Abreu
Madison Marie Ahearn
Meagan Rose Allen
Maya Nicole Alleyne
Estepany Eugenia Alvarez
Valerie Jean Anderson
*** Alana Rose Aragon
Katie Annalin Aryafar
Alison Marie Augustyni
Jenna Marie Bauske
*** Lindsey Danielle Balducci
Cheyenne Kaid Barnes
*** Amy Elizabeth Bates
Sarah Marie Becker
Joi Lynn Bell
Cherish Angela Bellamy
Samantha Rachel Beller
Agostina Bellini
Ashley Elaine Bernier
Haylea Christine Bettmann
Sarah Ann Bookout
Brittney Bostedt
Courtney Lynne Bourque
James Preston Brock
Emily Lynn Broy
Ethan Edward Cahill
Tracy Callinan
Brittany Joanne Carr
Kimberly Marie Chetta
Teresa Marie Cingolani
Madison Elizabeth Clayton
*** Coriann Coira
Jasmine Dominique Collins
Lianivet Colon Dume
Hanna Grace Conrad
Justin Michael Conti
Elizabeth Elaine Cotto-Perez
Kareem Aston Creary
* Jessica Marie Danford
Leanna Hadas Davidson
Angela Michele Davis
Chelsey Melene Deau
Alexandria Marie DelCastillo
Najomitt R.S. Diaz Ortiz
Nicole Lynn DiBattista
Amanda Rae Dilly
*** Jessica Michelle Dolberg
Payton Michelle Douthett
* Rachel Jane Dow
Kasey Lynn Dow-Barbato
Melissa Lee Ellers
Jacqueline Rose Everett
Tanisha Rochell Fashaw
*** Marisa Ivonne Faunce
* Kelly Anne Felix
Toinette Deanna Ferrell
Mayledis Fonseca
*** Dakota Bradi Fowler
Christina Noelle Fox
* Megan Ashley Fuentes
Kaylen Abigail Furbee
Jennifer Lauren Furrow
Gabrielle Angelica Gabino Gamble
*** Itzel Evelyn Garduno-Jaramillo
Allison Renee Garrett
Danielle Victoria Garzon
*** Jacl Moriah Gattle
Raven Davina Gau
Mary-Kate Elizabeth Gehlbach
Tory Autumn Glenn
Rachel Shay Goff
Karen Veronica Gonzalez
* Elizabeth Kay Graves
Carina Jade Green
Lauren Louise Grossman
Katie Elizabeth Guerrero
Daniel M. Hager V
Briana Marie Harris
Jennifer Elyane Harshbarger
Allison Claire Hartin
*** Johanna Michelle Hauck
Rebekah Leah Havaneec
Alexis Nicole Henderson
Jessica Nicole Henning
Jasmine Hernandez
Kaylea Rose Hertel
Christian Alexandria Holt
Ethan Patrick Hooper
Melissa Frances Hughes
Trisha Marie Hunsinger
Nicolette Lynn Hunter
Angela Leigh Hurtado
*** Jennifer Jacob
Jessica Lauren James
* McKenzie Marie Jimenez
Jessica Lynn Johansen
* Tiffany Casey Johnson
* Cassandra Monique Jones
Alexis Diane Kavanaugh
Consuelo Alicia Kirk

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Caitlin Colleen Kneebone
Sarah Elizabeth Koppel
Emily Ann Korth
Ashley Nicole Kovarik
Katelyn Leigh Kubik
*** Michelle Laborde
Lori Melanie Ladyko
Maegan Marie Lammers
*** Taylor Nicole Landefeld
Savannah Jane Lawrence
Victoria Brooke LeBruno
** Molly Rose Leitner
Jennifer Leah Lewis
* Priscilla Londono
Andrea Marie Loper
* Chelsea Lauren Lucas
Brittany Lorraine Maghasamy
Agnes Manley
Tiffany Nichole Manzo
Cassandra Marentes
*** Laura Lee Martin
Katherine Anne Matter
Lauren Ashley McLeod
Paige M. Meckley
Adrienne LeShawn Miller
Zoe Michelle Miller
Cara Jill Mittel
* Jessica Marie Mojeica
Alyce Nicole Molnar
* Cristina Marie Molster
** Bianca Daniela Mora
Nicole Marie Morales
Lauren Elisabeth Morgan
Lyric Ashley Mullally
Amada Anne Murphy
Noelys Negron
Ashley Labria Newsome
Victoria Jade Newton
Jessica Duyen Nguyen
Dominique Marie Niglio
Dawn Marie Norman
Ingrid Gisel Nunez
Kelsey O’Hara
* Kimberly Marie Padilla
Skye Elizabeth Leola Parrish
Jeanne Marie Paxson
Hilary Amanda Pellar
Jeselle Isabella Percel
Rebecca Irene Prowell
Angela Marie Pue
Karlee Layne Rankine
McKenna Angela Reese
Kristen Lee Reller

Dana Marie Retta
Tatiana Ingris Ribeaux
** Chandler Jo Rich
Daniela Carolina Rincon
Joselyn Ryanna Rivera
Kassandra Rivera
Jeffrey David Robinson
Nicole Elizabeth Roeseler
Afrina Renee Rothani
Gina Valentine Romola
Erin Suzanne Rose
Ashley Nicole Rowinsky
** Danielle Marie Sarcelletti
Lisa Louise Schemerhorn
Kaylee Ann Schielka
Samantha Lexi Schissler
* Kaitlyn Nicole Seaman
Nicole Melanie Shaw
Sarah Elaine Shelton
Sarah Ashley Shirar
Leslie Morgan Shishilla
*** Kellei Diane Simpson
Brittany Anne Snyder
Kristen Paige Sorel
Taylor Elizabeth Spence
Alexandra Ruth Spitalonis
Cassidy Leigh Spurgeon
Cheryl Lynn Squire
Taylor Kaileen Starkey
Savannah Lee Stephenson
Alexandra Lee Stofel
* Melanie Suarez
Sarah Rose Summerall
Hanna Elizabeth Sunderman
Lisa G. Taff
** Rebecca Danielle Tatum
*** J’Shon Renee Taubitz
*** John Oliv Taylor, Jr.
Samantha Melvynne Taylor
Victoria Rae Taylor
Christina Luz Thorpe
Christina Marie Tilley
Paige Nicole Timmerman
Megan Elise Toledo
Ashley Elizabeth Trauger
Kelly Taylor Triplett
Mackenzie Gene Trujillo
Arielle Lexis Tyner
Shayla Marie Vanderwoude
Elizabeth Nora VanVossen
Allison Marie Wallace
Amy Lynn Welch
Donna Brooke Whitmore
Christina Marie Williams
Shannon Marie Williams
Layla Michelle Wilson
Rachel Marie Wolf
Rachel Megan Wolfe
Theo Richard Workman
Alexis Ann Wright
Morgan Nicole Zayak

Elementary Education BS-Lifelong Learning

Brynn Marie Axtell
Stephanie Bellevue
Matilde Cancel-Arias
Michael Edward Defrancis
Jonya Grace Elston
Melanie Espinosa
Marina Nicole Forsythe
Ileana Marie Garcia
Daviana De La Caridad Gonzalez
Nathan Chandler Grozan
Eliseth Guerrero
Taylor Anne Guzzi
Taylor Ann Hart
Melissa Maria Henriquez
Kali Natasha Lynn Hinton
Mackenzie Kathleen Hodgins
Jordan Nicole Hull
Christina Joseph
Sierra Dominique Kennedy
Julie Nicole Kessel
Kaley Suzanne Kidwell
Sade LaCorbiniere
Melissa Ann Miller
Tisha Ann Moore
Marissa Lyn Noffs
Jennifer Michelle Padron
Daylan Loren Petterson
Angelmar Ramos Martinez
Rachael Kalaine Shoemaker
Ashley Lynn Swink
Danielle Lee Thompson
Ruth Damaris Valentin
Camille Rosanne Wharton
Shamara Lanique Wright

English Language Arts Education BS

Ameerah Ally
* Haris Najam Anwar
Karishma Murti Assudani
Briana Lynn Brock
Alexandra Tatiana Bustos

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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Robert Ian Frelich
Jenna Marie Glendinning
Thomas Alan Harbaugh
Kaleigh Marie Hess
Garrett Hayes Hufstedler
Carli Danielle Kimball
Sarah Elizabeth Lambert-Joiner
Josh Mahani
Bethany Marie Martinez
Kelly Lauren McCosh
Katherine Maria Mitchell
Kayla Marie Pitioniak
** Mackenzie Elisabeth Rohde Smith
Gabrielle Marie Tipton
Franchesca Sharnell Yearby

English Language Arts Education BS-Lifelong Learning
Jaimie Christina Lanning

Mathematics Education BS
Maria Fernanda Armay
Breanna Kaitlyn Benge
Elizabeth Haig Collins
Bailey Rene Greeth
Christopher Alan Heath
Edward Maurice Littlejohn
Carmen Elisa Malca
Brianna Elizabeth Mourray
Elizabeth Ashley Peitz
Randi Ravela Raffo
Geoffrey William Saine
Kyle Richard Schroeder

Science Education BS-Biology
Brittany Lee Byrd
Kimberly Carapere
Julie Ann Graham
*** Gabrielle Taylor Harms
Leander James Houston-Enjady
Casey Garrett Johnson
Jose Joaquín Noriega-Rios
Kenroy Smith

Science Education BS-Chemistry
Carlos Juan Chinea
Johnathan David Hanrahan
Elizabeth Margaret Post
Bryan Arthur Rosenbaum
Michael Raymond Thomas
Danicka Verty
Erica Marie Zahornacky

Science Education BS-Physics
Eric Daniel Grenda

Social Science Education BS
Luis Cabezas
Robert Denny Caldwell
Aaron Christopher Chapman
Kimberly Ariel Conner
* Asmara Miriam Cortes
Deanna Olga Dickman
Robert Russell Elliott
Brandon Taylor Ennen
Gina Rosario Fletes
Jennifer Warner Flower
* Connor Ralph Green
Kostantinos Rafael Grigoras
Kathryn Ann Highland
Kendall Ann LaPoint
Amber Dawn Lerch
Daniel Ernesto Mantilla
Emily Taylor Onspaugh
Reece Poe
Charlene Marie Rodriguez
Eric DJ Santana
*** Ashten Nicole Wyshuzaly

Social Science Education BS-Lifelong Learning
Elizabeth Mac Clem
Shawn Allen Klein
Jarvis Louis McCray
Jordan Marisa Robinson

Sport and Exercise Science BS
Brice Wallace Howard

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Coaching
Jonathan Mitchell Buckelwe
Vincent Rashad Chance
Dujuan Henrylee Cole
Alyssa Brianna Combs
Andrew Armstrong Denton
Chavis Drickel Dickey
Clay Coleman Hancock
Chiquita Denise Jackson
Morgan Elizabeth Leonard
McKinley James Loudermilk
Jesse Liam Olsen
Sebastian Orrego
Adam Lee Rothstein
Robert Patrick Snyder
Joseph A. Suarez

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Human Performance
Rachel Brooke Ahrens
Blessing Alcitus
Arie R. Alvarez
Emelie Claire Carmel Andre
Michelle Marie Anthony
Nicholas Layne Archer
Leopoldo Antonio Ayala
** Theodore Charles Babcock, Jr.
Elizabeth Carolyn Bailey
Brian Samuel Barnett
Troy Anthony Barton, Jr.
Kristin Marie Bergens
Cayla Renee Bosman
Terrie Lynn Bradshaw
Christopher Andrew Brooks
Anastasia Miche’ Brumley
*** Emily Elizabeth Bufflin
Alexandra Maria Cangelosi
Jhane’ Elloria Carter
Cooper Deane Cassidy
Angelina Grace Castelli
Carol Alejandra Castro
** Rosie Louise Chamberlain
Justin A. Chapman
Michael David Charak
Melissa D. Charles
*** Lora Rebeca Chizmar
Bryan Dejesus Davila
Nathan Charles Delva
Derek Daniel Denison
Megan Frances DePaola
* Kelley Renee Devoe
Benjamin David Dickson
Joel Ivan Donato
Khalifa Stephanie Dorsey
Asia-Ne Colone Ealy
Hannah Joy Evans
* Jessica Lee Faulkner
Morgan Paige Ferrara
Cassidy Joan Fickes
Nicholas William Flanders
Ariana Fontenot
Marina Franco Flanders
Kenesha Kevonna Frederick
Cameron E. Gadson
Barbara Estefania Galavis
** Jesse Joseph Gaudin
Adrian Gordon

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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Shawn Matthew Green
Aliyah Ashlee Gregory
Thomas J. Grenus
Mia Celine Griner
Cedric Guion
Jordan James Hainsworth
Daniel Wayne Hammer
Tabatha Donna Henry
Kevin Alexander Hernandez
Tyanna Hill

* Jacob L. Hodil

** Heather Lynn Holman
Skyler Blake Humphrey
Matthew Adam Jackson
Michael Scott Jacquy
Jessica Kaitlyn Jones
Juuso Matias Kahlos
J. Peyton Kelly
Kwang Su Kim
Alan R. Kominowski
Ivana Krikjus
Jessica Anne Kuzio

** Dennis Kwon
Robert Michael Lamarca
Geroul Joshua Lasala
Jermaine Allen Lindsey
Jamie Lynn Catherine Loiacano
Juliana Andrea Lopez
Richardson Louis
Joseph Edmund Loyack III
Christian Rolando Lucas
Daniela Mahecha

** Jason Christian Manalo
Megan Margaret Manno
Matthew Everett Markey
Shekara Lanea Martin
Autumn Brianne McComas
Derek Franklin McGeehee
Matthew Hamilton McMahon
Rachel Kaley Meinke
Triet Minh Nguyen
Juan David Ocampo
Samantha Lynn Olson
Domonique Mishea Oneal
Steven Blade Osborne
John Michael Pacheco, Jr.
Sade Simone Palmer
Katlyn Ann Patterson
Juda Lashae Pegram
Davong David Phrathep
Justine Sandra Polewski
Max Massimiliano Proli
Regine Zara Pongos Quinain

** Natasha Shivanna Ramkisson
David Edward Richards
Kelsey Meghan Richards
Andrew Justin Robineau
Morgan Ashley Rochwarger
Ileana Rodriguez
Aldrey Panganiban Romero
Courtney Danielle Rotton
Kristopher Luis Saliva
Maria Carmen San Juan
Garret John Sanchez
Ariel Rebecca Scerceni
Jonathan Serrano
Dylan Sewsinkar
Jacob Jeffrey Shames
K'Jorn Simmons
Derek Joseph Skivolocke
Amanda June Smith
Keira Lashaia Smith
Jeffrey Amos Spardy
Elijah Nahova Stewart
Robert Christian Strange
Alexis Caroline Swartz
Amber Nicole Switzer
Roberto Angel Telleria
Breanna Marie Thomas
Casey Leigh Troiano
Joseph Ward Tucker, Jr.
Victoria Ashley Uberty
Joel Esa Pietari Vartiainen
Jennifer Yadira Vera
Jamie Edward Ayick Vernaglia
Jessica Lynn Warner
Tyler Bryce Welden
Shelby Lynn Westerberg

*** Sandra Anne Whitwam
Gabrielle Maria Wienckowski
Devin Marie Wiesner
Shanice Eveyna Williams
Ashley Marie Willis
Austin Bradley Wilson
Mary Katherine Wiltschre
Adonijah Demetrius Wooten
Rob Michael Wortley
Loren Cristina Zafra
Manuela Zuleta

Technical Education and Industry Training BS
Michelle Lavette Anderson
David Simmons Casey
Michael S. Clary, Jr.
Makenzie Faith Heggie
Francisco Rafael Nazario-Torres
Timothy J. Owens
Jonathan Primo Reveles

World Languages Education BS-WLE-Spanish
Katherine Gonzalez

Teacher Education BS-World Languages Education-Spanish
Krystin Elizabeth Noell Goenner

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude

** denotes Magna Cum Laude

* denotes Cum Laude
Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS
Joshua Neil Ackerman
Jonathan David Akridge
Joshua Alcantara
Michael Andrew Alexander
Amon Jordan William Al-Khatib
Benjamin Thomas Allen
David Michael Allen
** Rebeca Edith Amaya
Alex K. Andres
* David Andeinstein
Thomas George Angelo
Ashton Lee Ansag
Alexander Mark Arendsen
Alex Ross Arwin
Nathanael Jordan Baker
Wyatt Mitchel Baldree
Trevor Cole Ballard
Khunput Bangkunarak
* Nathaniel Aeon Bates
Sean Charles Bellflower
Michael William Benton
Thomas Christopher Boswell
*** Joshua Aaron Bowren
Brandon Michael Thomas Bradley
Alejandro Calderon
*** Alexandra Mercedes Camero Bejarano
Coltan Everette Carr
* Madeleine Marie Cassidy
Christian Castaneda
Megan Courtney Chipman
Brooke Renee Cochenour
*** Devin Michael Cole
Kevin James Colley
Allen Michael Colston
* Jacob Alan Cornett
Gonzalo Dunten
Frank Nkosi Dean
Alexander Dempsey Decurnou
Henry William Deslaurier II
Viviene Duong Do
Adam Christopher Doussan
Austin Tyler Drague
Oscar Nicolas Enriquez
Marc Anthony Philip Fanfan
Hunter Christian Figueroa
Rafael Andres Forero
Allyvia Brianna Freeman
Joseph Trent Freeman
*** Jack Thomas Gallagher

Timothy David Garrett
* Michael Julio Garro
Harrison Charles Geiger
Andrew Jacob Geltz
* Zachary William Gill
Grant Frederic Goodman
Marc Anthony Guerrero
David James Hammond
Masaki Jesse Taoka Hook
Sandra J. Hoopes
Andrew Thomas Timothy Hopper
Nathaniel Alexander Houlihan
Remington James Howell
David Israwi Yordi
James Joseph Jeffrey
Dylan Charles Johnson
Meenakshi Karikeyasundaram
Kristin Marlee Knotts
*** Andrew Ryan Kolos
Jeremy Andrew Kramer
Avinash Thummalapally Kumar
Emre Cenk Kutsal
Joseph Keith Landry
Jordan Christopher Layton
Joseph Leavitt
Ian Taylor Lewis
Eric Hoang Minh Ly
Andrew Gregory Maida
Farzain Majed
Cody Michael Mannifield
Harold Joace Asuncion Marcial
Frederick Alfred Martinez, Jr.
Brayden Wilbur McDonald
Andrew Michael McGilvra
Gregory James McHugh, Jr.
* Alexander Sydney McKeel
*** Devin Martin McSweeney
Tarek Gaber Medrano
Mauricio Mendez
Angel Manuel Mercado
Hassan Haris Mohadeen
Matthew Clark Moseley
Scott Alan Mosher
*** Maria Jose Mosquera Chuquisusma
Zachary Michael Muller
Carlos Santiago Najera, Jr.
** Neil Tobin Sanchez Napase
** Cuong Kim Nguyen
* Khoi Mai Nguyen
Nhi Quynh Nguyen
Peter Van Nguyen
Uyen Ngoc Nam Nguyen
Luis James O'Donnell
** Tyler James Olechnowicz
Timothy Dennis Parker
Jason Alan Parmelee
Rebecca Ashley Parramore
Aakash Mayank Patel
Satya D. Patel
Sebastian Patino
Richard Anthony Pazda
Cristian Perez
Kyle Joseph Piccinich
Joseph Jacob-Anthony Praise
Solomon David Price
Adolfo Andres Rangel
** Sean Daniel Reedy
Gabriel Vieira Ribeiro
Brant Christopher Rieder
Jamal Kadeem Roberts
Alec James Romine
Shawn Matthew Roxby
Bradley Daniel Royal
Raitisa Royster
Priscilla Nicole Ryan
Devin Paul Sag
John Spencer Schulze
Allen Phillip Shearin
Maxim Shelopugin
* Austin Rey Shiple
Andrew Vincent Smith
Fernando Soler-Casanova
Felix Anthony Sosa III
Jesse Thomas Spencer
Derek James Spooner
Michael Anthony Stack
Ryan Thomas Studstill
Damin Michael Suski
Clay Daniel Szlosek
Scott R. Tanner
Lukas Ryan Terhall
Courtney Steele Thomasen
Charles Alex Thompson II
Michael John Thompson
*** Connor Adams George Tibedo
Peter Lam Tran
Stephen Cash Ulmer II
Tyler Joseph VanHaren
Charles Andrew Vasquez
Mark Daniel Vetro
Austin Dangkhao Vo
*** Josh Lawton Wade
Saad Shahnaz Warach
Kelton Hunter Williams
Nicoli Robert Omegus Williams
Cory Shane Williamson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Douglas Jacob Woodrow
Nicholas Charles Wright
Marcy Angieh Yi
William Cody Young
*** Jasper Andrew Zaporteza
Christopher Lee Zehr
Jordan Zhu

Information Technology BS
Michael Jay Acosta
Daniel Felipe Ariza
Charles Roger Ball III
Kevin James Beatty
Derek Matthew Borges
Felix Bravo
Kevin Edward Brown
Raevaun Raymond Clarke
Joel Thomas Cook
Nazarin Dayi
Davis Edward Drake
Richard Jayson Eddins
David Samuel Farlow
*** Juan Jesus Franco
Eric Eugene Golden, Jr.
Kevin Jawan Gordon
Jason Anthony Green
Michael Thomas Groupe
Michael Francis Hahn
Kyle Alexander Hanecki
Austin M. Hart
Kate Elizabeth Hogan
Carlos Takeshi Iwasaki
Sean Robert Jennings
Samuel Kim
Whitney Alexandra Kirchmann
Corey Kenneth Klein
Joseph Domenick LaCattiva
Emmanuel Lopez
Joseph Charles Lopez
Steven Charles Lynch
Joseph Nelson Machupa
Zachary William Marazita
Joseph Elias Maroun
Justin Ryan Mohammed
Ricardo Odane Morris
Brent Bassem Mourad
Robert Nagoda
*** Sergio Miguel Pacheco, Jr.
*** Akash Patel
Ricardo Andrew Payne
John Payton
Gustaf Adolfo Pena

Luis Alfonso Peraza Soles
Jason Craig Powers
Nicholas Thomas Priore
Zachery J. Pujol
Julian T. Riehen
Victor Eduardo Rivera-Marquez
Cristian Joed Rodriguez
* Otoniel Rodriguez-Perez
Angel Rafael Roman
Ciara Summer Routhly
Bradley Scott Rowe
Carlos Ruiz
Anam Siddiqui
Matthew James Sindon
Nicholas Daniel Smith
Rachel Knight Smith
Brandon Tyrell Soto
Neil Avery Stagner III
Steven Gregory Thompson
Conor Dalton Tuck
Henry Javier Valerio
Michael Lynn Voss
Mehvish Abdul Waheed
Christian James Weiler
Tenechia Allyse White
Alek Malcolm Wierengo
* Wenyang Wu

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering BS/SE
Ramy Abdelrahman
Brandon William Aloupis
Cameron McKenzie Blastic
Makayla Ashley Bumgardner
Michael Alain Busque
Jake Steven Campbell
Daniel Ricardo Castro
Yasmin Mikaelle Coleman
** Andrew Darryl Crawford
Jacob Louis Danos
Giovanni Guillermo De Vita
Christina Georgianna Dixon
Alexander Calaway Dodson
Joshua Robert Freiberg
Reid Kalani Galligas
Ryan Edward Garrison
Andrew John Gomez-Delrio
West Guignard
** Andrew Jay Haines

Tyler James Hayward
William John Henken
Jonathan Alexander Hernandez
Alex Austin Hill
Nicholas Everett Jones
Sean Evan Kelly
Anton K. Keys
*** Cory Austin Kinney
Austin Drew Kirkpatrick
Vasilios Koupelis
Natalie Michelle Lopez
Richard Mathew Luzader
Matthew John MacAllister
Jesus Alejandro Martinez
Samario Joseph Mattachione
Jonathan David Mayorca
Andrea Lynn Miller
Brandon Joseph Morris
Jaymes Brandon Moseley
Zachary Page O'Hara
Luke Walter Owen
Skylar Blaise Preuss
Joshua Adam Quarlin
Arthur Joe Rakowski
Benjamin Charles Sanders
** Kaitlyn Ann Smith
Richard Austin Stephen
John Kevin Sue
Nicholas Albert Swann
Austen Teremus Thompson
Michael Alexander Thompson
Bjorn Gudfinnur Tolentino
* Matthew Brian Uhl
Jose Manuel Urcia
Christopher Michael Vallee
Jose Velasquez
** Gillian Mackay Werner
Evan Paul Williams
Tyler Reed Worbington

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BS/CE
*** Bilal Abdelwahab
Matthew Aaron Chambers
Camilo Chica Zapata
Lucas Emmanuel D'Agostino
* Dayna Lynn Duffy
Angel N. Figueroa
Camilo Andre Gil

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Melissa Escano Harris
Walid Nasser Khawaja
Andre Nikolas Krusk
Elson Lane-DeFreitas, Jr.
Clifton Dale Leffler
Robert Marcoux
Dakota Taylor McCoy
Michael Muniz
Johnathan Tzybin Nagoda
Carlos E. Obando
Joshua Ortuno Tirado
Gerald Andrew Padrigone
Logan James Patrick
Jacob Cody Perez
Jake Henry Pretzell
Joan Oswaldo Ramirez
Cameron Anthony Roberts
* Elia Joseph Smith
Debbie Valeria Solorzano
Christopher Perry Stinson
Hannah Marie Supple
** Adam Joseph Tara
Luis Alberto Viruegas
Niles Thomas Warrick

Stephen S. Fryer
Luis Alfonso Gamarra Jimenez
Taylor Randall Grubbs
Mohammad Sheharyar Hammad
Jacob Scott Hazelbaker
Alan Hernandez
Sean Allan Huskey
Christopher John Perez Ison
Muhammad Ali Khan
Jacob Andrew Knepper

*** Teodotas Kursevicius
Seth Matthew Levine
Nicholas Patrick Macri
Alexander Christopher Masterson
Simon Daniel Guild McGlynn
Jose Antonio Medina, Jr.
Christopher Albert Miller
Malcolm Alexander Morgan
Michael Angel Mosquera
Ley Widler Neziifort
Peter Van Nguyen
Edwin Ortiz, Jr.
Sean Peter O'Shaughnessy
Julian David Quitian
Kevin B. Ratliff

Ezekiel Li Rosenbluth
Brennan Allan Schild
* Trisha Kaar Singh
Eric James Smithson
Tyler John Huelsman Stokes
Austin Dakota Sturm
* Scott Michael Suarez
Jason Dean Surh
James Tavil
Noah T. Thering
Christian Eric Theriot
Brianna V. Thomas
Daniel Quang Truong
* Joey Joel Velez-Ginorio

*** Richard Edward Wales, Jr.
Dominic Delano Williams
Cray Carson Winfrey
Derek Anthony Workman

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering

Construction Engineering BSConE
Joshua Ortuno Tirado

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering BSCpE
Richard Thomas Bielski
Paola Andrea Buitrago
Kelsey Lauren Cameron
Matthew Alexander Cummings
Nicola Amber DaSilva
Michael Patrick Dean
Timothy Keith Deligero

*** Martin Tong Do
Baian Elmazy
Hunter Daniel Fernandez
Mitchell Gregory Findley
Jourdain Charles Francis
Jennifer Franco
Joshua Lee Franco

** Zachary James Freer

Denis A. Aybar, Jr.
Brenise Esther Carlisa Barclay
Justin Ray Bates
Kamran Mohmmad Beladi
Justin David Berte
Andrew Samuel Brahim
Adam Arthur Brockmeier
Sean Robert Brown
Lorenzo Gyno Casimir
Kevin Delaney Cochrane
Casey Jonathan Colon

*** Tuan Quoc Dao
Tyndall Aaron Darnell
Jacob Scott Davis
Landon James Davis

*** Lam Hai Dinh
Shanice Sharon Dublin
Zachery Jacob Dunlop
Maverick James Dusan
Pamela C. Echevarria
Juan Manuel Forero
John Cameron Foster
Zackary Glenn Foster
Jennifer Franco
Joshua Lee Franco
Michael Vincent Graziano
* Peter Paul Guarner III
Bruce Allan Hardy
Jacob Ismael Hernandez
Matthew Wyatt Hunt
Dries Alexander Kassabi
Joseph Andrew Labauve
Reid F. Larsen
Scott Kyle Levine
Eduardo Luis Linares
Veronica Marie Love
Angel Yael Mandujano
Alexander Christopher Masterson

*** Brian Marcelo Mora
Said Mourik
Richard Morgan Parise
Dominick Valentino Pena
Micaiah Christian Reid
Hector Luis Rodriguez
John Connor Rossi
Joseph Robert Sleppy

* Andrew Grayson Smith
Alexander Graham Spencer
Jeffrey William Strange, Jr.

Bachelors of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering BSEE
Inalvis Alvarez-Fernandez

** Jayson Lee Asplin

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

* Scott Michael Suarez
  Tyler Dane Thompson
  Matthew David White

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering BSIE

*** Mark Joseph Ancona
  Eric Matthew Anderson
  Amanda Nicole Beauchamp
  * Sean Kimberly Birkholz
  Adam Mohamed Bizanti, Sr.
  ** Madison Francis Blake
  Nicole Marie Bornynik
  Lauren Elizabeth Martha Brads
  Gabrielle Nicole Buckles
  Alan Michael Bush
  Jolie Michelle Carlone
  * Alina Jasmine Chintatt
  Kirstin Anne Clark
  Michael Alan Waga Cunada

** Benjamin Elijah Davis
  Amapola Floresca Del Solar Hernandez
  Jackson Phillip DiMaria
  Richard O'Dell Dobson III
  * Eva Marie Dohogne
  Gregory Reid Dombal
  Alec Romualdas Dulskis
  Joshua Michael Fair
  Michael Allen Fennell
  *** Jodie Taylor Giambarbera
  Corbin Michael Gonzalez
  Robert Andrew Haines
  Alexis Rae Hardisty
  Holly Catheryn Hazen-Hamilton
  Alexandra del Carmen Hernandez
  Jade Nan-Jie Hetzer
  Lily Marie Hughes
  Steven Leslie Ibold
  Andrew David Johnson
  Bradley Austin Krizmar
  Austin Frederick Langille
  Carrie April Lenberger
  Jacob Maxwell Levin
  * Emily Yiqian Lin
  Deaven James Meech-Franklin
  Gabriel Sebastian Montes
  John-Carlo Nanfro
  Ryan Patrick O'Hara
  Derek Vincent Pasquino

Kalahari Pena Marquez
Daniel Eduardo Perez
Luis Antonio Perez III
Samuel Joseph Perna
Artavia Kisenbo Khalifa Phillips
Estefania Edilia Reyes
Ruben Saul Rivera
** Alex Edward Rodriguez
  Andres Javier Rodriguez
  Kristal Marie Rosas
  Zachary James Sabo
  * Araldo Andres Salazar
  Robert Lee Shaffer III
  * Jennifer Marie Sirianni

*** Ryan Stephen Sollazzo
  Reed Michael Stanton
  Sean Chunlin Su
  James Christopher Taylor
  Maria Jose Tirado
  David Jose Valladares
  Amanda Marie Vera
  ** Shane Carlton Wilder
  Branden Edward Willey
  Cole Michael Wise

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering BSME

Roger Lee Allen
Abubaker Omar AlZubaidi
David Michael Arbogast
Terran Andrew Don Arnold
Rebecca Ann Ashley
Ryan William Austin
Jonathan Allen Bandy
Mary Louise Barber

** Samantha Nicole Beasy
Manuela Beltran
Thomas Nicholas Beno
Harsh Rajesh Bilaney
Mitchell Lee Boerstler
Timothy Stuart Boock
Corey Eugene Breecher

* Wyatt Sutton Brooks
  Chandler Brandt Ewing Brothers
  Mari Marisa Buchman
  Christopher Henry Buonanni
  Michael Gerald Bustamante
  * Johnathon Tyler Cagle
  Patrick Lee Carney

Crystian Camilo Cepeda
Brandon Christopher Chong
Ryker Patrick Chute
John Christopher Conner
Brittany Copeland
Kane Eugene Cortellese
Ian Michael Coyne
Steven James Cribfield
Zachary Aaron Cronin-Hurley
Samuel Timothy De Oliveira
Andrew Mitchell Dela Cruz

** Christopher Regis Delacruz
  Robert Anthony DeRenzoni
  Andrew Kumar Doobay
  * Erin Kathleen Dudley
  Lawrence William Eaton
  Russell Brandon Edelbaum
  Philip Frederick Edmondson-Norris
  Tyler Ryan Edwards

* Richard Alexander Ehlers
  Eric Jamie England
  James Garrett Exum
  Ruslan Fayzulaev
  Carlo D. Ferretti
  Bryan Michael Fisher
  Joshua Lee Franco
  Christopher Michel Germain
  Evan Peter Ghidella
  Alec Connor Gillan
  Brycen Joseph Gladbach
  Rochon Grace
  Edward Anthony Grekoski, Jr.
  Ryan Thomas Grey

* Carter Douglas Hamlin
  Jordan James Happ
  Tyler James Harmon
  Jared Evan Hayduke
  Zachary Robert Heiser
  Andrew James Helseth

* Stephanie Dawn Herald
  Robert Telford Heston
  Leland Miles Hildreth II

* Nathan Andrew Hockett
  Mohammed Selim Hossen
  Andrew Shelby Hough

*** Michael Hurtado
  Jordan Pasquale Iannaccone
  Tyler Jordan Jaskowiak
  Samuel Preston Johnson

* Ryan Thomas Jordan
  Matthew Joseph Julián
  Karl Joseph Kage
  Alexander Newton Kailing

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Erik Jacob Kantrowitz  
Andrew Christopher Koers  
Michael Kendall Kopensky  
Ryan Phillip Kraft  
Brian Marcelo Lahore  
Joshua Timothy Lajza  
Joshua Perry LaRocca  
Matthew Ryan Lawlor  
Luke Vaovasa Lealaitafea  
Jonathan Leon  
Marcel Enrique Lilavois, Jr.  
Wesley Christopher Limxwiler  
Trey Terrance Lucie  
Andres E. Machado  
Alexander McAlister Mallory  
Charles Louis Maloney  
Ian Emmon Manley  
Gabriel Cadet Marseille  
David Lee Master  
* Filip Mazic  
Brian Elliot McCollum  
* Jonathan Henry McConnell  
** Jeremy Lee Meehan  
Leiser Gabriel Mejia  
Shellie Lynn Miller  
Carson Daniel Mills  
William Kurt Mohrbacher  
Juan Andres Montoya  
Charles Jackson Moore IV  
* Andrew Paul Mueller  
Matthew Kenneth Newman  
Paul Alejandro Nunez  
Oluwatomiisin Esther Otegbeye  
Jacqueline Nicole Palacios  
Omkar Vishaldev Patel  
Franz Cesar Pierre  
Mitchell James Plummer  
Victoria Marlene Pocock  
Tyler Nicholas Pooley  
Gregory Allen Potter  
David Nicholas Przystawski  
Mohammed Zunman Rahman  
Carlos Alejandro Ramos  
Jordan Evans Ramski  
*** Ryan Thomas Reedy  
* David Alexander Ridgway  
Alexis Rivera  
Stephen Parker Robinson  
Bryan Ricardo Rodriguez  
Felix Alejandro Rodriguez  
Ramon E. Roman Funez  
Andres Eduardo Russian  
* Melvin Antonio Saenz

Sergio F. Sanchez Remicio  
Drew Evan Sanders  
*** Jessie Nicole Sanders  
Kyle Andrew Sankovich  
Sky Patrick Saunders  
Eric Matthew Schaefer  
Ryan Patrick Schiller  
Zachary Ryan Schueb  
** Leslie Allyn Simms  
Cutter Taylor Smyth  
Brian Edward Solar  
Christopher John Sofia  
Ryan Andrew Sofia  
Donald Jay Steinhart  
Jared Scott Summers  
John Charles Summers, Jr.  
Jesus Eduardo Torres Silva  
Anh Ngoc Tran  
William Nicholas Wah  
Joshua Immanuel Walker  
Christopher John Warren  
Latwan Ricardo Warren  
* Jon Bernard Weimer  
Justin Daniel Weisenberger  
Makenzie Alexander Wells  
** Alec Gregory Wendel  
Matthew Austin Yeatts  
William Harvey Yepes  
Peter Timothy Yip  
Min Min Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE

Erik Steven Adkins  
Melissa Joy Bennett  
Cody William Biles  
Daniel Rafael Cardona  
Jessica Nicole Cruz  
Tithomas Dedon Davis, Jr.  
Allison Lynn Freese  
Thomas Alexander Gellermann  
** Kendall Paige Goos  
Luke Aaron Haberman  
Rebecca Lynn McLean  
Sui Hans Henry Mo  
Logan Henry Norris  
Rachel Catherine Quinn  
Ana Rosabal  
Alice Marie Salmon

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Bachelor of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders BA
Nicolette Paulina Alcaide
** Tess Christine Avedon
Mickayla Danielle Bradley-Filmon
Esther Cano
** Danielle Nichole Carrasco
Meredith Lynn Cohen
Brian Lynne Falgiano
* Joyelyn Fung
Kaley Savannah Gilbert
Elizabeth Nichole Gordon
*** Elizabeth Ann Haley
Tevin Jones
Robynn-Emmanuelle Marie Anna Katzeff
Timothy Hoon Kuk
Rene Danielle Livingston
Jennifer Marie Lopez
Caira Luz Lorenzo
Megan Nicole Merritt
Lindsey Renee Meyer
Lalainia Faith Miller
Karen Michele Ochoa
Lissa Marie Reyes
*** Lydia Rachel Rhoa
** Abigail Lindsey Samperi
Darby Julieann Ure
Vanessa Valencia

Criminal Justice BA
* Laura Leilani Bennett
Rachel F. Bosco
Jeanine Santonino Clements
Vanessa Corredor
Nithithada Crystal Cueto
Mason Patrick Diorio
* Kathryn Lee Dougherty
Shannon Marie Hart
*** Stephanie Nichole Hymel
* Aaron Samuel Jablon
Stephanie King
* Frank Russell Moceri
Angela Laverne Tomlinson
Mervin Antonio Villa

Legal Studies BA
Madeline Olivia Baruch
Delance Leigh Bogan
** Michael Lybrook Clark
Lauren Nabilia Cordero
Rossalyn Elena Delfino
Randy Samuel Dominguez
Brianne Taylor Doucette
Samantha Ann Franchi
Clark Sameh Girges
Juan David Gomez, Sr.
Adrian E. Hernandez
Tosin Kusimo
Todd Emery Lamar, Sr.
Morgan Sierra Lewis
Thalia Liz Medina
Jasenia Luz Miranda
Marisabel Morejon
Nancy J. Moreno
Janae Rose Newmark
Steven Ochoa
Devki Ashok Pancholi
Isabella Maria Pinourgotty
Ana Maria Quintero
Juliana Carvalho Rodrigues
** Christian Daniel Rodriguez
* Shona Surendran

Nonprofit Management BA
Michelle Victoria Cherubin

Public Administration BA
Melissa Rochelle Anderson
Jeffrey Scott Asbell
Wanda Ivette Curtis
Chukwuyem Alexander Ekufia
* Brittany Leigh Kobrin
Ernson Lanot
Sandra Courtney Oliver
Geena Brigette Pabarue
Holly Lynn Paschal
Rosemary Smith
April R. Torre

Bachelor of Science

Athletic Training BS
* Michelle Alexandra Bravo
Darian Dolores Diane Brothers

Terri Alexander Charlock
Caroline Josephine Cubero
Daniel Edgar Ferrier
Peterson Francois
Brianna Rose Gitlin
Allison Christine Kastrup
Logan Thomas Mahlock
Breena Nichole McCarthy
* Natalia Gabriela Moctezuma
** Rachel Leighrae Mortensen-Lazer
Shirley Milena Pardo
Matthew Ramirez
Haley Madison Rawlins
Jordan M. Rowley
Christopher Lynn Sawyer
Myra Marisse Tiu
Crisberth Valor
Alina Sofia Verdeja
Rodrigo Zuniga

Communication Sciences and Disorders BS
*** Diana Lucia Abarca
Theodore Joseph Abrahams
Rachel Jean Acevedo
** Josey Elizabeth Arroyo
Katerina Asusta
*** Christina Marie Barbera
Jessica Nicole Barnes
Caroline Batson
Raziya Bhaloo
Hayley Marie Biersack
Paige Nicole Bohner
Angela Mary Brown
Madison Amber Butchin
Megan Jenna Copp
Armina Joy Deang
Erica Kathleen Denni
** Julia Jane Dorsett
Alexis Starr Dressler
Sarah Elizabeth Duncan
Ashton Faith Duttenhaver
Lauren Sara Ettus
Olivia Lesley Fairman
Isabelle Francois
Evelith Garcia-Olmeda
Madison Leigh Garner
*** Emily Wisnner Gartenberg
Briana Rochelle Gilbert

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Kesley Rebecca Glover
Ezequiel Gonzalez
Carissa Rochelle Grevengoed
Lyndsi Faye Grose
Darlene Yessenia Guzman
Monica Elizabeth Harris
Chase Michael Hart
Graycen Mary Holmes
Emma Mae Horvath
Sara Nicole House
Jamie Frances Intile
Grace Mary Irizarry
Amie Koruthu Kalayil
Amelia Gale Kosto
*** Emily Hope Lain
Paige Elyse Lockinsky
Selena Lopez
Karly MacFarlane
Miranda Frances Maliszewski
*** Daniella Cecilia Manosalva
Alexa Nicole Martinez
* Halie Brooke Mendenhall
Rebekah Danielle Miller
Iyana Asha Mills
Lauren Elizabeth Millus
Ashley Faye Minton
Kristie Montooth
Karley Kay Murray
Kelly Ortiz
Ali Marie Palmer
Julia Elizabeth Parrish
Emily Grace Perez
Shannon Margaret Poserina
* Karli Ilana Press
Gretchen Janelle Ramirez
Kimberly Ann Reilley
** Meghan Ann Riegler
Brenda Lynne Roberson
Alaina Noel Rodriguez
Alexandria Nicole Rodriguez
Ashley Kristine Sadowski
Aston Colby Saltar
Andrea Carolina Sanchez
Danielle R. Sanchez
Gabriela Maria Sanchez
Melissa Sanchez
Rosangelica Sanchez
Mohinie Sawh
Ilianna Alexa Sinos
Lindsey Nicole Smith
Kathleen Anne Stephens
*** Bryn Victoria Taylor
Regan Elizabeth Taylor
*** Danielle Sharon Turnquest
** Jesse Van Gampelare
* Kiana Shennie Williams
Taylor Renee Wilson
* Rachel Marie Wolfkill
** Eden Yaacobi

Criminal Justice BS
Brandi Jean Achenbach
Rachael Renee Aldrich
Sarah Emily-Jane Allen
Siobhan Christine Allison
Christopher Lee Alvarez
Theja Sajeewani Anderson
Erik Arellano
Victoria Rose Arscott
Jessica Loryn Arthur
Bibi Jennifer Ashim
Kara Emmanuelle Baez
James Darnell Baker
Alyssa Nacole Balcomb
Michael Daniel Barreto
Brittany Michelle Barrow
Dallas Scott Beaver
Stacey Lenarde Bennett, Jr.
Alyssa N. Bermudez
Isaac Hillel Bernstein
* Hunter Anderson Best
Bennet Biondo
Harrison H. Boyd
Johnatavis Brown
Nicole Leigh Brown
Dacon Lamar Buchanan
** Jessica Lynn Buza
Anthony Joseph Callegari, Jr.
Julia Rose Candelaria
Deandre C. Carter
James Trevor Kaufman Cernich
Alexis Michal Cohen
Aaron Patrick-Reid Cole
Kaitlyn Ann Collins
Yesenia Beatriz Conde
Lianne Alahna Condon
Elena Gabrielle Correa
Ariel Abigail Cruz
Xavier Arammis Cuevas
James Donald Dangler
Ryan Alan Davidson
Lorenzo Jamal Davis
Nicole Frances DeMars
Autumn Marie Demmer
Anneliese Geraldine Diaz
Juan Sebastian Diaz
Kyle Anthony Dolezal
Shianne Rose Donovan
Sarah M. Dorr
Timothy Michael Douglas
Courtney Paige Dowling
Logan Thomas Duch
Patrick John Dunne
Zakary Lee Eagle
Austin Jacob Easterling
Kristina Antoinette Eck
Alyssa Noel Ewing
*** Glen Michael Fannin
Zaria Taneil Faulk
Christopher J. Fieldhouse
Drew Carter Ferguson
Joshua Charles Feuer
** Genesis Figueroa
Kahleen Michelle Flynn
Jerrica Lynne Fullen
Denisse Melissa Garcia
Amy Elizabeth Genao
Sarah Jessica Gifford
Shannetl Tiana Gines
Weronika Gleich
Brianna Alia Grant
Destinee Breanna Green
Christopher Jamaal Greene
Victoria Marie Greene
Andrew Robert Griffith
Kasten Taylor Guarnieri
Charmia M. Heath
Ariel Savannah Heaton
Kayla Brooke Heggy
* Kevin Dean Helseth
Keith Hemingway
Kevin Hofnfeist
Christopher Ellis Hood II
Ian Patrick Hunt
Castia Monet Hunter
* Hanna Regan Jaddi
Malik Hisani Johnson
Madelaine Grace Johnston
Josh David Klimaszewski
Zoe Lynn Knowles
Katrina Ann Luica
Danielle Jessica Lamparelli
Shevaneil Tamera Lawrence
Dante Nigel Lewis
Jon Bryan Lopez
Darien Joyelle Love
Jason Rene Lucero
Savannah Kathryn Mahoney

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Jenna Lyn Mallory
Autumn Rachelle Mann
Joseph Thomas Marinelli
Jonuel Antonio Martinez Torres
Hector Manuel Martinez-Kuilan
Tara Johansen Mason
Shannon Kaiya McCarthy
Fletcher Alec Blaze McDonald
Taylor Nicole McElland
Melissa Noemi Mella
Meghan Kathleen Melton
Mark Anthony Messeguer, Jr.

** Devi Mody
Anthony Ray Montanez
Joseph Anthony Montero
Diana Carolina Moreno-Rivera
Brandon Joseph Morrell
Caitlin Morgan Morrison

** Caleb Quinn Nagel
John Anthony Nero
Ashley Marie Newberry
Richard Allen Norris
Natalia Amanis Norton
Jarrell R. Odom
Amanda Lynn Olsen
Payton Olsen
Dustin Matthew Orchard
Luz Maria Panaro
Llewellyn Charles Patterson
Bryan Percy
Juan Carlos Perez
Gustavo Pizzarello
Elizabeth Presson
Chase B. Provine-Sterner
Sarah Estelle Quiles

* Simeon Joel Reid
David Rengifo
Victor Reyes
Romaine Renardo Richards
Emily Sabria Rios
Ricardo Andres Rodriguez
Xavier Manuel Rodriguez
Rico Luis Rodriguez Vazquez
Caleb Garrett Ross
Sarah Lyn Sangelee
Marilyn Angelique Savlan
Beri Symone Scott
Kevin Go See
Mohamed Selim
Chad Thomas Shepard
Justen Mikel Skinner
Stephanie Ann Xiao Lao Slater
Cody Austin Smith

Steven M. Sosa
Ashley Elizabeth Spadafora
Zachary Bryan Steele
James Riley Steelman IV
Saraju Lyn'e Stough
Rachel Diane Strathdee
Sinxay Sveunxay
Krizia Teissonniere
Marco Alberto Testoni
Angelica Celine Thompson
Samuel Ray Thorson
Conner Patrick Timoney
Robert Salvatore Tolle
Natalie Monique Torbert
Beatriz Alexandra Torres
Whitney Rae Tyler
Giovanni Andre Vadi Perez
Nicholas Joseph Vadney
Esmeralda Isabel Valdez

** Daniel Keith Venable
Aleyshka Marie Vigil-Moyett
Mark William Vingoe
Cedresha Denise Watts
Chad Martin Weber
Daniel Thomas Whitt
Shani Rebecca Williams

* Margaret Paige Williford
Amanda Lafaye Wilson
Megan Christine Winterfeldt
Shayla Marquita Wright
Sydney LaKenya Wright
Joshua Allen Zirkle

Health Informatics and Information Management BS

** Zainab Musta Ali
Michael Anthony Balma
Dennisia Carrie Barrett
Paul Climaco
Hector Andres Constanzo
Kavita Desai
Richard Diaz, Jr.
Kimberly Ann Esposito
Jessica Figueora
Brandon Stephen Laurrell-Thomson
Ny H. Nguyen
Richard Wang
Sue Ellen Wine

Health Sciences BS

*** Joel Abad
Benitta Elsa Abraham
Amirah Kamal Abu-Jalala
Hosny Adras
Jada Tai Akoon
Jenai Alexis Akoon
Sara Alani
Noel Antonio Alfonso

* Suman Zehra Ali
Mohammed Yuman Allaf
Jessica Danielle Almeter
Kaitlyn Hope Ansprech
Alex Michael Arango
Michael Brian Argent
Leonie Elen Arnaud

* Maha Humayun Ateeq
Promiice Okiokuluwa Awosegun
Sruthy Babu
Kyle Kurtis Bach
Moriah Simone Bailey
Calvin Hjalmar Barajas
Monyia Maher Barakat
Sarah Yvette Barollete
Alexander Javier Baron
Daniele Baroody
Alexa Michelle Barrett
Lauren Nicole Bates
Anthony Batista
Tori Nicole Beardsley

** Brandon James Beece
Erica Paola Benavides
Michael Ryan Bett
Ariel Lindsay Birchfield

Scott Andrew Block
Kyle Stephen Borden
Amanda Bordon
Andrew Meena Boulos

* Taylor Marie Boutelle
Victoria Leigh Bouzas
Krystal Vanessa Bowen
Laura Sophia Ann Breuning
Christian Bricourt
Jennifer Lynn Brix
Maria Bronova
Angel Armesha Brown
Nicole Marie Brunetti
Jonde Yourba Brusch
Maya Elyse Burley
Edric Jason Ragasa Caampued
Jackeline Marie Cabrera
Omar Alejandro Cardona

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Anthony Casasnovas-Defillo
Valentina Castano
* Kristen Morgan Castilla
* Francisco Gabriel Centeno
Steven Douglas Cheney
Nicole Chimelis
* Grace Chou
Barbara Ivanna Cifuentes
Christina Marie Clark
Micaela Brian Cleere
Zachary Alexander Collins
Jonathan Ariel Concepcion
Nash Daniel Conway
Ashley Cooper
Tavazha Alexis Cooper
Christina Correa
Andre Ramirez Costa
** Britanni Ann Couch
Morgan Crapo
Michael Allen Cuajunco
Chad David Damico
Uma Datt
*** Thomas Salvatore Davis
Jasmine De La Cruz
Dalton Edward Deal
Rebecca Lee Dean
Mary Gabriella DeLuca
Madison Alexa Dembin
Stephen Peter Dermankarian
* Kelley Renee Devoe
Tyler Matthew Diefierio
Peter John Diamond
Desiree Nicole Diaz
Roberto A. Diaz-Kerkado
Yanique Alecia Dobson
Enoch J. Dollison
Eileen Dillon Dombrowski
Kiel Antolin Dominguez
Katherine G. Dovydaitis
*** Bozana Dragoljevic
Tran Duc Doan
Shealah Marie Eagan
Coltan Duke Edwards
Banin Elsah
Casey Lynn El Sesa
Carolina Brasil Esteves
Dania Fadhli
* Nicholas Fajardo
Samantha Ann Falzone
*** Mark Farn
Aleena Ahmed Faruqui
Chelsea Mae Faulkender
Morgan Anne Faust
Daniel Joseph Feliciano
Nicholas Julian Feliciano
Kelly Johana Ferrer
Beth Anne Fidelio
Ashlie Filemond
Melissa Michelle Franco
Cameron Ryan Frank von Frankenstein
Katelyn Marie Franklin
** Njera Ayana Christian Frazier
Tyler James Frazier
Kadeja Ameeeca Frelix
Lysette Alexis Garcia
Dominique Michelle Garrett
* Rachel Megan Garrison
Maison Georgi
Cecelia Sequola Gillis
Melissa Brenna Gipson
Mark Hany Girgis
Stephanie Raquel Goldson
Chelsie Nicole Gomeringer
Gabriel Loyola Gonzales
Vanessa Alexandra Gonzalez
Halie Shea Goodall
Taylor Nicole Goss
Kelly Rose Gramer
Zachary Ethan Granoff
Samantha Loren Gray
Samantha Griborio
James Cosmo Greco III
Katelyn Michelle Gross
Jessica Renee Guevara
Kimberly Gwen Hagerty
Kerolos Hakim
Heidi Ann Hammel
Jasmine Renee Hammond
Jamaal Haniff
* Sarah Elizabeth Harley
Jasmine Monique Harper
Malcolm Alexander Harvey
*** Jordan Michael Hay
* Kristin Margaret Healey
** Allison Marie Hennessey
Daisy Hernandez
Nader Hany Herz
Daniel Collier Heston
Michael Alexander Hidalgo
Breanna Michelle Hiestand
Brian Higuera
Rebecca Lynne Hoban
Megan Hoh
Danielle-Rae Alexa Holness
Evan Michael Holsonback
Taylor Faye Hooker
Mena Magdy Foaad Salib Ibrahim
Peter Nader Ibrahim
Kawser Hassan Iqbel
Zachary Tyler Isaac
Marian Iskander Iskander
Tasneem Islam
Quainat Issa
Bryan Jasper Jackson
Steven Matt Jacques
Mohamedly Mustakhsusseh Jamal
Starline Janvier
** Neydric Richard Jean
Jessica Jean-Louis
Antwar Vincent Jelks
Brianna Nicole Jenkins
Quatia Lynette Jenkins
Sheryl Mary John
Jada Marie Jolley
Gabrielle Alexa-Ray Jones
Dina Juhara
Taranah Karimi
Rachel Clair Kelly
Mashaal Khan
*** Rida Khliifa
Erica Lynn Kinder
Bryce Garrett King
* Kaylyn Nicole Kirk
Samanthan Jo Kirk
Chelsey Kish
* Joy Michelle Kitzmiller
Costas Dean Koufogazos
Caithlyn Kazua Kue
Lindsey Amber Kulehin
Paul A. Kurz
Karl Burgos Labra
Rachel Elizabeth Laches
Sabine Emilia Lacroix
Paulo Gabriel Lanasse
Riley Alexander Laughlin
Bianna Thi Le
Jessica Keller Leal
Virgine Manon Lejeune
Yolanda Lejuste
Jared David Lenner
Caylin Faith Levin
Kyla Cortney Lewis
Nadia Aja Lionel
Reginald Ramone Long, Jr.
Christina Loredo
Schwatz Nesin Lovinsky
Jaida Carrington Lua
*** Hayley Rose Lynch
Delfino Macaulat Tuxpan

* denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
*** denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

* Grace Nicole Mageloff
Sierra Rose Mailback
Maverick Sam Manasco
Matthew Bradley Manolis
Taylor Hallie Manyou
Antonio Joseph Manzano
Paula Andrea Marin
Grace Carolyn Markunas
Michael Joseph Martinez
Shary Yulizza Martinez Zeron
Sean Michael McGregor
Pearl Tiana Melntosh
Jahynsia Ayanna McLenman
Kendyl Taylor McNew
Talia Marie Meizinger
Emily Marie Mendoza

** Matthew Cody Messina
Ronald Louis Meyer
Andrew Keene Miller
Ashlyn Nicole Miller
Dylan Austin Miller
Natalie Elise Milon
Karissa Lynn Minervino
Samantha Mittel
Lei Li Tang Yuan Molzan
Aleeyah Montgomery
Francis Armando Mora
Danelys Morales

* Natasha Irene Morales
* Alexa J. Moscatello
Joshua Paul Moser
Cynthia Leigh Moyer
Melissa Stephanie Munoz
Edward Aloysious Murphy V
Rebecca Leigh Mushrush

*** Alexis Nicole Myers
Jamie L. Nelson
Alvin Joshua Mindo Nevalga
Venusanne Namocatcat Newman
Hai Duc Nguyen
Jacqueline Xuan Nguyen
Kay Thi Thu Nguyen
Myriam Enid Nieves
Julian Alexander Norfleet
Nicole Melissa Nunez
Sara Alexandra Nystrom
David Andrew Ogden
Solange Mercedes Olivas
Abdon Jose Mariano Orrostieta
Jayleen Ortiz
Jennifer Ortiz
Carly Nicole Osborn

** Emily Caitlin Ostrom

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

Carolina Padilla
*** Giselle Jean Padrigone
*** Rebecca Lynn Paine
Gabriel Evan Sebhatan Panebianco
Huffman
Tiffany Amber Papeika
Alison Lynn Parsons
Nairre Pritesh Patel
Anthony Gabriel Pelache

*** Maria Pennella
Claire Agnes Penningroth
Alexis Perez, Jr.
* Samantha Marie Peters
Tracy Annabel Petit
Timothy Le Pham
Paola Pham
Julia Lee Phillips
Mallory Anderson Phillips
Woodisee Pierre
Joseph Igor Pineda
Kuldeep Dharam Pooran
Brittany Anne Presti
Mohigul Rakhimkulovna Rabbimova
John Delaney Raemisch
Kyrillos Essam Rohby Raghib
Moura Essam Rohby Raghib

*** Austin Shane Wajid Rahman
Angela Marie Ramirez
Kevin Uriel Ramos

*** Erika Ann Rappleyca
Hannah Taylor Reda

*** Catalina Marie Reusch

** Sydney Taylor Rey
Danelle Leo Richard
Seth Brent Riker
Adrianna Crystal Rivera
Alines Marena Rivera
Joseph Robert Rizzotto
Rebecca Taylor Robbins
Krystin Robles
Ezequiel Rodney, Jr.

*** Joseph Alexander Rodriguez
Katherine Paola Rodriguez
Lindsay Marie Rollins
Vanessa Christina Romain
Jovanna Josette Roman
Gianna Victoria Romulus
Johnathan Joshua Rosales
Samantha Lindsay Rosenbloom
Ludere Rosier
Courtney Elizabeth Rubbeck

* Andrew Simon Ruggiero
Myles Holland Russell

Wedney Saint Victor
*** Sidra Salauhuddin
Emily Ann Saldanha
Sebastian Saldarriaga
Miada Saleh
Marie Samuelle Sampeur
* Mikayla Danielle Sanford
Luisa Maria Santos
Giovanna Pesqueira Sarpi
Morgan Christine Saunders
Logan Riley Schell
* Leandra Marion Schneider
Morgan Elizabeth Scott
Sandra A. Shaker
Lenora Mae Sheppard
Callie Rose Siegel
Hannah Elyse Simon

*** Carrie Lynn Simpson
Kristina Hemadevi Singh
Kyle Joseph Smagowicz
Devon Jave Smith
Isaac David Smith
Ivana Monique Smith
Tara Nicole Smith
Vanessa Franchelle Smith
Shannon Ashley Snyder
Brittany Alyssa Soucek
Ana Starinschi

* Arthur Strappazzon
Elizabeth Kathryn Stratman
Logan Thomas Stumpf
Anthony Abanob Tawdrous
* Joanne Dulye Tejero
Andre Maurice Thomas
Jasmine Leonard Timothée
Jessica Lauren Toro

* Annamaria Natasha Tous
Angela Tran
Emily Tran

* Tuyet Tran
Marissa Tresgallo
Kahini Henriette Triffo
Jasmine Nichole Turner
Alyssa Marie Uzzi
Daniel Valiente

*** Seher Vatansever
Ashley Velazquez
Reyna Yuritizia Verano Gillis
Amanda Marie Veve
Carina A. Victoria
Alexander Manuel Villanueva
Manuel Virviescas
Susana Andrea Vizcaino
College of Health and Public Affairs

Johnny Vo
Maja Vojnovic
Bianca Vora
Timmy Vu
Tommy Vu
Anh Quoc Vuong
Babir Bassam Wahba, Sr.
Matthew William Allen Walker
Cassandra Joann War
F'Neillia Dasha Weste
Mitchell Lonward Whigham

** Anna Kay White
Lindsey Marie White
Nicole Lynn Whiting
Armani Deja Williams
Megan Ryan Winston
Kevin Richard Wolak
Brian Reed Wolkov
Shane Ezekiel Bradshaw Wright
Jeremy Shakouri Wydra
Sherah Xavier
Rickelle A. Young
Arj Jaidi
Jasmine Zahra Zanibi
Zoe Faith Zimmerman

Health Services Administration BS

Natalie Adames
Jamil M. Adams
Ayanna Yvette Alexander

** Jennifer Ann Allison
Carlos Alfredo Alvarez
Andrew Berton Anderson
Jordan Drew Archer
Gelinda P. Augusma
Christine Maria Baird
Marissa Jade Baird
Michael Moses Sulit Bajamunde
Troy Marlon Bennett
Heather Renee Benton
Kender Bernard
Anoushka Blaise
Alexus Mykel Blue
Amanda Lee Boyd
Rachael Bronson
Opal Selena Brookse
Neriah Nicole Brown

* Amanda Louise Brunell
Michael Omar Burkholder
Nathalie Caroline Caceres
Libby Campos
Brittney F. Capi

* Natalia Medeiros Cardenas
* Manuela Cardona
Kineca Danneve Carson
Kawana Sharell Carter
Kayla Ann Cason
Mildred Casseus
Shelday Cenemat
Carla Cespedes
Jennifer Denise Chaney

* Leslie Renee Cintolo
* Janely Cintron
Adria Laneisha Clark
Andr. R. Coleman

*** Sydney Marie Cotton
Isabehla Araujo Coutinho
Rex Alan Coward
Lauren Marie Cowden

* Megan Ann Crain-Beichler
Diane Marie Crosby
Michelle Renee Cucuta
Reese Marie Cupeto
Christopher D'Amico
Hazel Patricia Day
Sheriza Deen
Lora Meghan DeLouch
Edricka Clelisha Delva
Georges Deslens
Janine Ann Detzel
Isaiah Amado Devault

* Carlos Alberto Diaz
Katherine Nicole Dick
Kevin Hau Do
Ayanna Trinicia Dyer
Misha Laurel Edwards
Kholo Anastasia Erosa
Mooney Fernema
Dianelis Figueroa
Jennifer Figueroa
Kristin Marie Fischer
Takyra Chante Fowler
Bernice Ganthier
Suzette Maria Garcia
Hunter Alexander Gatto
Brittany Sue Gault
Marina Morgan Gibson
Ryan Joshua Goco
Dena Rene Goldberg
Destinee Shantel Graham
Lisaundra Guevara
Kassandra Briana Guzman
Jennifer Faye Hall
Noelle Lani Hall
Hayley Catherine Harman

Velisa G. Harris
Rachel Morgan Hensley
Dillon Lee Hoyle
Brittney Lynn Hugh
April L. Hughes
Alecia Nicole Isbell
Lorna Hermine Jack
Ashley Jaikaran
Ricky Jean Joseph
Daniel Patrick Julian
Robert Michael Kechejian
Allison Maureen Kelly
Brittany Ann Kenah
Victoria Leigh Kenney
Daniel Khourshid
Amanda Marie Klein
Maya Letts
Albert Lo
Crystal Marie Ly

** Debra Delmina Manners

*** Dveen Aangle Magoogian
Janki Matalia
Michelle Mendiola

* Marissa Miller
Tara Allycia Minnick
Yasmin Hussain Mitavayani
Jonathan Thomas Montes De Oca
Kimberly Starr Muniz
Chavani Nondi
Kelsey Erin Neal
Eric Stephen Nelson
Sokhooun Ngeth
Ashley Marie O'Brien
Vanessa Ann Pagan

* Kristen Emily Palmer
Angelo Palverento
Sonali Kirit Patidar
Kimberly Ann D. Persad
Carolina Grace Pettus
Danielle Nicole Piambino
Samantha Toy Len Pipitone
William Aaron Poole
Michael George Potter
Matthew Scott Projahn
Jeremy Rudranauth Ramdas
Julie Ramos

* Heather Alyse Ransom
Valenciya Anika Reddish

* Zohie Brooke Richards
Henley Gabriel Ridore
Antonella Michelle Rivera
Nathalee Joan Rivera-Bones
Shaun P. Robertson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Alexandra Brooke Robinson
Ginneth Vanessa Rodas
Angel Lynn Rodriguez
Melisa Rodriguez
Ruth Marlyn Rondon
Claire Roni
* Fiorella Paola Rosspigliosi
Madison Hope Russell
Ashley Samtal
Angelica Maria Sanchez
Michael Parker Schroeder
Reagan Brooke Secrest
* Sandra Lynn Seda
Yacoob Sidat
Sarah Carol Sklar
*** Jordan L. Smith
Ryanna Lizbeth Smith-Torres
Monica Dorothy Soles
Amy M. Soto
Ena Strbac
Chelsea Maria Taylor
Erica Lynn Taylor
Keisha Lynne Terrell
Megan Christine Thomas
Andrew Troller
Amber Lynn Trowbridge
Vilmar Andrea Urbina
Ruth Valdez
Kaitlin Mechelle Vanvalkensburg
* Amanda R. Vargas-Collazo
Nga My Vuong
Camile May Walker-Fitzpatrick
Ayla Christina Ward
Brenda L. Watson
* Daya Leigh Weeder
Jarcelyn Chelyse Wheeler
Jarry Akeem Williams, Sr.
Marissa Ariel Williams
*** Amy Marie Willsey
Katherine Grace Wirick
Teicher Brion Woodard, Jr.

Legal Studies BS

* Akin Tunde Adejunmobi
* Vanessa Ribeiro Agosto
* Naji Alabed
Jorge Rafael Alfonso, Jr.
Sydni Kensten Alonso
Aaron Kofi Appiah, Jr.
Chance Owens Askew
Kara Emmanuelle Baez
*** Madison Ann Beatty

Jessica Danielle Belanger
Joshua Benton Belcher
Breyonna Deshia Bell
Cara Leigh Bergman
Rachael Lee Boerstler
Angela Marie Bohlin
Brian Christopher Bond
Braniley Nathan Bostick
Luckens Briseus
Jessica Cabal
Rafael Santiago Casallas, Jr.
Kelyna Sok Chau
Bryan Tyler Cloth
Caila Annmarie Comrie
* McKenzie Rose Czabaj
Anysa Augustin Daniel
JaMiLa Javina Nadia Dublin
Liliana Valentina Facchini
Joseph Ralph Fazio
Ashlin Nicole Ferguson
*** Victoria Ann Ferry
* Sara Z. Fogarty
* Destry Kara Garcia
Victor Garcia
Amanda Ashley Graveline
Casey Landon Greenberg
Alexander Morgan Grier
Matthew Gumtje
Jayme Kristen Hannon
* Kevin Dean Helseth
Breeanna Marie Hilliard
Charlotte Faith Hook
John Edgar Howard
Shamel Marie Jackson
** Rita Yvette Khabbaz
Keani Nikol Knight
Sapphire Elizabeth Kuszyt-Bentley
Brandon Jay Lemke
Sydney Alyssa Levine
Amy Elizabeth Logan
Erick Manley
Lisa Nicole McConnell
Alexis Denay Moore
* Kaitlin Amber Morgan
Katie Lynn Nakonechny
Tatiana Carlissia Nelson
Ismael Abdo Aziz Neto
Elisha Lorna Noel
Miguel Angel Pedraza
Hilda Teresa Pinate
*** Yaritssa Plascencia
Martin Alonso Prado
Dylan Wayne Preble
* Anference Wayne Purkiss
Dorislynn Quinones
*** Christina Janay Ramsey
Ya'Haira Chivona Randall
Liis-Carolyn Raud
Miranda Nichole Raustad
Leslie Anne Rector
Tracy Lynn Riggs
Lauren Marie Rodriguez
Krystle Leigh Roman
Callighan Charles Romani
Karen Stephanie Romero
Erica Victoria Rubin
James William Rutherford
Eric Chandler Scannell
*** Anna Aleksandrovna Scherbitova
Alyssa Noel Schoenrock
Anthony Joseph Scotto
Tyler Spencer Seibold
*** Aleeca Mahak Shah
Thomas Daniel Shivers
* Samantha Dale Simmons
Jessica Ann Smith
* Colleen Sousa
* Samantha Spandau
Robert Stephen Steinkraus
Joshua Vazquez
Christina Estelle Velasquez
Diana Maria Vigistain
* Vincent Michael Wardynski
Zenia Nicole Watkins
Justin Alexander Wexman
Vitia Janai Webster
Edward John Whitaker
Kailyn Marie White
*** Savannah Rose Whitworth
Natallie Elias Zakharia
Joseph C. Zarcone

Nonprofit Management BS
Rungrote Athajarussith

Public Administration BS
Rendell Nicholas Adrieneda Almeria
Rungrote Athajarussith
Nadine Renee Ayash
Michelle Samantha Billings
Richard James Borum
Lauren Mae Brown
K'Nyshia G. Cameron
Aaron Mark Chambers
Gabriela Meliza Diaz

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Scott Jacob Gerstel  
Brian Higuera  
Joshua Alan Hummel  
Kierra Lashay Jackson  
Cody Alexander Johnson  
Jonathan Alexander Kenney  
Mohammed Ali Khan  
Karis Beach Lockhart  
John Raymond Lowe III  
Kaitlyn Lauren McCoy  
Sara Genesis Mejia  
Dominic John Mezzatesta  
Damaris Nazario  
Danielle Nakeia Polite  
Adanna Annemarie Robertson  
Natalie Suzanne Ryburn  
Shannon Denise Shakespeare  
Megan Gale Smith  
Samantha Ann Smith  
Pamela Antoinette Stockley  
Ashlyn Jordin Surajval  
Jonathan Mark Tardif  
Caitlin Marie Tate  
Casey Anne Tye  
Idalis M. Vergara  
Brenda Walker  
Gabrielle Frances Wright  
April Flowers Dague  
Asha Shamisne Davis  
Hannah Grace Debose  
Jennifer Marie Diaz Velez  
Miguel Diego  
Winzard Dieudonne  
Cassandra Marie Dixon  
Abby Kathleen Dudash  
** Amanda Jane Dumas  
Schniediine Duveillaume  
Emely Samantha Ebersole  
*** Shannon Rose Ellis  
Victoria Beth Ford  
Shenika S. Frett  
Mark Anthony Gagnon, Jr.  
Christine Nigolel Galloway  
Allyson Brook Garceau  
Lauren Emily Garcia  
Felicia Shay Ann Garner  
Ileya Michelle Gil  
Kaitlynn Danielle Hall  
Miranda Marie Hayworth  
Mariza Nissar Henry  
* Juan Antonio Herrera Ramirez  
Aisha Antoimette Holloway-Payne  
Linka Horace  
Amanda Rene Howell  
Kenisha Florence Jackson  
Rodney Bernard Jackson, Jr.  
Tomeka M. Jackson  
Katia Jacques  
Trevon Emanuel James  
Kaylee M. Jannetti Meade  
Sheena Jean  
Caitlin Renee Jones  
Jazmyne Joanne Jones  
Jeanette Joyner  
Larissa Nicole Kelly  
Amanda Rae Kerns  
Julia Francis Kroop  
Kimberly Dianne Larson  
Robin Layton  
Alexandra Lyn Lehman  
Kimber Lynette Leihgeber  
Ashley Marie Linares  
Bryan Anthony Llorente  
Nicole M. Lopez  
Shaia Laureano Lowery  
*** Ocean Stephanie MacCeara  
Lindsay Rebecca Mangione  
Janet Cornell Martin  
Taylor Ann Masemmbwa  
Alexandria Marie Mavica  
Ana Luisa Mederos  
Amanda Michelle Melendez-Williams  
Shannon Taylor Nicole Messner  
Adam William Motyczka  
Senna Celestine Murello  
* Zumari Elizabeth Olmo  
Nathan Clark Orme  
Stefanie Lorena Ortiz  
Stephanie Ortiz Burgos  
Sierra Cheryanne Pelham  
Ariliz Lucia Pena  
Luis Andre Quinones  
* Brianna Marie Ramos  
Lacey Jayne Ransom  
Allison Paige Ratiff  
Randy Remy  
Stephanie Rene  
Christie Liliane Rieck  
Kristine Ashley Rivera  
Cristina Rivera Hernandez  
Enereida Ramos Rodriguez  
Shakaylae Shantice Rodriguez  
* Kaleigh Ruppe  
Tracy Lynn Sears  
Nicole Jane Shea  
Latoya A. Sheffield  
Jessica Latoya Sherman  
Anishai Smith  
Dorinda Victoria Smith  
Angela M. Smithson  
Angela Sokolova  
Eric Jason Solberg  
Lindsey N. Space  
Alicia Nicole Spruill  
Stephanie Jane Stelzer  
** Arleny Maria Taveras  
Maralynce Rose Taylor  
Mack Arthur Thomas III  
Simone S. Tillman  
* Danielle Vivian Uhran V  
Stephanie Ware  
Sallyann Watson  
Stephanie Paige Weronik  
* Alexis Keiane West  
Qunessa Shanta West  
Mykaela Kashaud Wiley  
Alisha Renee Williams  
Emily June Withers  
*** Chelsea Renee Wooten

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

62
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS

*** Andrew James Aboujaude
Hassan Hamid Abulofa
Shayan Ahmed

** Sohaib Ahmed
Colton Ross Akins
Sonia Ellen Amirzadeh

* John Carl Angiel
Camila M. Angulo
Ryan Hunter Ball
Corinne Chanel Astrid Ballard
Cesar Augusto Ballesteros
Khadijsha Ashley Bazile

** Danya Khalid El Mahdi Belnour
Camila Micaela Beron
Joshua Alan Bilbrey

* Nicholas Zackariah Boyce

*** Konstantin Brnjos
Lauren Elizabeth Brumsey
Nhan Huu Bui

* Chelsea Renee Camps
* Jennifer Janet Carvel
Dave Joel Casimir

*** Erica Lynn Castaneda
Gabriela Itvetto Castro
Henry Tze Hin Chang
Cristina April Chirino
Allison Gayle Christian
Chyna Adora Chung-Roseman
Anthony Robert Colannino

* Angela Ranea Corrigan
Yulissa Cruz
Carly Noelle Danzi
Noah Aaron Deutsch
Fatemah Iman Mohamedali Dewji
Ashley Rosemary Diaz
Niecole Diaz
Arianna Francesca Dicce

*** Michael Warren Dieffenbach
Thomas Anthony Dieffenbailer
Bowen Ding

Marco Antonio Dispagna
Camille Pulgares Dospueblos
Erin Machele Doucet
Ntami Precious Echeng
Krista Lee Edstrand
Ana Oliveira Edwards

** Muhammad Hasnain Farooq
* Michael Maher Fathalla

*** Rebekah Jeanne Fitzpatrick

Naomi Angeline Fix
Rachel Nicole Friend
Noah Mathias Froelich
Javier Alexander Funes
Italo Sebastian Gambarina
Michael Garcia
Edward Anthony Garcia-Olmeda III
Shaun Omar Gayle

*** Isabelle Cicely Gill
* Drew Alan Gillett
Sarah Ann Gisewhite
Amber Lynn Goerner
Nicholas George Gonzalez
Stephanie Gonzalez
Taylor Nicole Goss
Sean Osborne Greaves
Chelsey Taylor Greer
David James Hammon
Omar Rashad Hanbali
Jonathan Eric Hanvey
Haley Michelle Hardin

* Connor Douglas Harris
Sean-Carl Garrow Harris
Christopher Russell Hazen
Ryan Richard Heetai
Jessica Lynn Hellein

Waleem Enrique Hernandez
Laetitia Marie Andree Hollant

* Heather Lynn Holman
Briana Elaine Hoy
Helen Elizabeth Huynh
Nikki LinhDan Huynh
Brenton Spencer Inghram
Tasneem Islam

*** Takuma Justin Iwai
Miguel Angel Jimenez
James Anthony Jordan
Carlos Wilfredo Julian

*** Jeslin Kaur Kera

*** Nickolas Glen Kessler
Katsiaryna Khatskevich
Crystal Marie Khuc
Gulsah Kilic

* Heidi Linden Kiziah

*** Timothy Michael Knoll
Ryan Alexander Kugelman

* Katie Sue Lamar

Virginia Anne Lane
Cassidy Marie Larwood
Jordan Lane Lass
Loralie Ellen Laymon
Kimberly Thuy Le
Quynh Bao Le

Jordan Anthony Lebron
Annette Moran Lee
Christian Alfonso Lee

* Michael Benjamin Leong

*** Spencer Laurence Lessans
Lyndsi Nicole Licena
Andrew Huy Luong
Christopher Demetrios Mancini
Jenna Michelle Martinez
Samantha Lauren Marzano
Roxanne Michelle Matwiecz
Edward Kevin Maybury
Cailley Michele McCullough
Evan Michael McElroy
Austin Tyler McFarlin

** Caitlin Elizabeth McGonegal

** Courtney Paige McGonegal

** Shayne William McKee

Dayana Infante Mendiesta
Jacob Anthony Miller
Michael Lambert Mitchell, Jr.
Nadia Mohammed
Edwin Gabriel Morales
Jeremy Morales Rivera
Jonathan Michael Muratori
Ahmad H. Nawaz

*** Jacob Louis Neir

*** Christine Nguyen

David Lang Nguyen
Duy Chau Nguyen
Huan Nguyen

* Wyatt Quang Nguyen

** Alex Nhan

Anna Gabriela Nieves
Jennifer Mercedes Orozco

*** Ryan Michael Parente
Jonatan David Penafiel
Jessica Aurelie Pereira
Teresa Lilliani Perez
Juan Perez Prieto
Danh Coong Pham
John Pham
Vi Xuan Pham

* Ethan Froilan Ramirez
Lizbeth Loamy Ramos
Oscar Salud Ramos
Rida Rasool
Sandeep Anil Rathod

*** Mark Adam Reed

Arianna Christine Rich

* Sean Matthew Riegel

** Rachel Lea Rintelmann
Jael Rivera

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

*** Paola Alexandra Rodriguez Morales
  Katherine jelipa Rodriguez Romero
  Irelis Roman Mercado
  John Francis Rosinski
  Jennifer Whitney Ruiz
  Nehemie Samedi
  Morgan Jules Sammler
  Cecilia Kathleen Sanchez
  Marly Mercedes Santillan

*** Kyle Phillip Sellers
  Joshua Ray Smith
  Jeffrey Amos Spardy
  Tyler Patrick Steinl
  Andrea Estefania Tapia
  Joanne Dulay Tejero
  Michael Alan Thompson
  Miguel Angel Tirado III
  Sergio Marcos Torres
  Thuy Np Tran

* Katelyn Marie Trepanier
  Michael Carl Tucker
  Shellyann Christina Tyrell
  Karla Patricia Urgiles
  Kevin Van
  Gisselle Vazquez
  Paulina Vazquez
  Monica Patricia Vega
  Javier Omar Vega Santiago

*** Duenna Joy Warren
  Ryan Wesley Waters
  Brynnae Kenishia Williams
  Melanie Elizabeth Williams
  Ryan Amir Witcher

Biotechnology BS

David Abad Venegas
  Heather Dawn Cannon
  Natalia Saray Cortes Tamayo
  Christopher D’Amico
  Carly Noelle Danzi

** Luke Patrick Evans
  Chelsey Taylor Greer
  Morgan Bradley Hager
  Waleem Enrique Hernandez
  Camilo Jesus Morfa
  Jeffrey Joshua Neuman
  Kiernan Scott Okniski
  Bryce Thomas Ordway
  John Christopher Ricci
  Eduardo Antonio Rivera
  Joshua Ray Smith
  Kevin Antonio Torres

Kevin Khiem Vu
Michael Francis Whiteman

Medical Laboratory Sciences BS

Sarah Allison Bates
  Angela Christine Carrier
  Samantha Deowdhat
  Diandra Rose DePina
  Sarah Anne Gidus
  Franchelle Gonzalez Marty
  Elizabeth Lin Hodges
  Nicholas Mark Locastro
  Justine Julia Malave
  Samantha Jenna Martin
  Marissa Beth Nugent
  Kate Elizabeth Pacetti
  Carlos D. Raffucci Lugo
  Emily Anne Roppo
  Michael Rupert
  Ian Ray Schott
  Jennifer Ann Stanton
  John William Trahan
  Chi Ching Tsai
  David Vidal

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing Generic BSN
Nicolette Ablong
* Meghan Brooke Ackerson
* Kaycie Leigh Adams
Diane Marie Aguero
Kysa Alexis
Ketley Alix
*** Angela Rose Aloisantoni
Alexis Victoria Amatrudi
Staci Michele Angell
*** Leatha Casing Antonio
Bridie Wilkie Areo
Bianca Ashley Armand
Lauren Elizabeth Ashline
Alice Faith Padawg Austin
* Molly Sharon Baker
Sydney Victoria Ballard
Tiffany Joy Barber
Roxann Shardia Basdeo
Brittany Baxter
Amanda Lynn Bennett
Julie Anne Bennett
* Chelsey Brooke Bennis
*** Matthew Berry
Natasha Nicole Bessellieu
* Kimberly Sarah Bogers
Jessica Marie Borgeson
Tia Alannah Borso
Kristina Leigh Bowe
Jade Hanna R. Bowen
Mariah Jameel Bowen
Christina Maria Boza
Ryan William Brickson
Sarah Nicole Bright
Emily Susanne Brown
Kaywana Onycha Buckley
Erin Stanley Cain
Ellen Jayne Pangan Calma
Isabella Maria Camperlengo
Kristin Anne Capati
Christine Marie Carrero
Laura Castillo
Marjorie Crystal Celestino
Vanessa Lynn Cerne
Magdalena Cesár-Aime
Jose Juan Chavac Rodas
Candice Ann Childress
* Kavika Chugh
Jalin Alexander Cimbaro
Meridine Corneille
Alexis Nicole Correa
Christine Angeline Correia-Doggett
Arienna Wren Courtney, Sr.
John Ashley Crews
Kasandra Cruz
Anna-Marys Cullivan
* Makayla Reid Cuppert
Lezzette Tranchesca Cutrone
Nuru Mikhail Davis
Lauren Jacquellynn Day
Devin Georgina Deep
Lydia Marie Dees
Mia Theresa DeGirolamo
Felicia Lecann Desmith
Raisa Diaz
Jennifer June Dietz
Ethan Taylor Dillingham
Rachael Marie Dillworth
Krystal Nicole Disilvester
*** Kelsey Marie Dobes
Christiyy Leon McCombs Dobson
Samantna Lauren Downey
Michelle Marie Dymond
* Carolyn Knight Enfield
Teresa Rose Erste
Kiley June Faircloth
Tracey L. Fancher
Tobi A. Farber
Jennifer Johnson Fayet
Cal Craig Ferrante
Yuri Ferrer
Rachel Elizabeth Fewin
Heather Marie Fischer
Emily Margaret Fitzgerald
Jasmihle Beannna Flanagan
Kamiriz Cecile Siuch Forh
Alexandra Michelle Fox
* Katherine Anna Frangoul
Lindsay Ashland Fromm
*** Ashley Elizabeth Gagnon
** Nichole Enix Galindez Rodriguez
Theresa Margaret Galindo
Christina Eve Garcia
*** Elsa Lorena Genova
* Camille Kyna Gonzales
Carmen Elena Gonzalez
Ryan Alexander Greene
Danielle Elizabeth Griffith
Elizabeth Mariano Guzman
* Carolyn Gail Hair
Emily Katherine Hamas
Karen Jeanette Harris
Simone Renay Harris
Hannah Eve Haskins
Dana Nichole Hathorn
Krystel Stout Hattaway
Heather Davis Hoffmeister
Haley Nichole Hohnhorst
Samantha Louise Holland
Shaynamme Horn
Shakeira Michelle Hyman
* Erika Marie Iser
Alicia Devika Jagprashad
** Tersy Jean Louis
Courtney Leigh Jensen
Amanda Nicole Jones
LaChanda Nicole Jones
Jasmim Nicole Jordan
Joshua Martin Jurczak
Katerina Karshesova
Danielle Rachael Kelley
Brianna Kay Kennell
Curtis Allan Kempinger, Jr.
* Kirsten Noelle Kielma
Anna Lee King
* Barbara Elizabeth King
*** Robin Michelle Kintz
Alyssa Rae Kowalski
Morgan Grae Krantz
Haley Nicole Kruger
Victoria Bahia Kruger
Yvette Nicole Kubica
Mollie Lenora Kyler
Jayla Brianna Lamb
Jessica Nicole Landry
Tracy Lynn Lane
* Kristine Annmarie Lawrence
Danielle Estusha Lebrecht
Alyssa Ann Lee
Michelle Danielle Lihvarchik
Katrina Renee Litteral
Lenyna Ashley Lopez
Toni Danielle Lopiccolo
Margaret Kathryn Loreh
* Sydney Snyder MacMillan
Nicolet Christine Malley
Carrie Mann
Lenyshka Marrero-Rivera
Kristin Grace Martin
Tara Catherine Mattox
Lacey Diane McCarthy
Salina Rose McClain
Rebecca McGee
Shannon Lynn McPadden
* Francisco Maximo Medina
College of Nursing

Madeline Rose Mejia
** Melissa Mendoza
Alexes Mercado
* Nathanael Jeshua Mercado
Christina Meyers
Lauren Alexandria Micalizio
Sarah Julia Michaels
Kassidy Kahealani Mills
Raluca Moisa
Gabriel Enrique Monserrate
Sara Margaret Montgomery
Taylor Marie Moore
Ariel Moret
Lacey Jane Morgan
Marissa Corrinne Morlock
Shawna Alexis Mulherin
* Lina Maria Navas
George M. Ngo
* Rachel Lynn Ohman
Amelia Jane Pardoe
Kara Leigh Pasawicz
Pamela Mildred Patterson
Alexandra Rae Pendergrass
Lauren Nicole Penton
Jessica Perez
Kathleen Marie Perez
Rachel Alice Peters
Nhu Pham
Leslie Ann Piland
** Enhid Faye G. Pitas
Amanda Elizabeth Place
Natasha Arianna Poveromo
Tyler Carrington Powell
Patrice Nadeine Price
* Tori Layne Quigley
Leng Taylor Ramoutar
* Alexa Nicole Ratigan
* Daniel McCoy Regner
Stacy Michelle Richardson
Dehlah Rivera
Sandra Milena Rivera
Casey Nicole Robbins
Savannah Kristen Rodwell
Melissa L. Roming-Shell
Margaret Ronzon
Nicola Anne Rowsell
Alyssa Anne Rudolph
*** Ariana Lissette Ruiz Aguilar
Veronica Ann Ryan
* Hailey Ann Samuels
* Christina Sanchez
Allison Veronica Santeler
Austin Tyler Sargent
Carol Alyce Sawyer
* Caylee Alexandra Schultz
Alyson Elizabeth Seiwert
James Session
Kirin Nicole Sharma
Ashley Nickole Shiuu
Lisa Ann Shirley
Shamir Mylon Singletary
** Ashley Nicole Sizges
* Jessica Lauren Sloane
Kristine Marie Smith
Peter Anthony Smith
* Alexis Marie Solarana
Satya Devi Son
Amanda Lynne Spence
Jaime Nicole Spuehes
Patricia Ann Starkweather
** Jacob Tyler Steelman
* Hannah Marie Stein
Amy Kristine Stoltz
* Hannah Elaine Stought
Allison Theresa Stubbs
Amanda Kathryn Swartwout
*** Rachael Ann Sweet
Alexis Ja'Nae Sykes
Taylor Marie Tachon
Erika Christine Tan
Erin Elizabeth Thole
*** Audrey Nicole Thomas
*** Sarah Rose Haiying Thornton
* Tracey Lee Thrush
Heather Anne Tolleson
* Eliany Celeste Torrez Pon
Morgan Taylor Toscano
Abigale Erin Tsark
Michael Edward Uebele
Eric Ukabi
Stephanie Lee Van Dick
Lauren Elizabeth Von Hauptmann
Rachael Elizabeth Wagner
Madison Hayley Ward
Gladys Washington
Carol Dela Cruz Waterman
Alexandra Rae Weinstein
Jeanette Lynn Weissner
*** Alexandra Marie Welsh
* Camerin Kane Welsh
Haley Michelle Wertz
Ashleigh Danielle Wheeler
Thomas John Whitlow
Michelle Lynn Whitten
Paul J. Williams
Emily Ann Wisler
Angela Dawn Wooten
Karen Lynn Yang
Robin Michele Zander
Reinaldo Joel Zayas
Jazmine Zwerin

Nursing Generic BSN-RN-MSN Leadership and Management
Kimberly Watkins Griggs

Nursing Generic BSN-RN-MSN NP/CNL/NEd
Brendan Ronald Diperna

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Optics and Photonics

Bachelor of Science in
Photonic Science and
Engineering

Photonic Science and Engineering BS

Daniel Batista

*** Aaron Jackson Coville
Clayton Ofino O'Rourke
Steven Peter Solis

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising-Public Relations BA

* Kailey Morgan Abbruzzi
Alexa Marie Altino
* Allyson Kaela Altman
Erin Elizabeth Bak
Samantha Leigh Balao
Kaitlin Lee Blanton
Lauren Elizabeth Borell
Caityn Marie Burke
Anna Lauren Caro
Kelsey Noel Chaloux
* Makayla Danielle Chancey
Noelle Jannine Cheaib
Jessica Lee Cherinka
** Megan Nicole Coffie
Austin Reed Consigny
Taylor Shae Creel
Cassidy Sierra Crisp
Darin Kela Dabney
Deanna Nicolette Davis
Christine Du
Shelby Eden Duke
Truman Scott Elliott
George Abraham Francis
Adam Arthur Froehlich
Edward Maxfield Gavin
Brandon Robert Glaser
Alexa Sandra Goldenhart
Katharine Elizabeth Hall
Heather Nicole Hamel
Sydney Ruth Hannon
Alexandria Blue Heirston
Alexia Jordan Hinds
*** Katelyn Vickoria Hughes
Rachel Marie Humphrey
Brian Hurtado
Benjamin Michael Jimenez
Kaitlyn Keiko Sasaki Johnston
* Brooke Marie Jones
Kahisha Brandy Joseph
Tanner Cole King
Memorie Ann Knipping
Makayla Jane Lindecamp
Hayley-Laure Amanda Lukin
Gianna Rose Maenza
** Amanda Katelyn Marotta
Mackenzie Jo McNatt
Jennifer Lauren Miller
Ari Travon Monroe
Hannah Racheal Grace Nouak

Hazel Marie Ortiz
Jacob Timothy Pirlo
Abree Anne Reed
Rebecca Ariana Restani
* Catherine Nicole Ridgeway
Erin Leigh Robertson
** Arlene Marie Roque
Madison Donna Alexandra Rotolo
Megan Elaine Rumsey-Buchholz
Elizabeth Marie Sabillon
Camille Ivanna Santillan
Jon-Paul Gregory Schaut
** Sarah Michelle Schreck
Jessica Erin Schuster
Zachary Michael Schwartz
Elle Sinclair Siebert
Samantha Nicole Slankard
Kerriynia Small
Taylor Jean Smith
Keaara Spicer
** Rheya Danielle Tanner
Justin Tejada
Adrienne Irene Trematerra
Dalton William Tuell
** Andrea Vargas
Maria Vanessa Vargas
Thomas Anthony Vassiliades III
Jarred John Wagner
Nathalie Alexandra Yacoub
Ashley Brook Zielke

Anthropology BA

Gabriela Michelle Baez
Brandon Michael Barnett
Kinsey Tate Barrett
Kaitlyn Gayle Bolena
Justin Daniel Bratcher
Madison Rose Brochin
* Kristine Deanna Carlos
Samantha Ceballos
Nicholas Stephen Cheke
Danielle Elizabeth Coppens
Michael Cortez
*** Sarah G. Davenport
Casandra Isis Dejesus
Brandon Johnathon Dillinger
** Emily Ann Dowdyantis
Kylee Blake Encarnacion
*** Sutherland Xia Fertig
Kiera Anne Harvell
Ashleigh Marie Holovack
Rebecca Lindsay Hoskins
Alexis Marie Nicole Jackson
* Kelly Nicole Jimenez
** Melissa Anne Kays
** Alexandra Mari Kulenguski
Loveminda Yang Laroco
Tracy Renee Lovingood
Shelby Marie Lucia
*** Heidi Peyton Mattern
Danielle Ann McClanahan
Rachel Michelle Miller
Meghan Joan Morey
Lexis Riley Myhan
Christy Rebecca Opont
Richard James Ott
Elizabeth Ann Pamblanco
Anaili Paulino
Ashley Marie Peters
*** Victoria Irene Priola
Alyssa Marie Ramirez
Brandon Ross Ramirez
Tyra Amerri Robinson
Emily Patricia Semander
Gabriella Marie Siberski-Valentin
April LeeAnn Slipsager
Dylan Reed Smith
Juliana Christina Snowden
* Melanie Lane St Pierre
Austin Blake Stanley
Sean Eugene Tootle
Pahola Rebecca Zamora

Communication and Conflict BA

Alinoma Alexis
Aleika Minelly Arboleda
Brenda Astudillo
Bonita Marie Bagley
Jakara Green
Adalgisa Thalia Guerrero Wright
Anita Joy Halter
Tal Harel
Zackary Dylan Houck
Haley Elizabeth Ingram
Nicole Lynn McElfresh
Berkley Ellen McGaughy
Madison Paige Mitchell
Michael Gary Moncrief
Jazlynn Monique Morejon
Jennifer Marie Nicholson
Alexandra Gabrielle Prince
Cristine Yvette Quinones
Brooke T. Robinson
Colleen Marie Saltzesider

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Savannah Salter
Katharine Denise Seay
Amber Danielle Thaxton
Taylor Miche Thomas
Lucas Bryce Vanatta

Human Communication BA

Irene Nicol Acevedo
Zachary Adams
Andy Aguiar
Younes Adam Aticaid
Natalie Akel
Tatiana Marie Andino
Zaid Anwar
Ashley Marie Aponte Aponte
Umarkhun Ayupov
Sami Alexander Badawi
Ana Gabriela Barahona
Ryan Gabriel Edward Barbar
Michael Patrick Basco
Avalon Mikhaila Bastecki
Andrew Jake Bender
Julissa Anette Benitez
Wendy Marie Bernard
Adam Laurence Bial
Jordan Daniel Bicasan
Lauren Courtney Biller
Nakirah Shanelle Bradley
Catherine Jewel Braun
Leah Jillian Broderick
Donald Hartness Brookman
Alexis Nicole Brown

** Kyle Brown
Max Cory Budin
Cynthia Marie Burgos
Bridget Rose Callahan
Andrea Castaneda
Caitlin M. Cerami
Madison Elisabeth Chabot
Taylor Rose Cherry
Holli Marie Couch
Cassie Dieu Countryman
Edward Matthew Coyle, Jr.
Cody Patrick Cronk
Samantha Kelly Daleb
Molly Shea Delaney
Samantha Ruth Demircioglu
Sophia Ziyan Demircioglu
Sandra Paola Dieguez
Sebastian DiNucci
Brennan Matthew Doane
Jakara Elaine Doe
Shane P. Donovan
Randy Thomas Dossey
Hunter Christian DuBois
Emelina Iwette Edwards
Patrick Michael Edwards
Tarlan Ella Eshghi
Emma Elizabeth Everhart
Dustin Richard Feccera
Tori Catina Fernandez
Victoria Paige Finzi-Smith
Kalleigh Rose Forrester
Madison Reid Fortin
Shady Francois
Alex Nathaniel Freedman
Jocelyn Senovia Garcia
Annamarie Katharine Geren
Kyle Marcelis Gibson
Hannah Michelle Ginsburg
Allie Nicole Goff
Xaria Alisha Gray
Adam Jason Grimes
Jenair Jacquelin Gumbs
Drew Ariel Hallman
Ismael Naieem Hamid
Joshua B'Mari Harrison
Logan B. Heiser
Stephan Girard Henry
Amanda Rose Herzog
Dalton James Hicks
Jebrea Rakel Hines
Blake Michael Hipp
Nicholas Joseph Hogg
Nathalia Pirozzi Iole
Nicole Elizabeth Jackman
Shae Nichole Jackson
Yvette Jean Jacques
Sean Robert Jennings
Jimmy Joseph Julia, Jr.
Mark George Kassab
Brittany Michelle Kiernan
Zana Krakic
Dana Deanne Labozetta
Francesca Valentina Lazzara
Rachel Marie Le Blanc
Tiffany Annmarie Levy
Marisa Eve Lombardi

* Jenna Shea Loomar
Edgar Tomas Lopez, Jr.
Jojasmin Raquel Lopez
Abigail Lane Lovaglio
Christopher Doting Lumbert

** Keyera Denise Lyn
Tara Nicole Malone
Tikia Money Manning
Erin Nicole Manuel
Christopher Antonio Mari
* Monica Paulette Matias
Nicole Catherine Matson
David Joel Miranda
Victoria Marie Monica
Michael James Morrison
Haley Christine O'Halloran
Erin Farrell O'Neil
Carlos Omar Palma
Vashti Natasha Phanisnaraine
Allison Rae Piersall
Britney Monae Price
Elizabeth Marie Prosperi
Ryan Robert Quevedo
Elias Quintana, Jr.
Kamryn Elizabeth Richardson
Carson Layne Ritten
Rosangelly Rivera
Pedro Jose Rivera-Archeval
Klae Marie Robison
Camilo Miguel Rodriguez
Maevan McNils Rogers
Samantha Jillian Rollar
Cameron John Romaine

*** Christine Tillie Rowell
Jacob Jay Rudd
Dyquisha Sarnie Rutherford
Paulicarpe Bernard Salomon
Zachary Benjamin Sandler
Jaisalyn Chariz Santiago
Cassandra Ann Scherpf
Sloane Ann Schnaitman
Kendall Leigh Sexton
Frank Pashk Shala
Rachel Felicity Skeen
Patrice Elizabeth Slaughter
Danielle Evelyn Spera
Taylor Christian Stafford
Carly Gladys Steiner
Samantha Hope Stepper
Hailey Anna Steuer
Alexandria Katherine Stilian
Mytho Stvictor
Mitchell Adam Sumner
Catherine Ann Tompkins
Juan Toribio
Hannah Elizabeth Tredway
Carmen Kelly Turner
Allie Vaknin
Vanessa M. Vasquez
George Jan Vazac

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Courtney Elisabeth Wagner
Cynthia Marie Walker
Marti Ariel Wein
Alexandria Kay Wellington
Monique Audris Whitter
Brooke Elizabeth Wigmore
Mindy Nicole Williams
James Boyd Wolfenden
James Skylar Woods
Makenna Leigh Wyatt
Carrie Ann Yoder
Alexis Unique Young
Emily Rose Zannini

International and Global Studies BA
Alexander John Aders
Amanda Margarethe Ans
Michael Erik Bapp
Miranda Skye Berrios
Salma Chiny
Courtney Elise Chow
Vincenzo Cibra
Aubrielle Maria Cucchini
Katie Lynn DePerno
Hollie Rhiannen Doenges
Alexandra Carolyn Felt
Ysamar Gomez
Anuja Gupta
Hanna Choate Haney
Eithne Brighid Heussaff
Nicholas Alexander Hudspteth
Torre Melissa Ippolito
Hannah Marie Keen
Elizabeth Anandi Lisowski
Kristina Lombardo
Mitchell Crosby Macheske
Spencer George Martin
Fahad Mirza
Rikki Belle Ocampo
Kellie Jo Parker
Camila Andrea Pelaez-Parra
Christen Savitti Ram
Daniel Calvin Roberts
Christian Daniel Rodriguez
Paola Marie Rodriguez
Keylani Rosa
Heather Nicole Santiago
Bianca C. Thervil
Maja Veselinovic
Rachel Alice Wilder
Allison Elizabeth Wolfarth-Solano
Kyle Justin Yockel
Joseph Francis Zimmerman III

Interpersonal/Organizational Communication BA
Ebony Alicia Chance

Journalism BA
Kristin Alexis James
Allison Paige Miehl
Carl-Max Millionard
Andrew Stephen Ramos
Felicia Ivy Roopeshand
Benjamin Philip Sanders
Martina Jo Smith
Erin Leigh West

Journalism BA-Electronic Journalism
James Kelly Calhoun, Jr.
Natalia Maria Carreno
Maia Luisa Leao Doughtie
Anna Michelle Johnson
Brianna Tyra Jones
Karla Alejandra Rodriguez
Amanda Kaley Schoep
Princess Jhane Thiel Stephenson-Lowry

Journalism BA-Print/Digital Journalism
Christina Alexandra Aguis
Samantha Leann Bequer
Kevin Patrick Craig
Isabelle Marie D’Antonio
Christopher DeShaun Davis
Christopher Walter Dryfoos
Colleen Helen Longazel
Rebecca Marie Padron
Cristóbal Erika Ramirez
Cristóbal Hernán Reyes Rios
Deanna L. Rodriguez
Guarner Brock Shuler
Dimitrios Athanasios Tzamaras

Political Science BA-American Politics and Policy
Grayson Newman Bakich
Brian Joseph Bedard
Samantha Leann Bequer
Noel Gabriel Berrios
Katherine Biggs
Matthew Ryan Boggs
Ashley Kate Buskirk
Fausto Mateo Cardenas
Ethan Michael Conkwright
Charles Sean Conry
Joseph Stephen Russell Cook
Jelani Donald Cunningham
Rossalyne Elena Defino
Junior C. Francois
Vinicius Silva Goncalves
James Channont Hosey, Jr.
Brianna Tyra Jones
Maggie Rose Koch
Kelsey Marie Kryger
Derek Lowe
Darrell Durrell Mackey
Grace Frances Magnetta
Firaz Motiwala
Tracy Nable Mouncey
Kilian Muollo
Jose Antonio Ortiz
Daniel Thomas Phillips, Jr.
Angela Louise Proskauer
Rebecca Ariana Restani
Cristóbal Hernán Reyes Rios
Robert William Shearer
Kaitlyn Ann Stelzer
Shadif Ajalon Terreros
Darrell Lennell Thompson, Jr.
Leah Nicole Trilling
Zachary Maxwell Vecker
Walter Jose Velasquez
Samantha Wahba
Dylan Paul Wallace

Political Science BA-International Relations-Comparative Politics
Tanea Ali
Ryan David Allen
Abudulaziz Muteb Alshammar
Himanshu Reddy Appidi
Christopher Joseph Barbee
Ryan A. Barhoush
Malik Chevonnie Barrymore
Kadie Olivia Brauner
Mitchell Louis Buchanan
Gerardo Raul Caceres
Oliiss Cardenas
Anthony William Chetock
Kyra Yvonne-Laxmi Clark
Zachary Dean Cline
Jessica Dalmat
Samuel James Davis
Jose Manuel Diaz
Joshua Eugen Dickson
Brett Eran Ellinport

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Kelsey Jade Feng
Heather Marie Forbes
Eleazar Batista Gallardo, Jr.
*** Paul Ferguson Gill
Nicolas Robert Grabowski
Jacob Ethenze Harn
Tate Alexander Hernly
Angela Claudina Hickman
Ashton Mukisa Holland
Trevor J. Howse
Samantha Marie Hume
William Henry Jayne IV
Kristopher Lee Justs
Mohammed Faad Khushaim
Danielle Kimble
Rachel Alexandria King
Fayruz Dalal Lama
Jacob Eben Levy
*** Brian Marte
Dusan Mastikosa
Tara Gabriel McIntire
Shane Andrew Meehan
Kellen Nyambura Njoroge
Trevor Brandon Norell
Rafael Eduardo Orrego
Camila Andrea Pelacez-Parra
Emily Ruth Puckett
Kevin Bryan Puentes
Aleksandar Repaja
* Kellan Huston Ritter
Kristina Marie Rook
Joseph Andrew Roulette
Elle Roumi
Toby J. Rubin
Michael Francis Scimeca
Nathaniel M. Smith
Stephen Bernard Stafstrom
* Shona Surendran
Elia Dean Tatam
Hayden Michael Trout
Chelsea Katherine Valentine
Emma Russell Wilkenson
Christopher Nick Wills
Raphael Jonathan Zirion

Political Science BA-Political Science-Prelaw

Camila A. Acero
Jessica Michelle Avila
Crystal D. Bailey
Harrison Stuart Ballard
Taylor Marie Barrett
Nicolas Lee Bauer
Julieta Itzel Bautista
Karl Bernard Bell
Cristian Alejandro Cantillana
Danielle Shea Carwile
* Michael Lybrook Clark
Ryan Austin Colon
Ryan Joseph Dorsett
Bryan Angel Estevez
*** Shannon Lindsey Fagan
Estefania Fakes
Matthew William Fieldbinder
Hunter Austin Frick
** Brittany Taylor Glatt
Kemisha Audrey Gordon
Ashna Goyal
Matthew James Robert Guarneria
Jason Daniel Hadaway
Victoria Thoss Hale
* Komysha Hassan
Jackson Robert Herold
Devon Alexander Hoffman
Bethany Humphrey
Sherley Jenae Jacques
Claudia Ines Jimenez
Earl Leroy Jones II
*** Julia Raney Jordan
Stephen Francis Kowalski II
Christina Hrisanthou Kranias
Payton Lee Kuenzli
Trevor Allen Ludwig
Kenneth Gordon Macdonald
Justin Aaron Marnoch
Juan Pablo Marulanda
Cristina Marie Mateo
Megan Ann McCarthy
Ryan Patrick McKinney
Kelly Elizabeth McPherson
Samantha Victoria Medina
Janae Rose Newmark
Maria Alejandra Nino
Mary Alexis Norberg
Melanie Yael Patrick
** Sabrina Pearce
Danielle Perez
Jose Daniel Perilla
Connor Andrew Pillow
William Wade Pinkley
Jacob Nathan Reiner
Lauren Nicole Reynolds
Sabrina Rose Roman
Gabriella Maria Ruiz
Justin John Shepard
Camilli Da Silva
Matthew T. Smith
Hayden Charles Stiles
Mark Robert Tucker
Kyle Tursky
Skylar Renee Umble
Sabine Valbrun
Austin Robert Wallace
James Cutting Williams
Oniquca Ashley Wright
Emma Florence Ziaukowski

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Generalist

Sandra Balcerzak
Valerie Justine Barrantes
Sydney Ille Beckett
Brittany Rose Brickell
Gabrielle Amanda Brookes
Sebastian Skyel de Vallee
Zachary David Levine
Michael Raphael Lopez
* Emily Michelle Moore
Richard Lawrence Pinela
Jennifer Erica Predvil
Hunter Thomas Ragland
Christine Meredith Raynor
Matthew William Reigel
James Thomas Reynolds
Mary Elizabeth Solari

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Journalism

Victoria Anne Kravitz
* Anne Marie Reiber

Radio-Television BA-Media Management and Operations

Gray F. Bigler
Gianna Gabrielle Mascaro

Radio-Television BA-Production

*** Ali Akbari
Eric Dennis Alfaro, Jr.
Tecta Breccue Barrera
Jacob Andrew Boring
Chad Ryan Casagni
Tyler Daylon Colgate
Lauren Marie Cruz
Megan Joan DiMisa
Collin East
** Daniela Granadillo Alonso

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Joseph Regan Hastings
Thomas Huisman
Tarmo Juha Lievonen
Oudalone Bobby Linhavong
Brooke Grace Lyonmais
Dillon Macdermant
Patrick Saylor O’Neal Martin
Javier Reinaldo Martinez
* Ezekiel Edward Menning
Vanneer Eydith Nevado-Masso
Brittany Danielle Parsons
* Mikaela Katarina Ronkvist
Marissa Ann Sherlock
Nicholas Eugene Storvante
Clay Ernest Swingle
Brielle Hayden Toldo
Miranda Kay Urubazo
Alec Brandon Whiting
** Ashley Nicole Williams

Sociology BA
Claudia Maria Aguayo
Lauren Ashley Blanco
Kijafa Rayell Bruce, Sr.
Emily Bunescu
Doreen Elizabeth Butler
Jacob Morgan Calloway
** Fausto Mateo Cardenas
Stephan Crews Carter
Danielle Shea Carville
Keihysha W. Cenord
Heather Nicole Chambers
Brandon Michael Delfosse
Ashley Rosemary Diaz
Karina Dones
Victoria Lynn Droze
Ann Elizabeth Durham
Kendra Lindsay Dziubek
Olivia N. Edwards
Lindsey Kay Elgin
Gillian Elizabeth Ertel
Joanna Lynn Gill
Stacey Marie Goode-Carrasquillo
Leah Ann Grady
Elena Grant-Schramm
* Connor Ralph Green
Jalisa Marie Hankerson
Kailee Elizabeth Hattaway
Vernon T. Headley
Julia Lynn Hemer
Jessica Herrera
Alyssa Noelle Hidalgo
Deborah Marie Jean
Ashley Lynette Johnson
Vanessa Josainvil
Carmel Elizabeth Kaplan
Samir Nizar Kharfian
Nicholas Lee Konoval
Molly Teale Lavoie
Yasmin Iomara Linares
Sheldine Louisjuste
Cassandra D. Lucas
* Lisa Michelle McNeil
Jeanne Miller
Ladayja Leshay Nichols
Shane Hunter O’Donnell
Bryan Miguel Ojeda Colon
Ingrid Ismeme Onoriode
Juliana Marie Ortiz
Carissa Rian Partin
Diana Paulissaint
** Sabrina Pearce
Betty Pierre
Mery Nowine Platel
Jessica Rose Powell
Emily Ann Probus
Anna Elizabeth Rahr
Marisol A. Reyes
Kenyatta Symone Ruffin
Dallas Ryder
Zakiya Vashawn Saunders
Marie Renee Scott
Matthew Aaron Segal
Chantel Margarete Sinclair
Tabitha Ninon Storey
Gisselle Torres
Allie Vaknin
Christopher Craig Van Dorn
Vanise Ashley Vitalise
Katharine Walker
Connor James White
Shanna Kathleen Wight
Kasey Elizabeth Young

Biology BS
Sarah Salem Abdelhameed
Alexandria Yvonne Alford
Hamdi Alhaddad
Laura Elizabeth Andress
Anna Leah Austin
Mychaela Austin
Zackary Max Baker
Asia Rochelle Barachina
* Shekinah Pauline Baron
Jacob Joseph Belkerd
Alexandra Michelle Benedetto
Rochelle-Anne Monique Benjamin
Kevin Matthew Berrocal
Melanie Bigio
Belen Abigail Bohorquez, Jr.
Richard George Bosso
Paul A. Boudreau
Adam Joseph Brady
Bryana Leticia Brooks
Kayla Lynn Burandt
Anne Louise Buschner
Alexander Dominick Camisa
Zuriel Caribe
Lauren Jane Carver
Cheniene Alexia Clemens
Madison Chase Clifton
Kasey Dolores Cockeafair
William Steven Cole II
Brian Corteguera
Victoria Estefania Coutin
Taylor Raye Coyle
Jona Dajabac
Samantha Sarina Daniel
Sara Lynn Davidson
Victor Jose Daza
Christian Rene De La Cruz Cancel
Amanda Irene Maria Denaro
Melanie Diap
Dariel Monique Douglas
** Emily Ann Doverdaitis
Katherine G. Doverdaitis
Maribell Dupont
* Sabrina Joy Eisenberg
Amber Leigh Erskine
** Johnathan Michael Fabrizio
* Amanda Michelle Gagliano
Michelle Lee Gaynor
Emily Elizabeth Gipson
** Matthew Bryce Golan
Christina Marie Gonzalez
** Victor M. Gonzalez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Yunoka Jada Goulbourne
* Ajay Govindraj
Ashlee Brooke Harris
Elizabeth Ashley Heath
Dasenul Jang
Ashly Tamara Jerez
Panayotis Jusakos
Rebecca Sarah Klipin
Victoria Elise Kwiatkowski
Alexis Virginia Lalprade
Simone Zoria Lim-Hing
Manuel Lozada, Jr.
Nicholas Anthony Maggio
Vincent Michael Maltoni
Victoria Milagros Markert
Alexander Gianni Marotta
Eleazar Marquez
Quynh Anh Nu Martin
Morgan Lee Moody
Peter Tan Nguyen
*** Melinda Andrea Paduani
Kamisha Sanjay Patel
Gabrielle Lee Perez
Kelly Anne Petersen
Ryan Tri Pham
*** Priscilla Thi Phan
Destini Jean Pitts
William Nathaniel Rayan
Yvelande Annie Raymond
Nicolas Ignacio Rivas
Brenda Rivera
Dariel Rodriguez
David Rodriguez
Michelle B. Rodriguez
Rafael Alfonso Rosado
John Edward Rudolf, Jr.
Hailee Susanna Rust
Marla Maria Sarraga
** Cassandra Alanis Sarria
Giselle Cecilia Sbarra
Natasha Punam Sharma
Jared Alexander Sierra
Treleasha Marie Simmons
Maja Sinanovic
Evelina Sol Asberg Siska
Sheila Raquel Solarez
Sheridan Nicole Strang
Megan Elizabeth Tedlie
Gabriel Tigreos
Francesca Marie Tomasi
Lindsey Breann Trimble
Aisha Aleta Turnquist
Edward Farias Uliani

Barbara Dora Vagi
Vanessa Vargas
Steven Michael Veaughn
Danicka Verty
Timothy Richard Voltare
* Alexandra Joy Weissman
John Weng
Allison Linda Williams
Alexander Robert Yates
Leonardo J. Zayas Rodriguez

** Biology BS-General Biology
** Grace Ellie Boyd
Yelena Alexandra Bruzon Rodriguez
Amanda Rose Carmichael
Hannah Claire Christensen
William Edward Craig
Tyler Dempsey
Deanna Leigh Ham
Ian Brooks Lino
Dominique Markou
Frances Junely Mendez Rios
Kaitlyn Rondesia Moore
Edgardo Alexander Nazario
Carol Nguyen
Thang Quoc Nguyen

** Biology BS-Pre-Health Professional Biology
Aseel Alshrouf
Andrea Isabel Bender
Joseph Paul Bernhard, Jr.
Brittney Kyara van Kuijk

** Biology BS-Zoology and Pre-Veterinarian Science
Caroline Marie Warrell

Chemistry BS
Angelica Joy Susan Elsen
Alexandra Elizabeth French
Keith J. Hawkins
Derek M. Huggens
Christina Marie Kokoszka
Brian Shawn Letang
Nazish Aqeel Mirza
Mirra Bjork Mogensen
Timur Musaev
Giovanna Marcella Pope
Robert Edwin Ross
Camry Gracie Samuel
Brandon Patrick Shannon

* Shane Shuji Thomas
Maithi Tran
Kaitlin Lindsay Turner
Patrick Andrew Velez
Joseph Wallace Welch

Chemistry BS-Biochemistry
Marcella Costa Calmon Grillo
Meryem Sadollahi Hinaoui
Jennifer Danielle Lear
Christopher Paul Martin
Michael Lambert Mitchell, Jr.
* Brittany Lynn Mueller
** Christopher Anthony Nix
Marquis Rashid Smith
Martin Topps
* Tiffany Thu-Trang Trieu
*** Charles Hampton Verduzco

Forensic Science BS-AnalYSIS
Dylan Scott Aiello
Marissa Jo Bowers
Chelsea Bonnie Hunter
Gerardo Antonio Sibaja
Ivory Elizabeth Smith
Kristan E. Smith

Forensic Science BS-Biochemistry
Kenecia Latrice Jefferson
Brittany Alexandra Ryan

Mathematics BS-Applied Mathematics
Sebastian Frank Campbell

Mathematics BS-Computational
Leonardo Luis Franco Crespo
Michael Jose Groff
Daniel Louis Mandragona
Christopher Aaron Marsh

Mathematics BS-General Concentration
Oluwakemi Lealia Adeagbo
Rory Tosh Barrett
Daniel Paul Blomster
Yael Sharon Carmy
Austin Jacob Deal
Cameron Shea Douglas
Colton Scott Glasscock
Nykyte Anthony Gooden Peters
Yulixa Lynn Grullon
Erika Lynn Klem

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Michael Morris Lafferty
Daniel Wai Kuen Landolfi
John Robert Lien, Jr.
Amaris Eliza Mayorga
Timothy Andrew Michaud
* Killian Muollo
Mario Enrique Navarro
Coral Jasmine Nimz
Nicholas James Ossi
Devan J. Patel
Danielle Corrine Pleines
Thomas James Puhnaty
Alexandra Alaina Rotondo
Shelby Ann Scitese
Owen Gavin Thomas
Matthew Vincent John Whalen

Mathematics BS-Mathematical Economics
Grayson Thomas Brown
Nicolas Lopez
* ** David Alexander Vine

Mathematics BS-Pure Mathematics
Hunter McClain Davenport
* Jason L. Greuling
Nicholas Lee Morely
Thomas Rechtman

Physics BS
Adrian Avery Arnette
Christopher Dylan Arose
Jeremy Ryan Coffman
Francisco A. de Torres
Jacqueline Rose Jensen
Cody Ethan Jordan
Ali Zein Khater
Colin Andrew Lee
Jesse Zhu Lu
Nicolas Marchi Navarro
Logan Marcus Pruitt
Dylan Witzman

Physics BS-Astronomy
Megan Cox
Nicholas James Ossi
** Dylan Eric Rosenberg
Derek Michael Sheiman
Reid Stack

Physics BS-Computational
Bejan Mohamad Ghomashi
Sarah Joy Larson

Physics BS-Optics and Lasers
Swapneal Kumar Jain

Psychology BS
Sarah Jean Abed
*** Juliana Hussam Aboudi
Benitta Elsa Abraham
Romona Deneen Acree
Brandon Connor Akers
Crystal Lee Alequin
Shantelle Cymone Alford
* Roselle Alvarez-Ramos
Bianca Anamay Alves
Sebrenna Amimadani
Nicole Lianne Anderson
Aaliyah Deana Andrews-Jackson
Rachel Isabel Arellano
Alexia Kendra Arias
Staci-Ann W. Aris
Carl Edward Arrington
Tamara Ashour
Julia Sophia Athas
Sabrina Marie Augusto
* Aislinn Alexis Austin
Payton Makayla Austin
*** Ameera Ahteea Bacchus
Michael Anthony Bacon
Lamia Gamed Badreg
Ashley Nicole Bailey
Christine Emily Bair
Erin Nicole Baker
*** Tia Alexandria Ball
Ashmaine Amelia Bangaru
Jessica Marie Barnes
Shirley Elizabeth Barnett
Hannah Helen Barr
Hannah Elizabeth Bartlett
Gabriela Ribeiro Batista
Ciara Ashton Bello
Jessica Ashley Berger
Jonathan William Berman
Daniel Jesus Bermudez
Chantelle Enid Betancourt
Veronica Betancourt-Morales
Kelsey Cheyne Beete
Morgan Taylor Blackman
Sarah Elizabeth Blair
Sky Kim Bobrow

Catherine Aimee Bocco
Nicole Michelle Boette
Kenia Danae Bolen
* Talia Nicole Bougaya
Andrea Nicole Bouvier
McKenzie Rain Bowen
Zachary Ryan Boyle
Oleta Rose Bradley
Joshua Aaron Branson
Steven James Bravato
** Haylee Morgan Breitinger
Anthony Edward Breton
Matthew Peter Bretz
Christian Bricourt
Larry Bartholomew Brinson, Jr.
Joseph Britt III
Juanita Marie Brooks
** Jennifer Elizabeth Brown
Nicole Brown
Hannah Barr Brubaker
Brittany Rose Buchholz
Janet Wurst Buffkin
Alyssa Kayle Burella
Madison Shay Burke
Zachary Voshon Burns
Anne Louise Buschner
Isabela Caicedo
Jamie Lynn Cairns
Alysia Cameo
*** Chelsea Renee Camps
Angelica Capo
Christopher Francis Caprio
Stephen M. Carew
Dayana Carolina Carmona
** Jennifer Janet Carvel
Johann Stephanus Castillo
Mileena Rae Castro
* Trista Arianna Catis
Brianna Kaitlynn Cetco
Brianna Chan
* Tam Richardson
Christopher Ryan Charitar
Ashley Marie Chiarotto
Cristina April Chirino
Tiffany Lynn Chonko
* Nouriya Chraibi
Sally Jean Christopher
Chyna Adora Chung-Roseman
Valerie Adriana Cipriani
*** Logan David Clark
Matthew Thomas Clark
Alexus Lashae Claude-Williams
Carelisse Clemente

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Dolores Ann Cline
Alexa Rebeckah Cohen
Alexis Michal Cohen
Chelesta Maria Collisco
Shara Grace Marie Commander
Ryan Campbell Connor
Jessica Elizabeth Conrad
Maryah Cooper
Jessica Cordoves
Tatiana Maria Corrales
Salvatore Joseph Cotey
* Brittan Ann Couch
Katie Michelle Coutsas
*** Kate Jean Cousins
LaTresa Michelle Craig
* Sophia Marie Cuccia
Cristina Marie Cuervo
Ruth Cuevas-Arias
* Makayla Reid Cuppett
Austin Waters Dalton
Stefanie Maria Dauria
Brittany Angelica Days
Natalya Rose De Gracia
Talia Paige DeCant
Kasey Rose Decelle
Katherine Elizabeth Deery
*** Taylor Nicole DeFrancesco
Laura Elizabeth Denoncourt
** Eve Catherine DePascale
Celeste Maria Noel Diaz
Isabella Patricia Diaz
Leslye Marie Diaz-Mescain
*** Annabel Dieuauh Dinh
Kathleen Grace Donohue
Alyssa Marie Doolittle
Samantha Anne Doorne
Meghan Larissa Dorfman
Fedorah Achoque Dorvilme
Eli Tyler Driscoll
Katelyn Ruth Drury
Jacqueline Dubois
*** Erica Lee Duchaine
Nicolas Bryan Duenas
Bao tran Duongkhuu
Jennifer Andrea Duran
Jamaria Quanessa Dykes
Caylia Alynna Earle
Melissa Ellen Early
Caroline Kathleen Eaton
George Avery Economou
Amy Kay Edgar
Layla Elmorabit
Marianie Luz Encarnacion Ramos
Ryan Drew Epstein
Michael Junior Espinoza
Andrea Lizette Estrada
** Daniel Menedes Faria
Brooke Catherine Fusciana
Conor Matthew Fay
Kaizamar Feliciano Gonzalez
Stephen Andrew Felkner
Natalia Yvelisse Fernandez
Siuly Ann Fernandez
* Astrid Elizabeth Fernandez Acosta
Schuyler Courtney Ferrante
Jesse James Figueroa
Brandon Armando Findlayter
Carly Nicole Fitkin
Omega A. Fleary
*** Patrick L. Fleming
Sarah Elizabeth Fleurestil
* Maria Jimena Fonseca
Cole Alexander Forbes
Toni Michelle Fortunato
Erika Lynn Franklin
Emily Elizabeth Freiber
Steven Tyler Gallagher
Robert Alexander Gallamore
Erik Andrew Gallardo
Brianna Michelle Garcia
Destynie Garcia
Malena Piyari Garib
Sydney Lane Gass
Vayia Christina Gekas
* Clayton John Gindling
Kyle Affleck Giorlando
Samuel Thomas Gladyszewski
Aryana Glasser
Lauren Ashley Goldman
Jackie Suzanne Golsberry
Jensine Gomez
Jackeline Gonzalez
Laura Gonzalez
Nicholas Andrew Gonzalez
Vanessa Valentina Gonzalez Polanco
Kemisha Audrey Gordon
Shanice Shaniel Gordon
Taylor Paige Gourley
Kristen Alexandria Graham
Marko Antonio Gregori
Kristen K. Grimes
Iriz Yesenia Guerrero
Travis Daniel Gustafson
Daniel Anthony Gutierrez
Cristina Angelica Guzman
Lindsay Michelle Haddock
Quentin Harrison Hair
Tristin William Halfman
** Carissa Janice Hamilton
Alexandra Nicole Hardigree
Madeline Victoria Harmon
** Meghan Nicole Harper
Alexandra Rose Harriger
Aliyah Kamara Harris
Blake Mackenzie Harris
Jordan Jaunante C Hart
Emily Lynne Hayes
** Tala Sandra Helbaoui
Jessica Lynn Hellein
Ashley Anne Helms
Kennstall Taylor Henderson
Tyreissus Desean Henderson
Carlyle Tiesha Henry
Mario Bruno Henry
Breanne Morgan Hereford
* Angelica Maria Hernandez
Luz Karime Hernandez
Morgan Lynn Hernandez
Brandi Lillian Herring
Travis John Hicks
** Destiny Chardonney Hill
* Jessica Kim Hoang
Samantha Rose Holland
Jada Monay Holmes
Amanda Rene Howell
Jimmy Hu
Nashia Huda
* Steevony Shealean Igartua
** Kayla Maria Infantino
Nevin Irizarry
Deja Amoral Jackson
* Madison Simone Jacques
* Hanna Regan Jaddi
Stephen Gregory Javaruski
Rose-Sabine Edwina Jean
Stanley Jean Simon, Sr.
Shannon Han Jelonek
Sebastian Gaston Jimenez
Sonia Jobanputra
Atiq Johnson
Jessie Danielle Johnson
Melissa Dawn Johnson
Kaitlyn Keiko Sasaki Johnston
** Amelia Celf Jones
Anastasia Edward Jones
Haley Maria Jones
* Mariiah A. Jordan
Gessica Joseph
Adam Joseph Justice

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Kaleigh Kambour
Clydette Melinda Kearney
*Aleyah Marie Keener
Gabriel Ann Kelly
Mary Michelle Kimball
Katelyn Deann King
Lizzi Nichole Kintz
*Kaylyn Nicole Kirk
Tabitha Lynn Kisil
Heather Lynn Klaas
Danielle DeHaven Kline
Brittany Nichole Knaul
Mary Katherine Kolacsky
*Rebecca L. Koniuszy
Julie Ann Kosharek
Ashley Diane Kurns
John Alexander Kusguen
Kayla Ann LaDez
Patrick A. Laflam-Mcfall
Julie Allison Lai
Alexandra Marie Lambert
*Christine Charlotte Langley
Anajia Nala Lapaix
Jillian Michelle Laswell
Huyen Le
*Kira Dior Leach
Raneata Marie Lemke
Samuel Philip Lessans
Katherine Lindsay Lorenzen
Barbara Katherine Lyerly
*Natalia Macheca
Kristy Michelle Mackey
Aysa Marie Mahoney
Alisha Aty Manchery
Amanda Kristin Marsh
Veronica Philomena Martens
Justin Andrew Martin
Priscilla Zancheska Martinez
*Erica Nicole Martinson
Lilia Caroline Masterpol
Devon Johnathan Mathis
Makayla Marie May
Bria Aaliyah Mayo
Brittany Faith McClure
Kendall Megan McCormick
*Megan Eliza McDonald
Jordan Anne McHardy
**Alexis Isabel McKinlay
Rachel Elizabeth McPherson
Jaysa Medina
Shari Crystal Alexis Medina
Daniel Meehan
Melissa Noemi Mella
Anastasia Marie Mello
Christian James Mendoza
Jessica Isabella Mercado
Samantha Sue Merito
Caridad Mesa
Silvia Daniela Mesa
Yuma Mettelus
*Doniya Nikki Milani
Destiny Patricia Milian
**Alexis Nicole Miller
Sidney Alexandria Minor
Gabriela Sofia Miranda
Marisa Alexis Mitchem
***Justine Nicole Moaveno
Courtney Marie Moet
*Dillon Edward Moffa
Nicole Christina Montagna
Faraday Moody
Benny Morales
Estefanie Morales
Vanessa Cristina Morales
Katlin Victoria Morel
Lesley Marie Moreno
Sonia Teresa Moreno
Coralie Rose Morin
Landon Christian Morley
Daneal Crystal Morris
*Lillian Allegra Moses
Kayla Liana Mota
Zoreed Ali Mukhtar
Melissa Grace Muller
Jill Coreen Mullins
Kristina Nicole Mulrooney
Gabriel Andres Murgueyto
Aalia Kierstin Murphy
Lillian Sheryl Mysel
Palak Hemant Naik
Maryjo Elizabeth Napolitano
Bridget Maeve Nau
Ernesto Navarro
Alyssa Anna-Marie Nazario
Rachel Zoe Neuwirth
Maika Stessie Vanessa Nortelus
Hunter D. Norton
Jessica Marie Nunez
Jonathan Michael Nutting
Tiffany Marie Oakes
Kelly Ann O'Donnell
Frange Adriana Oliveira
Jose Angel Olmo
Camilo Andres Osorio
Christopher Otero
Michelle Nicole Padilla
Cassandra Rae Pagonis
Reilly Frichetof Palmer
Kristine Marie Palombi
Africa Elvira Panozzo
Casey Cheri Paris
Michael Benjamin Parrish
Christina Marie Pataco
Shawn Anthony Paul
Alexandra Pearce
Ciara Anne Peck
Amber Dawn Pelletier
Jacqueline Nicole Pellizzi
Nicole Veronica Perez
Joana Carolina Pernia
Kaveena Persaud
Priscilla Persaud
*Vishwani S. Persaud
Alyssa Lynne Peterson
Nga Kim Pham
Tamara Jordanna Phillips
Rebecca Pierre
Samantha May Stephanie Pile
Samantha Bryanne Pinard
**Paola Pineda
Victoria Pineda
Javier Andres Pineiro
***Caroline Luisa Pittman
Justin David Platt
Alexis Taylor Plattner
Logan Amanda Poland
Katelyn Sarah Popick
Darren Thomas Price II
***Ashley Taylor Procher
Sonya Kay Purvis
Michael Ke Quach
Angelica QuaniShau
Madelyn Taylor Quidot
Dorislynn Quinones
Maria Carla Quintana Rodriguez
Paula Andrea Quintero
***Roberta Rafante Blazzio
Danille Ramirez
Nicolas Ramirez
Victoria Ann Ramirez
Ian Alexandre Ramos Lopez
Brittany Ann Reiter
Melissa Resto-Donis
Almirna Rexhaj
Gissella Eliana Reyes
*Genesis Reyes-Reyes
Melissa Jane Richard
Phillip Morgan Ries
Armando A. Rijo

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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Anasofia Beretta Rincon
Alexandria Elena Rios
Nathaniel Thomas Rivas
Kolton Skyler Rivero

*** Joneil Shamar Robinson
Chad Ray Robison
Pablo Andres Roca
Joanna Katherine Rodgers

** Celine Damaris Rodriguez
Diana Rodriguez
Nikol Marie Rodriguez
Tatiana Noella Rodriguez
Dalyah Gabrielle Rogers
Afina Renee Rohani
Jasmine Monique Roldan
Lauren Taylor Romeo
Jessica Marie Romero
Jared Anthony Rosa

** James Joseph Fridl Ross
Diana Marie Rowin
Bryan Andrew Rudd
Karen Joy Dela Cruz Sacayan
Renee Marie Sahadtjian
Tionna Natasha Salmon
Michelle Sanchez
Raissa Desiree Sanchez
Ryan Joseph Sanders
Phillip Michael Santos
Robert Justin Scamardo
Taylor Jehslee Scanlan

*** Luke Daniel Schlabach
Brittany Mae Scholl
Amanda Nicole Scott
Amanda Brooke Seiler-Adams
Christian Alexander Serig
Ariel Renee Servider

* Anne Marie Settle
Alexis Shawntya Shellman
Masika Abigaal Shelton
Janelle Meridith Sheppard
Sabrina Fatemeh Sherazee
Delelah Ann Shoubaki
Tiffany Sierra
Sierra Michele Silva
Ninel Veronica Silvagnoli
Kayla Raine Silvero
Toni Ann Sinkin
Taylor Ann Smetanka

* Alexis Brianna Smith
Hayley Brooke Smith
Krisha Paige Smith
Kristal Marie Soler
Matthew Jeffrey Soloway

Ana Paula Songer
Monica Sosa
Janine Lynn SOSna
Mariza Josie Soto
Aidan Kyle Spinks
Kiara Krissie Steer
Catherine Elisabeth Steinmiller

*** Julianna Christine Steward
Gabriel Stewart
Kristalyn Kay Stewart
Neal Stewart
Emma Kathy Stickle
Jennifer Arlene Stiver
Mitchell Allen Stookey
Lindsey Paige Storey
Yvonne Celeste Stubbs
Jennifer Rebecca Sturman
Maria del Mar Sugars

Tatiana Lexus Sullivan
Amanda Megan Swiger
Bria Lin Taylor
Christina Rebecca Taylor
Mabel Taylor
Dawn Marie Thomas
Nicholas Storm Tice
Lisa Tissier
Marcus A. Tivis
Catherine Ruth Tormay
Maria Jose Toro Arenas

* Lynn Marie Tortorella
Josephine Pearl Travis
Monica Trejo
Krissey Ann Trewin
Caitlyn Marie Trudo
Nicholas John Ubl

* Lisa Ann Uzialko
Katherynia Latrice Vail
Stephanie Marie Valdes
Kelly Johanna Valencia
Jose Miguel Vallejo
Morgan Alexandra Vancil
Erica Lynn Vanhaeents
Taylor Jeanette Vanhaeents

*** Carlos Julian Vasquez
Elizabeth Marie Vasquez
Julian Tyler Vega
Lizardo-Joes Velez
Marangelie Velez
Monica B. Verdui
Kemsley Anthony Villalona
Daline Vincent
Stephanie Vitek
Cara Marie Von Minden

Reena Ashok Vyys
Rachel Ilana Wachet
Alyssa Danielle Wade
Gwyn Mcelroy Wakil
Calvin Jordan Walker
Jahbriel Walker
Monica Lynne Wallace
Alexia Alexandra Walter
Sarah Ann Warner
Gina Marie Watson
Jordan l'Mane Watson
Melissa Kaitlyn Weaver
Melissa Loren Webster
Michelle Weisz
Ashton Christine Wellborn
Kirsten Cecelia Wellborn
Jessica Marie Wenzelburger
Alexandria Dominique Westbrook

*** Nicole Rose Westerhorstmann
Sarah Christine Whipple
Brianna Mikayla White
Daniel Thomas Whitt
Vincent Thomas Wiggins
Ciara Marie Wigley
Anthony Lee Wilcox
Erin Mairead Williams
Indira Zaire Williams
Jean Marie Williams
Jessica Lynne Williams
Kristina Nicole Williams
Tindall Jason Williams II
Darren Allen Wills
Bryce Christian Wilson
Kartin Joy Wilson
Rossana Margaret Woodford
Jenna Marie Young
Nikki Scriba Zahora

Psychology BS-Clinical Psychology
Wendy M. Keith
Darlene Noralus
Kayla Rae Sanfratello
Marissa Jeanette Tani
Ashley Marie Trigueros

Psychology BS-
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Stephen Ho
Lisa J. McIntyre
College of Sciences

Psychology BS-Neuroscience
Aron Carl Hoots

Social Sciences BS
* Layan Dahhan
Erena Lee Frabizio
Emily Perri Hoffman
Erin Lee Parker
Jenna Beth Reynolds
*** Elizabeth Anne Spalding
Pauline Alexandra Stanwinski
Oniqua Ashley Wright

Statistics BS
Oluwakemi Lealia Adeagbo
Arlee Alan Andre
* Morgan Nicole Bell
Karen Huynh Bui
Kelli Page Corrigan
Hector Rafael Figueroa
*** Connor E. Fullam
Kolby Jayke Golliher
Terrance Raynard Hudson
Emily Sarah Johnson
Richard Joseph Klimek
Gregory Scott Lenaz, Jr.
Steve Ryan Lue
Kyle Adam Morgan
Chelsea Anne Motie
* Austin James O'Connell
Shane Hunter O'Donnell
Maria Papamichael
Megan Michelle Peeler
Chad Montgomery Prom
June Pui
Shing Tsoi
Jordan Taylor Victor
Yishan Wang

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies BA

Folasade Samantha Adeyemi
Michelle Monica Aleksiejczuk

*** Cathleen Danielle Allen
Nyle Garrison Anderson
Allison Aucpter
Diego Soares Bacellar
Heather Lynn Barker
Madeline Ann Basara
Phillip Canady Bass
Madison Nicole Bower

*** Nathan Charles Brown
Patricia A. Cabrera
Matthew Thomas Caldwell
Laura Nicole Capps
Hannah Louise Carter
Clayton Dillon Chak
Christopher Stratton Cotter
Christine Joy Creighton
Hunter Stephen Davis
Teshailah Coynetta Dowdy
Marjorie Dianna Ducos
Karen Lee Dugan
Garrett Robert East
Brandon Michael Englert
Kait Lynne English
Haley Rose Erubrink
Olivia Nadine Ferguson
Jeanette Anna Maria Figueroa
Tracy Ann Folger
Heather Jaclyn Forsyth
Kayla Luree Gibson
Caleigh Robertson Gillilan
Kimberly Ross Gilmore
Nina Ariana Goluskin
Michele Yvonne Green
Nicholas Andrew Harper
Justine Monique Alexandrea Harris
Kailyn Rose Hart
Matthew Kyle Hefelfinger
Laura Shelby Hensel
Trent James Herman

*** Nikki Ross Hill
Sarah Elizabeth Hudlow
Brandon James Jones
Bianca Nicola Kringe
Mitchell Lopez, Jr.
Lauren Adean Lovelace
Abigail Rhee Maguire
Alyssa Nicole McDermitt

Michael John McDoniels, Jr.
Emma Miles
Tiffany Marie Mobeck
Natalie Laria Moore
Shayna Nakita Morgan
Amy Elizabeth Mosher
Sarah Elizabeth Mullen
Harry Benjamin Murphy
Emily Margaret Murray
Justin Oliver Neal
Colleen Nicole Nelson
Joshua Osayuki Ogide
Morayo Ireti Onagoruwa
Brooke Alexa Oster
Abigail Pabon
Ashley Marie Patenaude
Nicklaus Walter Patrocky
Kersti Elizabeth Pinzon
Michael Ridge Puglisi
Karen Ramirez Ibanez
Maria S. Rojas Chaparro
Nicholas Silvio Ronca
Miracle Latasha Rushing
Michael Elias Sabbagh
Marlaine Nicole Schenking
Jack Scot Schneiderman
Stephanie Taylor Sharf
Connor James Shepard
Tatiyana Sierra Smallwood
Katherine Christine Sotomayor
Bailey Elizabeth Spence
Michelle Camila Suarez
Kevin Tarkowski
Scarlett Florentina Thomas Anderson
Katelyn Angela Trahanas
Rachel Chung-Man Tran
Joshua Clifford Tyree

** Ashleigh Mae Verwyst
Austin Michael Villa
Sydney Jade Wein
Katheryn Angelique Wilson
Michael Anthony Young
Alexander Trivison Zudell

Interdisciplinary Studies BA-Women's Studies

Bianca Apollon

Bachelor of Science

Environmental Studies

Samanta Ceballos
Kelly Nicole Kirk
Jeremy Lugo

** Ruth Marcela Parada
Félix José Sosa
Sigridur Asta Thorbjornsson
Dylan Stephen Wolfe

Interdisciplinary Studies BS

Bo Elliott Anderson

*** Lori Ann Atlas
David Augusma
Cassandra Lee Bacon
Hadi Atefs Bakhshe
Danielle Anika Baptiste
Gary Cliff Bautista
Nicole Irene Beaudry
Humira Belim
Shameelah D. Blackmon
Lauren Elyse Bochel
Jamie C. Booth
Austin Reed Brott
Sean Howland Bowers
Vanessa Bradley
Vivian Grace Burgnon
Katina Bush
Caden Christopher Calhoun
Kelsey Ann Carew
Liliana Souki Carpintero
Joseph David Carroll
Victoria Elizabeth Cerrito
Christopher Theodore Chartier
Alexis Draquel Culver
Ashley Dantinen
Vincent Xavier Deliz
Sheli Elana Demry
Georges Deslignes
Nabil Diab
Anthony David DiCiocco
David Michael Diep, Jr.
Katherine Marie Dierker
Camedouasse Dorcet
Lindsay Nicole Dotson
Renee Dutton

Velencia Deborah Duval
Michael Alexander Endara
Jane Healy Ennis
Jacqueline Lee Falco
Vincent Duane Falls, Jr.
Ariel Aubrey Farnung
Larissa Nicole Farrell

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Christy Deshay Ferrell
Julian Edward Ferrer
Taylor Anaysha Floyd
Laquita Sheneke Ford
Tajah Lanay Foster
Roquel Janet Frett
Savannah Bailey Goldberg
Genesis Garcia
Manuel Jaraim Garcia Sanchez
Lindsey Taylor Goldberg
Gina Gabriela Gomez
Angie Gonzalez
Davendra Gossai
* Sarah Mac Griffin
Leticia T. Guerra
*** Anastasia Rebecca Hanchak
Brianna Nicole Hanst
Courtney Ty Harvey
Michael Patrick Hill
Ryleigh Ann Hill
James Travis Hippler
Christina Blair Hixon
Kaitlin Elizabeth Holt
Alexis Cherise Hyacinthe
Diane Patricia Ingram
Nicole Marie Jimenez
Kaeli Adrianna Jones
Cedric Anthony Jordan-Williams
Rachel Joseph
Kimberly Ann Kaminski
Nalisa Lina Kanya
Austin C. Kellogg
Kaylee Jo King
Malka Paige Klein

** Lindsey Taylor Korfmacher
Patrick Kowal
Courtney Ann Kuehl
Tom Kurulkar
Alec James Layman
Linda Rose Le
Nam-Hai Huynh Le
* Rachel Susan Lehrman
* Gina Elena Liccini
Nathan Litten
Elizabeth Ann Logsdon
Jabari Jamal Long
Marize Hany Lotfalla
Samantha D. Lusk
Jacques Davonte Mackeroy
Alexis Angel Manguel
Montana Manos
Tiffany Arahana Watanabe Martins
Amy Lynn Matthews
Michael Joseph McCombes
*** Jourdan Alexandra McKinnis
Jeffrey Cowan McMahlan
Yahmirah Nia McNeil
Noel Patrick Mercado
* Alexis Noelle Merrill
Alebia Anara Mina
Karen Sofia Minnick
Bilal Mohammad Mirza
Natalia Angela Morales
Luis A. Morissette
Tiffany J. Morris
Andrew Albert Mulhall
Lulu Mutemwa
Erica Lindsey Myers
Sandy Nazaire
Melissa Nevy
Tymiller Dean Newton
Kim Nang Nguyen
Hope Fratis Noe
Lauren Paige Noe
*** Darby Allison Oakes
Christy Lynn Oberbeck
Brandon Thomas Odom
Joshua Manuel Otero
Salman Patal
Lindsay Amanda Patton
Sheila Marie Polich
Asia Jasmine Pouchie
Elijah Gary Christopher Putnam
Antuane Travell Richardson
Ashleigh Autumn Risener
Ashleigh Mellin Pomaikai Keiki O Kalani Rivera
Joandra Leticia Rodriguez Diaz
Duneishka Nicole Roman
Elizabeth Dianne Rozansky
Linda Solnage Ruiz
Waseem Zuhare Saedi
Stacey Lynn Salemi
Shannon Laura Sawyer
Morgan Renee Schaff
Michael Anthony Schafani
Josie Ann Sellars
Andrea Leigh Selvia
Viktorija Senkute
Alyssa Mignon Sexton
Rozina Yasmin Sheikh
Stacie Lynn Shelnut
Cayla Ginelle Shirley
Pjerin Shkurti
Nicole Elizabeth Snyder
Sean B. Sookdeo
Chandler Harrison Strickland
Maria Camila Talero
Sydney Elizabeth Shields Tichenor
Mary Jon Torza
Austin Grant Troyer
* Thi-Thi Thanh Truong
Treyton Christopher Tyrell
Emily Christine Wagner
*** Nicholas Keegun Whitmore
Bradley Emerson Wilkins
Emily Gail Williams
Foresten Lee Williams
Kendra Simone Williams
Zane Andre Williams
Jacob Irwin Zeman

Interdisciplinary Studies BS-
Environmental Studies

Ashley Bryce Blonsick
Eric Phillip Buenrostro
Nicole Kristen Clark
Kajani Abijah Cole
Alexander James de la Paz
Carly Rose Eisenberg
Hunter Tyler Gaines
Brennan Edward Hagan
Joseph Stuart Henderson
Tanya Imam
Kalene Ellen Krieg
Jennifer Ivette LaSanta
Djoulissa Louis-Jean
Zachary Matthew Lucas
*** Jacqueline Hope Meyer
Alicia Dawn Norman
Britany Michelle Perry
Lee-Alyse Blake Perry
Carlos Gabriel Santos, Jr.
*** Ashlee Lynn Schuchmann
Kelsey Ann Troyer
Cassandra Jean Underwood
Gareth Kieran Ward
Kelly Elizabeth West

Bachelor of Applied Science

Applied Science BAS-Criminal Justice

Joseph Paul Miller
College of Undergraduate Studies

Applied Science BAS-Health Services Administration
Maria P. Garzon
Robert Stevenson Milward

Applied Science BAS-Information Technology
Laurie Marie Agosto
Valery Doleyres Canton
Nathaniel Alpha Drawdy
Nefali Garcia
Jonas Majestic Goodridge

*** Dallas Hunter Henley
Jared Henry
Charles Edward Kerr III
Michael Anthony Priore
Annika Slemmer
Jase David Stadler

* Johnae Jemini Stroud
David C. Todd
Matthew Eugene White II

Applied Science BAS-Legal Studies
Tiffany N. Brown
Analyls Rivera

Applied Science BAS-Software Development
Robin Christopher Avila
Ismail Aydemir
Anthony Leon Barretta
Andrew John Bates
Ronald James Blake
Tonny Alfred Boesenback
Michael James Cerverizzo
Raithza Keishma Cruz Santiago
Joshua Phillip Farkas
Jeacovy Ricordo Gayle
Mohamed Hassenjee
Jean E. Janvier
Jeremiah James Krayzel
Luis Alexander Lugo
Abraham Martinez
Gabriel Martin Morales
Deacon Christian Olesen

* Daniel Michael Patenaude

*** Paul Orlando Patterson
Tiffany Renee Peet
Paul Jacob Ruediger
Halsey Zachary Smith
Khang An Thi-Le
Dharahan Burris Adrian Walker

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Bachelor of Science

Entertainment Management BS
Leanna Renee Christiansen
William Robert Crotts
John Weeks Deen III
** Payton Andrew Gammicchia
Nicole Kenan Guarino
Phoebe Jo McLaughlin
Jacqueline Kate Mullens
Kelly Anne Nichols
Ryan Thomas Plowman
Valencia Andrea Sims
Kyle Anderson Smith
Micalister Jo Stash
Alexis Marie Tagliarini
Chiaki Yanagawa

Event Management BS
Belinda Acker
* Mackenzie Rose Alpert
Valerie Arguelles
Elaine Grace Atkins
* Milena E. Atkinson
Sydney Nicole Badendyck
* Erin Alexandra Ball
Alexandra Maria Barrios
Jessica Arissa Bauman
Cassandra Leeann Beach
Gina Tersa Bonanni
Angela Kathleen Brave
Christopher Brennan
Jacqueline Marie Bridges
Katelyn Ann Bryan
Arielle Cabrera
Erin Marie Cahill
Joshua Gilbert Camarillo
Taylor Nicole Chase
Gretchen Elizabeth Chevalier
** Alexis Leanne Clark
Tiffany Jade Coisnard
Aurora Teresa Colon
Bianca Estella Colon
Sarah Beth Cotler
Erin Bradleigh Courtney
** Mikaela Quinn Crisp
Emily Dawn Crowe
Brittany Helene Curry
Ashley Kiana De Jesus
Jordan Nicole Dean
Ashley Charline Dieudonne
** Andrea Lynn DiMayo

Emily Danielle Distler
* Emma Peyton Dornath
* Karli Lynn Ecker
Matthew David Elstathiou
* Tara Akemi Elardo
Perri Jena Faulk
Jennifer Ann Fiola
Sydney Paige Fitzgerald
Elizabeth Anne Foley
Hannah Carole Forsythe
Hannah Alison Foster
Kara Taylor Fredericks
Jenna Katharine Furchak
* Samantha Marie Gervais
Gabriel Alejandro Gonzalez
Megan Ashley Goolson
Allison J. Graul
Madeline Elizabeth Gray
Philicia Greenberg
Rafael Grullon
Krysten Nicole Gunther
Ashante Symone Harris
** Hannah Jean Hepner
Brianna Melody Hicks
Mariah Faith Hoefle
* Madison Elizabeth Holmes
Jordan Ashley Hook
Brett Michael Horowitz
Yinxing Huang
Shellie Ann Hulse
Selina Uli Hutagalung
Jenna Elizabeth Issott
Jordan Simone Jackson
*** Sydney Renee Jalali
Carly Rebecca Jaze
Celina Monique Johnson
Haley Danielle Jones
Kelly Marie Jones
** Sarah Morgan Kalick
* Rachel Marie Kelsesky
Caroline Rozalia Kemp
* Julie Erin Kershaw
Alicia Kihlander
Ashley Ryan Krause
Jessie Marie Landress
Macie Gabrielle LaRose
Anna Katherine Lawless
Eliza Nicole Lawrence
Erika Jasmine Lemus
Vittoria Louth-Ciaccio
Casey Makenzie Lucidi
Xiaofei Luo
Morgan Grace Mackenzie
Katy Elizabeth Magliozi
Brooke Michelle Mailloux
Shantelle Mantilla
Kaleigh Steger Marsh
Erica Rosemary Maurino
Marisa Leyan Mazza
Halee Ann McKinney
Chuck Anthony Mere
** Sari Beth Misek
Mitzel Amanda Montero
Alexandra Michelle Moore
Norma Patricia Mora Martinez
* Gabrielle Mariah Morford
Ashley Nicole Myers
Adam Richard Myhill
Tiffany Jeanine Napoli
Lauren Ann Natalie
* Hannah Neal
Jessica Aleda Nelson
Kathryn Michiko Nishimoto
Allyson Nicole Nordean
Liudmila Olan
*** Meghan Colleen O'Malley
Kylee Larae Pastorius
Blaine Dimitri Phillips
Marissa Ariel Rambo
Tatiana Kristal Ramoon
Nejija Riley
*** Yarelis Marie Rivera
Chelsea Christina Rodriguez
Ciara Isabel Rodriguez
Alaina Cecelia Rollins
Claire Elizabeth Rowe
Megan Nicole Runge
Julie Elena Sandler
Chloe Paule Savaio
Jayde Raquel Sawyer
Alyssa Saxon
Sydney Rachel Scheiding
Andrew John Seymour
Meaghan Jane Sharp
Gabriela Shiato
Tatsuya Shimokoshi
Nella Francesca Shope
Charles Jack Shriver
Celeste Canice Canales Sierra
Maria Fernanda Sierra
Haley Kristine Simons
Caitlyn Rose Nicole Smith
Rebecca Erin Sohn
Claudia Elizabeth Speyer
Victoria Dove Stephenson
Lauren Joy Stevens

** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Kayla Mae Taylor
Rochele Joyce Taylor
Stephanie Elizabeth Sharon Taylor
Christine Lea Teixeira
Darius Jarreau Thomas
Blake Elizabeth Thomason
Gabrielle Nicole Timpson
* Nicole Ann Toothaker
* Savannah Josephine Umpenhour
Julieann Marie Vega
Meredith Lauren Wanersten
Rebecca Lynne Warner
Tawana Taney Webb
*** Erica Louise Week
Kellie Nicole Wessel
Hannah Marie Whipple
Anna Dohoney Windom
Jenna Marie Winebarger
Rose Ann Witherell
Dylan Paul Wofford
Lauren Christina Worley
Jessica Dell Ann Wright
Kelsie Brittany Wright
Carliegh Jean Yazvac
Megan Reilly Young
Shelby Renee Zahurak
Luna Millan Zanini
*** Nicole Taylor Zumsteg

Hospitality Management BS
Andrea Nicolle Alfaro
Erin Casey Aird
Mackenzie Andrew Armatas
Chelsea Elizabeth Aubry
Tyler Holt Aycock
Sydney Nicole Badencheck
Robert Charles Baldwin
Alexandria Maria Barrios
* Margaret Elizabeth Bartolotta
Laura Catherine Behnke
Taylor Ann Blatchford
Maikel Daniel Bonilla
Christopher Mark Boston
Angela Kathleen Brave
Christopher Brennan
Brittany Ann Brooks
Kyle Ryan Brown
* Casey Nicole Burke
Arielle Cabrera
Meaghan Elizabeth Cambra
Angelica Quiana Carey
** Maddison Alexa Carey
Shane David Carreja
** Spencer Colena Cason
Rafael Castro
Rosina Marie Chevez
Giselle Cisne
Nadja Iona Clark
Stephanie Marie Clerc
Tiffany Jade Coisman
Melanie Jill Cossin
Dayvon Maree Cruz
Adrian Lobo Daniel
Aaron Danzy
Chloe Caitlin Deen
Melissa Allison DeMartinis
Eric David Denyer
Janki Desai
Ansley Elisabeth DeStefano
Kelly Renee DeSuza
** Andrea Lynn DiMayo
Emily Danielle Distler
Deron Yvonne Donohue
John Paul Duffy
Olivia Porter Dunham
Simon Duran Guillen
Kayleen Caizin Durell
Emiley Sue Dwarka
Heidi Nicole Ehrlich
Sharlee Lorraine Embry
Christopher Emmer
Merve Erdil
Yineth Valeria Escobar
Sydney Rachael Fabiszewski
Chelsea Pearlne Farrell
Samantha Marina Federico
Alexander John Fernandez
Soraya Michelle Fernandez-Hazoury
Joshuan Martin Ferrer
Adrianna Marie Fisher
Brianne Nicole Freamton
Haley Christine Franken
Kara Taylor Fredericks
Desbourne Denise Frith
Christopher Garcia
Hannah Danielle Gardner
Viviana Paola Gastandui
Melissa Anne Gentile
Gabrielle Sarnise George
Trevor Geraghty
*** Mahala Maete Geronasso
* Samantha Marie Gervais
Astrid Gonzalez
Adam Michael Gregorich
*** Elizabeth Hummel Hackney
Emily Michelle Haines
Jasmine Ann Hammerstein
Charles Jackson Hammock
Brandon Alexander Hardy
Pauline Baggett Harrison
Christopher Ross Hart
Ashton Reynolds Hatter
Katie Colleen Hawley
Eric Sean Hayden
Kaitlyn Marie Heilfurth
* Abigail Solveig Hines
Kelsey Nicole Honeycutt
Lauren Michelle Hopson
Danielle Paige Houghtaling
Caitlin Ann Hughes
* Haley Brooke Huminski
* Rashana Cristina Hydes
Jenna Elizabeth Issott
Abrione Lenae Jackson
Jennifer Rachel Jacobow
Sarah Brooke Jarvis
Carly Rebecca Jaxe
Celina Monique Johnson
Tracey Jones
Michael Thomas Jurianek
Robertio Daniel Kamal
Gabrielle Ona Kamson
Grant Scott Keller
Kaitlyn Paige Kenney
Christina Anastasia Khouri
Victoria Eleni Kontzamanys
Brittany Alexa Kraut
* Tianna La Rosa
Macy Gabrielle LaRose
Kim Le
Hilary Morgan Lee
Juliana Youn Lee
Ross Cameron Lent
Cody Allen Leport
Robert Thomas Lewand
* Kelley Rae Lewis
* Molly Rachael Lombardo
** Shannon Haviland Lopez
Vittoria Louth-Ciaccio
Jonathan Tyler Madison
Katy Elizabeth Magliozzi
Gabriella Marie Maltoni
Christeen Marie Marcos
Jordan Matthew Martin
Jennifer Martinez
Leslie Diane Martinez
Nicholas Vincent Marzullo
Hayley Hope Mason

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Mitchell Loren Massey
Kara Anne Masters
Marisa Leyan Mazza
Halae Ann McKinney
Harold Ray Miles III
Aaron Alexander Moore
Alexandra Marie Morales
Ali M. Musleem
Alia M. Musleem
Adam Richard Myhill
Lauren Ann Natalie
Nadley Nazaire
** Rachel Katherine Neiman
Maureen Grace Nelson
Hong Ngoc Nguyen
** Katia Hunt Nilerender
Nguyen Jackson Norrell
* Kelsey Jane O'Connor
Edgardo Rafael Oquendo Aponte
*** Danielle Larissa Oxley
Samantha Andrea Pacheco
Danielle Christin Palko
Ivan Andres Parra
Ganesh Devin Persaud
Blaine Dimitri Phillips
* Morgan Elena Phtt
Lorenzo Amiel De La Cruz Pretta
* Lisa Lei Quach
Dalia Thalia Quevedo
Luis G. Ramirez
Samuel Hubert Reaves
Rachel Marie Rensberger
Jade Seris Reyes
Joshua Hiram Rodriguez
Melanie Victoria Rodriguez
Kaya Rubinstein
Jaynee Jean Saint Hilaire
Allison Brooke Saka
*** Marissa Anne Salaya
Melissa Salazar
Rhachelle Nadine Samson
Chloe Paule Savoie
Aubrey Marie Schade
Spencer Divin Herington Scheirer
Christopher Thomas Schneider
Katelynn Elisabeth Seacord
Lesleigh Elizabeth Segal
Kristen Annette Sellecchia
Yahaire Serrano
Faris Sibai
Celeste Canice Canales Sierra
Leah Maxine Solomon
Bennett Spack

*** Rebecca Page Stankiewitch
*** Rebecca Marie Stephenson
Summer Rose Stevens
Florence Stigol
Jacqueline Nicole Stough
Keila Nicolette Strachan
Marie Isabel Suro
Marvin Syngue
Alexis Tiffany Talicol
John Andrew Taylor, Jr.
Stephanie Elizabeth Sharon Taylor
Tyhesia Oneaka Taylor
Victoria Gayle Taylor
Emily Michelle Troutner
Matthew Jacob Tuokkola
Hayley Anne Vanfleet
Kassondra Lynn Vanlandingham
Christina Vicky Velickovich
Josue Villa-Santacruz
Jacqueline Marie Walcott
Jennifer Danielle Wallace
Shyanne Mikaelyn Wardle
Rebecca Lynne Warner
Tyler Michael Whalen
Elizabeth Rachel White
Alexa Delaney Williams
Kristin Williams
Gregory Wayne Wright Il
Alexis Marie Zampell
*** Nicole Taylor Zumsteg

*** Jarret F. Geist
** Frank Anthony Hamedl, Jr.
Zachary Ross Hinund
*** Ashley Cristina Kaezor
Taylor Julia Longbrake
Ryan Thomas Lundy
Carson Thomas Luter
Justin Michael McKeon
Meghan Laura Milliken
Rebecca Erin Sohn

Restaurant and Food Service Management BS
Joseph Edward Boyer
Michael Lirio Davenport
Chloe Caitlin Deen
Molly Alyse Ferraro
* Abbigail Solveig Hines
Cristian Rafael Honorato
Jeremy Shan Hubsmith
* Mikaela Ann Isabelle
Sarah Aliyah Khan
Nefertiti Jewls Martin
Aaron Alexander Moore
Samantha Andrea Pacheco
Shelley Anne Seaton
Ariana Leigh Stoner
Marie Isabel Suro
Sarah Anne Terwilliger
Jared Lee Wentz

Hospitality Management BS-Generalist
Elizabeth Lorraine Davis
** Danielle Raquel Gale
*** Kovi Alan Katz
Lauren Marye Lesinski
Kaley Noel Light
Nefertiti Jewls Martin
Nicole Rhiann Verhagen
Hannah Marie Whipple
Samuel Allen Wight

Hospitality Management BS-Lodging Management
Hannah Jennifer Rousse

Hospitality Management BS-Theme Park and Attraction Management
** Caitlin Margaret Derda
Ricardo Ismeal Diaz
Leah Cara Fishkin
Eli Solomon Fried

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
The Commencement Ceremony and Academic Regalia

The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teachers, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. A representative of the Faculty Senate certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The hoods used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### College of Business Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Education and Human Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Engineering and Computer Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Graduate Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Health and Public Affairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication and Disorders</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Midnight Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Informatics</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Blue-Violet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Medicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Nursing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Optics and Photonics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optics and Photonics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Computing</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rosen College of Hospitality Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism Management</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**College Gonfalons**

The gonfalon originated in the medieval state of Italy as an ensign of the state of office. The UCF gonfalons designate the university seal, the various colleges, and the core values of *The UCF Creed*. The colors of the university, black and gold, are joined together in a UCF star common to all colleges.

**The University Mace**

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the UCF library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

**The Presidential Medallion**

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: *Accent on the Individual* and *Accent on Excellence*.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, *Reach for the Stars*. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
## Honorary Degrees Awarded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Honoree Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Honoree Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 1979</td>
<td>Lee R. Scherer, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lotfi Zadeh, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1979</td>
<td>Joseph Daniel Duffey, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James Bacchus, Doctor of Public Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1980</td>
<td>Thelma Vivian Jackson Dudley, Doctor of Humanities</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 2002</td>
<td>Richard M. Karp, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1982</td>
<td>Andrew Duda, Jr., Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>December 2002</td>
<td>Albert Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ferdinand Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>December 2004</td>
<td>Robert E. Kahn, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>G. Vince Amico, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert J. Whalen, Doctor of Agricultural Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Harriet Elam-Thomas, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1982</td>
<td>Mary Jo Davis, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 2005</td>
<td>Anibel Acevedo Vila, Doctor of Public Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Wadsworth, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 2009</td>
<td>Howard Lance, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jerry Collins, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>December 2012</td>
<td>Sanford Shugart, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1988</td>
<td>Elie Wiesel, Doctor of Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alan Ginsburg, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John D. Holloway, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>J. Charles Gray, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wolfgang-Detlef Petri, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1989</td>
<td>Frank M. Hubbard, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>August 2016</td>
<td>Alan Eustace, Doctor of Business</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td>April 2017</td>
<td>Mohammad bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William S. Jenkins, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles N. Millican, Doctor of Laws</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1990</td>
<td>Helen Harris Perlman, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thaddeus Seymour, Doctor of Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1991</td>
<td>Roald Hoffman, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1993</td>
<td>Buell G. Duncan, Jr., Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1995</td>
<td>Norman R. Augustine, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1995</td>
<td>Jesse Stone, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1996</td>
<td>Nicolaas Bloembergen, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1996</td>
<td>Richard A. Nunis, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Degrees Conferred

B.A. Bachelor of Arts
B.A.B.A. Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration
B.A.S. Bachelor of Applied Science
B.Des. Bachelor of Design in Architecture
B.F.A. Bachelor of Fine Arts
B.M. Bachelor of Music
B.M.E. Bachelor of Music Education
B.S. Bachelor of Science
B.S.As.E. Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
B.S.B.A. Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
B.S.C.E. Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
B.S.Cp.E. Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
B.S.ConE. Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
B.S.E.E. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E.T. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology
B.S.E.T. Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology
B.S.Env.E. Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
B.S.I.E. Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
B.S.M.E. Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
B.S.N. Bachelor of Science in Nursing
B.S.P.S.E. Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering
B.S.W. Bachelor of Social Work
D.N.P. Doctor of Nursing Practice
D.P.T. Doctor of Physical Therapy
Ed.D. Doctor of Education
Ed.S. Education Specialist
M.A. Master of Arts
M.A.A.E. Master of Arts in Applied Economics
M.A.T. Master of Arts in Teaching
M.P.A. Master of Public Administration
M.B.A. Master of Business Administration
M.D. Doctor of Medicine
M.Ed. Master of Education
M.F.A. Master of Fine Arts
M.N.M. Master of Nonprofit Management
M.S. Master of Science
M.S.A. Master of Science in Accounting
M.S.A.E. Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
M.S.B.M. Master of Sports Business Management
M.S.C.E. Master of Science in Civil Engineering
M.S.Cp.E. Master of Science in Computer Engineering
M.S.E.E. Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
M.S.Env.E. Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
M.S.I.E. Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
M.S.M. Master of Science in Management
M.S.M.E. Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
M.S.M.S.E. Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering
M.S.N. Master of Science in Nursing
M.S.R.E. Master of Science in Real Estate
M.S.T. Master of Science in Taxation
M.S.W. Master of Social Work
Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy

Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 6-10 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. Students should log into MyUCF to update their diploma mailing address if the diploma mailing address changes after filing their Intent to Graduate.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!

Lost and found items may be turned in or claimed at Guest Services, located at the main entrance on the second level. All University of Central Florida campus activities, events, programs, and facilities are available to all students of any race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and veterans’ status with due respect to law and the university’s philosophy of respect for individual and personal dignity.
UCF ALMA MATER

All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold,
Will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.
May loyalty and friendship, within our hearts unite,
And light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight.

With honor and affection our friendship will renew,
We sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.
UCF ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
In partnership with Seminole State College
850 S. State Road 434, Suite A426
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
407.404.6089

UCF COCOA
In partnership with Eastern Florida State College
1519 Clearlake Road
Building 3
Cocoa, FL 32922
321.433.7821

UCF DAYTONA BEACH
In partnership with Daytona State College
1200 W. International Speedway Boulevard
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386.506.4021

UCF LEESBURG
In partnership with Lake-Sumter State College
9501 U.S. Highway 441
Leesburg, FL 34788
352.356.2113

UCF OCALA
In partnership with College of Central Florida
3001 S.W. College Road
Ocala, FL 34474
352.854.2322 x. 1824

UCF PALM BAY
In partnership with Eastern Florida State College
250 Community College Parkway
Building 3
Palm Bay, FL 32909
321.433.7838

UCF SANFORD/LAKE MARY
In partnership with Seminole State College
100 Weldon Boulevard
Partnership Center
Sanford, FL 32773
407.708.2471

UCF SOUTH LAKE
In partnership with Lake-Sumter State College
1250 North Hancock Road
Clermont, FL 34711
352.536.2113

UCF VALENCIA EAST
In partnership with Valencia College
701 North Econlockhatchee Trail
Building 5, Rooms 230E and 230G
Orlando, FL 32825
407.582.2318

UCF VALENCIA OSCEOLA
In partnership with Valencia College
1800 Dean John Lane
Building 4, Room 234
Kissimmee, FL 34744
407.582.4190

UCF VALENCIA WEST
In partnership with Valencia College
1800 South Kirkman Road
Building 11, Room 104
Orlando, FL 32811
407.582.5500
Class Gift Donors

Donations received as of April 13, 2018
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NOTES
This commencement program will be available at http://commencement.ucf.edu/2018/spring/archive for download as a PDF beginning Monday, May 7, 2018.